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INSECT STUDY

NSECTS

are among the most interesting and available of
living creatures for nature-study.
The lives of
many of them afford more interesting stories than are
found in fairy lore; many of them show exquisite colors
and, more than all, they are small and are, therefore,
easily confined for observation.
all

While the young pupils should not be drilled in
anatomy, as if they were embryo zoologists, yet it
is necessary for the teacher, who would teach intelligently, to know something of the life stories, habits and
insect

common insects. Generally speaking,
develop from eggs. To most of us the
word egg brings before us the picture of the egg of the hen or of some
other bird.
But insect eggs are often far more beautiful than those of any
bird; they are of widely differing forms, and are often exquisitely colored
and the shells may be ornately ribbed and pitted, sometimes adorned
with spines, and are as beautiful to look at through a microscope as the
most artistic piece of mosaic.
From the eggs, larvse {sing, larva) issue. These larvae may be
caterpillars, or the creatures commonly called worms, or may be maggots
structure of the
all

insects

The egg

of the cotton moth, greatly enlarged.
for the Study of Insects.

From Manual

The larval stage is always devoted to feeding and to growth.
or grubs.
It is the chief business of the larva to eat diligently and to attain maturity
as soon as possible; for often the length of the larval period depends
more upon food than upon lapse of time. All insects have their skeletons on the outside of the body that is, the outer covering of the body is
chitinous, and the soft and inner parts are attached to it and supported
;

The

forest tent-caterpillar

shedding

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

its skin.
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by

This skin is so
it.
firm that it cannot stretch
to accommodate the increasing size of the growing insect, thus from time
But
to time it is shed.
before this is done, a new
skin is formed beneath
the old one. After the
old skin bursts open and
the insect c'rawls forth,
the new skin is sufficiently
soft and elastic to allow
for the increase in the
Soon,
size of the insect.
the new skin becomes
hardened like the old one,
Full-grown caterpillar of the lima moth.
and after a time, is shed.
Photo by M, V. Slingerland.
This shedding of the skin
Some insects shed their skins only four or five times
is called molting.
during the period of attaining their growth, while other species may molt
twenty times or more.
After the larva has attained its full growth, it changes its skin and its
form, and becomes a pupa.
The pupa stage is ordinarily one of inaction,
except that very wonderful changes take place within the body itself.
Usually the pupa has no power of moving around, but in many cases it
can squirm somewhat, if disturbed. The pupa of the mosquito is active
and is an exception to the rule. The pupa is usually an oblong object
and seems to be without head, feet or wings; but if it is exanained closely,
especially in the case of
'^
"

and moths, the
antennae, wings and legs

butterflies

may be seen, folded down
beneath the pupa skin.
Many larvae,

especially

,

'^
?

moths, weave
about themselves a covering of silk which serves to
those

of

protect

them from

^^

,

'•

^Vji,

their

enemies and the weather,
during the helpless pupa
period. This silken covering is called a cocoon.

The
do

larvae

not

of butterflies
a silken

make

cocoon, but the pupa is
suspended to some object
by a silken knob, and in
some cases by a halter of
silk,

A

and remains entirely naked.

Care should be
chrysalis.
pupia, chrysalis and cocoon

luna cocoon cut open, showing
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

The pupa

tlie

pupa.

of a butterfly is called

taken to have the children use the words

—understandingly.

a
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After a period varying from days to months, depending upon the
species of insect and the climate, the pupa skin bursts open and from it
emerges the adult insect, often
equipped with large and beautiful

wings and always provided with

and a far more complex
structure of body than characterized it as a larva.
The insect never
grows after it reaches this adult
stage and, therefore, never molts.
A butterfly chrysalis.
Some people seem to believe that a
small fiy will grow into a large fly,
and a small beetle into a large beetle; but after an insect attains its
six legs

A

tuna moth.

The delicate, exquisite green of ihe luna^s wings is set off hy the rose-purple, velvet border of the front
wings, and ihe while fur on the body and inner edge of the hind wings. Little wonder that ithas been called
the "Empress of the night".
The long swallow tail of the hind wings give the moth a most graceful shape, at
the same time probably afford it protection from observation.
During the day time the moth hangs wines
down beneath ihe green leaves, and these long projections of the hind wings folded together resemble a
petiole, making the insect look very much like a large leaf.
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perfect wings, it does not grow larger.
Many adult insects take very
little food, although some continue to eat in order to support life.
The
adult stage is ordinarily shorter than the larval stage; it seems a part of
nature's economic plan that the grown-up insects should live only long
enough to lay eggs, and thus secure the continuation of the species.
Insects having the four distinct stages in their growth, egg, larva, pupa
and adult, are said to undergo complete metamorphosis.
But not all insects pass through an inactive pupa stage. With some
insects, like the grasshoppers, the young, as soon as they are hatched,
resemble the adult forms in appearance. These insects, like the larvae,
shed their skins to accommodate their growth, but they continue to feed
and move about actively until the final molt when the perfect insect
appears. Such insects are said to have incomplete metamorphosis,
which simply means that the form of the body of the adult insect is
not greatly different from that of the young; the dragon-flies, crickets,
grasshoppers and bugs are of this type. The young of insects with an
incomplete metamorphosis are called nymphs instead of larvae.

The adult

A

The

line

shows

its

I.

II.

of

same

natural

actual length.

Summary
Kinds

of the

grasshopper,

young grasshopper, enlarged.

of ihe

Metamor pilosis

Metamorphoses of Insects
Names of Stages

Complete metamorphosis

Incomplete metamorphosis

Egg.
Larva.
Pupa.
(The pupa is sometimes
enclosed in a cocoon.)
Adult or winged insect.
^Egg.

Nymph

(several stages).

Adult, or imago.

Insect brownies; tree-hoppers as seen through a lens.
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The Structure of Insects
The insect body is made up of ring-like segments which are grown
These segments are divided into groups according to their use
together.
and the organs which they bear. Thus the segments of an insect's body
are grouped into three regions, the head, the thorax and the abdomen.
The head bears the eyes, the antennae, and the mouth-parts. On each
side of the head of the adult insect may be seen the compound eyes; these
are so called, because they are made up of many small
eyes set together, much like the cells of the honeycomb.
These compound eyes are not found in larvae. In addition to the compound eyes, many adult insects possess
simple eyes; these are placed between the compound
eyes and are usually three in number.
Often they
cannot be seen without the aid of a lens.
The antennae or feelers are composed of many segA part of the ments and are inserted in front of the eyes or between
them. They vary greatly in form. In some insects
compound eye
of an insect,
they are mere threads; in others, like the silk- worm
enlarged.
moths, they are large, feather-like organs.
The mouth-parts of insects vary greatly in structure and in form,
being adapted to the life of the insect species to which they minister.
Some insects have jaws fitted for seizing their prey, others for chewing

Oviposiior

To^i

<4-

Tars us

'Toe-pad orl^ilvillus

Grasshopper, with the parts oj the external anatomy named.
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leaves, others have a sucking tube for
getting the juices from plants or the
blood from animals, and others long
delicate tubes for sipping the nectar

from

flowers.

In the biting insects, the mouthparts consist of an upper lip, the labrum,
and under lip, the labium, and two
pairs of jaws between them.

The upper

pair of jaws is called the mandibles and
the lower pair, the maxillse (sing,
There may be also within
maxilla).
the mouth, one or two tongue-like
organs.
Upon the maxillae and upon
the lower lip there may also be feelers
which are called palpi (sing, palpus).
The jaws of insects, when working,
A sphinx moth with the sucking do not move up and down, as do ours.
tongue unrolled.
shears.
In
but move sidewise
Photo by M. v. Slingerland.
many of the insects,
children are
able to observe the mandibles and the palpi
without the aid of a lens.
The thorax is the middle region of the insect
body. It is composed of three of the body segments more or less firmly joined together. The
segment next the head is called the prothorax, the
middle one, the mesothorax, and the hind one, the A tree-hopper, showing the mouth as a
metathorax. Each of these segments bears a

^_j:^

long,

three-jointed

pair of legs and, in the winged insects, the second
sucking tube, at a,.
and third segments bear the wings. Each leg
consists of two small segments next
BppeUFpeflaBrMJK
to the body, next to them a longer
segment, called the femur, beyond
this a segment called the tibia, and
beyond this the tarsus or foot. The
tarsus is made up of a number of
segments, varying from one to six,

most common number being
The last segment of the tarsus
usually bears one or two claws.
While we have little to do with
the internal anatomy of insects in
the

five.

elementary nature-study, the children should be taught something of

way

that insects breathe.
The
naturally believes that the
insect, like himself, breathes through
the mouth, while as a matter of fact,

the

child

The month-Parts of a grasshopper
dissected off, enlarged and named.

insects breathe through their sides.
If we examine almost any insect
carefully, we can find along the sides
o|, the body
a series of openings.
inese are called the Spiracles, and
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air passes into the insect's body.
The number
insects.
There is, however,
spiracles varies greatly in different
never more than one pair on a single segment of the body, and they do
not occur on the head. The spiracles, or breathing pores, lead into a
system of air tubes which are called tracheae (tra'-ke-ee), which permeate

through them the
of

the insect's body and thus carry the air to every smallest part of its
anatomy. The blood of the insect bathes these thin-walled air tubes
and thus becomes purified, just as our blood becomes purified by bathing
the air tubes of our lungs.
Thus, although the insects do not have
localized breathing organs, like our lungs, they have, if the expression
may be permitted, lungs in every part of their little bodies.
..T/to rax

Abtla ^.^7L

Prop leg

True leg's

-VPro legs
Spi fades on
Breathing- pot-es
The sphinx

caterpillar, with the parts of the external

Summary

of Structure of

anatomy named.

o,n Insect

Antennae.

Compound

eyes.

Simple eyes or

ocelli.

I^abrum, or upper lip.
Mandibles, or upper jaws.
Maxillae, or lower jaws, and maxillary

Head
Mouth-parts

palpi.

Labium and
Prothorax and

first

Mesothorax and

Metathorax and

Wing

Thorax

labial palpi.

pair of legs.
second pair of legs,
first pair of wings,
third pair of legs,
second pair of wings,
veins,
cells.

Two
Leg

small segments called
coxa and trochanter.
Femur.

Tibia.

Tarsus and claws,
ears (in locusts only),

Abdomen

The abdomen bears

spiracles,

ovipositor.
References.-

Manual

for the

Studyof Insects and Insect

Life,

Comstock.
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THE BLACK SWALLOW-TAIL BUTTERFLY
Teacher's Story

HIS

is a very good friend to the
being a most efficient pollen carrier. It
haunts the gardens and sips nectar from all the blossom
cups held out for its refreshment; and it is found
throughout almost all parts of the United States.
The grace of its appearance is much enhanced by the
"swallow-tails," two projections from the hind margins of the hind wings.
The wings are velvety black
with three rows of yellow spots across them, the outer
row being little crescents set in the margin of the wing;
each triplet of yellow spots is in the same cell of the wing
between the same two veins. The hind wings are more elaborate,
for between the two inside rows of yellow spots, there are exquisite
metallic blue splashes, more vivid and more sharply outlined toward
the inside of the wing and shading off to black at the outside.
And
just above the inner angle of the hind wing is an orange eye-spot with
a black center. On the lower surface of the wings, most of the yellow
spots are replaced with orange.
The mother butterfly is larger than her mate and has more blue on her
wings, while he has the yellow markings of the hind wings much more
conspicuous.
She lays her egg, just the color of a drop of honey, on the
under surface of the leaf of the food plant.
After about ten days there hatches from this
egg a spiny little fellow, black and angular,
with a saddle-shaped, whitish blotch in the
middle of its back. But it would take an
elfin rider to sit in this warty, spiny saddle.
The caterpillar has six spines on each segment,
making six rows of spines, the whole length
of the body; the spines on the black portions
are black and those on the saddle white, but
they all have orange-colored bases.
When little, spiny saddle-back gets ready
to change its skin to one more commodious
for its increased size, it seeks some convenient
spot on the leaf or stem and spins a little
silken carpet from the silk gland opening in
on this carpet it rests quietly
its under lip
for some time, and then the old tight skin The eggs of the black swallowtail butterfly, enlarged.
splits down the back, the head portion coming
Photo-micrograph by M. V.
Swelling
out
fill
its
new
to
off separately.
Slingerland.
skin to the utmost, it leaves its cast-off clothes
chnging to the silken carpet and marches back to its supper.
But after one of these changes of skin it becomes a very different
looking caterpillar, for now it is as smooth as it was formerly spiny; it is
now brilliant caraway green, ornamented with roundwise stripes of
velvety black; and set in the front margin of each of these stripes are six
yellow spots. In shape, the caterpillar is larger toward the head;
its true feet have little , sharp claws and look very different from the

graceful butterfly

flowers,

;
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four pairs ot prolegs

and the hind

prop-leg, all of which enable him
to hold fast to the stem or the leaf;
these fat legs are green, each
ornamented with a black, velvety
polka-dot.
When we were children we spent
hours poking these interesting
creatures with straws to see them
push forth their brilliant orange
horns.
knew this was an act
of resentment, but we did not
realize that from these horns was
exhaled the nauseating odor of

We

caraway which greeted our

nostrils.

We

incidentally discovered that
they did not waste this odor upon
each other, for once we saw two of
the full-grown caterpillars meet on
a caraway stem. Neither seemed
to know that the other was there
until they touched then both drew
;

back the head and butted each Black
other

like

Whack!

billy-goats.

swallow-tail caterpillars, showing
f^° ^^Ses of growth. The larger
one Ims the scent organs p-otrud^d.

whack! Then both turned laborPhoto by M. V. Slingerland.
,
,
p^
T
lously around and hurried oft
a
panic.
The scent organs of these caterpillars are really little Y-shaped pockets
in the segment back of the head, pockets full of this peculiar caterpillar
perfume. Under the stimulus of attack, the pocket is turned wrong side
out and pushed far out making the "horns," and at the same time throwing the strong odor upon the air. This spoils the flavor of these caterpillars as bird food, so they live on in serene peace, never hiding under
the leaves but trusting, like the skunk, to a peculiar power of repelling
.

1

-,

m
.

the enemy.

We

must admire

this caterpillar for the

methodical

way

in

which

it

Beginning near the base, it does not bum its bridges
eats the leaf:
behind it by eating through the midrib, but eats everything down to the
midrib after it arrives at the tip of the leaf it finishes midrib and all on
its return journey, doing a clean job, and finishing everything as it moves
along.
(See Moths and Butterflies, Dickerson, p. 42.)
When the caterpillar has completed its growth, it is two inches long;
it then seeks some sheltered spot, the lower edge of a clapboard or fence
rail being a favorite place; it there spins a button of silk which.it grasps
firmly with its hind prop-leg, and then, with head up, or perhaps
horizontal, it spins a strong loop or halter of silk, fastening each end
of it firmly to the object on which it rests.
It thrusts its head
through, so that the halter acts as a sling holding the insect from falling.
There it sheds its last caterpillar skin, which shrinks back around the
button, revealing the chrysalis which is angular with ear-like projections
in front.
Then comes the critical moment, for the chrysalis lets go
of the button with its caterpillar feet, and trusting to the sling for
;

.
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the shrunken skin just shed and inserts the hooks,

with which

it

is

fur-

firmly in the
button of silk. Sometimes during this pro-

nished,

the chry-salis loses
hold entirely and falls
to the ground, which is
cess,

its

a fatal disaster.
The
chrysalis
is
yellowish

brown and usually looks
very

much

like

the ob-

which it is attached, and is thus undoubtedly protected
from sight of possible
ject to

enemies.
Then some
day it breaks open, and
from it issues a crumpled

mass of very damp insect
velvet, which soon expands into a beautiful
butterfly.

References

The

chrysalis.
Photo by M. v. Slingerland.
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LESSON LXX
The Black Swallow-Tail Butterfly

—

Leading thought The caterpillars of the swallow-tail butterflies have
scent organs near the head which they thrust forth when attacked, thus
giving off a disagreeable odor which is nauseating to birds.
Method In September, bring into the schoolroom and place in the
terrarium, or breeding cage, a caraway or parsley plant on which these

—

caterpillars are feeding, giving them fresh food day by day, and allow the
pupils to observe them at recess and thus complete the lesson.

The Caterpillar and Chrysalis.

—

Touch the caterpillar on the head with a bit of
does it do? What color are the horns? Where do they
come from ? Are there two separate horns or two branches of one horn ?
What odor comes from these horns? How does this protect the caterpillar?
Does the caterpillar try to hide under the leaves when feeding?
Is this evidence that it is not afraid of birds?
Describe the caterpillar as follows: What is its shape? Is it
2.
What is its ground color ? How
larger toward the head or the rear end ?
How many black stripes ? How many yellow spots in each
is it striped ?
Observations.

grass.

What

i.

S

3
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black stripe?
stripe?

Are the yellow spots

N ature-Study
in the middle, or at

each edge of the

How do the front three pairs of legs look? How do they compare
3.
with the prolegs ?
How many prop-legs are there ? What is the color of
the prolegs?
How are they marked? Describe the prop-leg. What is
its

use?

Observe the caterpillar eating a leaf. How does it manage so as
4.
not to waste any?
Have you found the egg- from which the caterpillar came? What
5.
color

is it?

Where

is it

laid?

How

does the young caterpillar look? What are its colors?
How many fleshy spines has it on each segment? Are these white on the
white segments and black on the black segments ? What is the color of
the spines at their base?
6.

Black swallow-tail butterfly.
Photo by M. V, Slingerland.

Watch one of these caterpillars shed its skin. How does it pre7.
pare for this? How does it spin its carpet? Where does the silk come
from? Describe how it acts when shedding its skin?
When a caterpiUar is full grown, how does it hang itself up to
8.
change to a chrysalis ? How does it make the silk button ? How does it
weave the loop or halter? How does it fasten it? When the halter is
woven what does the caterpillar do with it? Describe how the last
caterpillar skin is shed.
How does the insect use its loop or halter while
getting free from the molted skin?
Describe the chrysaUs. What is its general shape? What is its
9.
Can you see where the wings are, within the
color?
Is it easily seen?
chrysalis?
How is the chrysalis supported?
10.
How does the chrysahs look when the butterfly is about to
emerge? Where does it break open? How does the butterfly look at
first?

Insect
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Butterfly

Why is this butterfly

called the black swallow-tail?
What is the
many rows of yellow spots on the front
ground color of the wings?
wings? Are they all the same shape?
are they arranged between
each two veins? Describe the hind wings. What colors are on them
Describe where this color is placed.
that are not on the front wings?
I.

How

How

Describe the eye-spot on the hind wing. Where is it? How do the
markings on the lower side of the wing differ from those above? How
does the ground color differ from the upper side?
What is the color of the body of the butterfly? Has it any
2.
marks? Has it the same number of legs as the Monarch? Describe its
antennae.
Watch the butterfly getting nectar from the petunia blossom
and describe the tongue. Where is the tongue when not in use?
How does the butterfly pass the winter? How does the mother
3.
butterfly differ in size and in markings from her mate?

"The 'caraway worms' were

the ones that revealed to

us the mystery of the pupa and

We

saw one climb tip the side of a house, and watched it as with many slow,
graceful movements of the head, it wove for itself the loop of silk which we called the 'swing'
and which held it in place after it changed to a chrysalis. We wondered why such a
butterfly.

change to such a dull-colored object, almost the color of the
hung.
Then, one day, we fotind a damp, crtimpled, black
butterfly hanging to the empty chrysalis skin, its wings 'all mussed' as we termed it;
and we gazed at it pityingly; but even as we gazed, the crumpled wings expanded and
then there came to our childish minds a dim realization of the miracle wrotight within
brilltant caterpillar should

clapboard against which

that

little,

it

dingy, empty shell."

—How

TO

Know

the Butterflies, Comstock.
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The Monarch Butterfly
Teacher's Story

_T IS a great adv^antage to an insect to have the
bird problem eliminated, and the monarch
butterfly enjoys this advantage to the utmost.
Its method of flight proclaims it, for it drifts
about in a lazy, leisurely manner, its glowing
red making it like a gleaming jewel in the air, a
very different flight indeed from the zigzag
dodging movements of other butterflies. The
monarch has an interesting race history. It is
a native of tropic America, and has probably
learned through some race instinct, that by following its food plant north
with the opening season, it gains immunity from special enemies other
than birds, which attack it in some stage in its native haunts. Each
mother butterfly follows the spring northward as it advances, as far as she
finds the milkweed sprouted.
There she deposits her eggs,
from which hatch individuals
which carry on the migration
as far to the north as possible.
It usually arrives in New York
State
early in
As
July.
cold weather approaches, the
monarchs often gather in large
flocks and move back to the
South. How they find their
way we cannot understand,
since there are among them
none of the individuals which
pressed northward early in the
season.
The very brilliant copperred color of the upper sides of
the wings of the monarch is

made even more

brilliant

by

the contrasting black markings
which outline the veins and
border the wings, and also
cover the tips of the front wings
with a triangular patch; this

seems to be an especially
planned background for showTlie moftarch butterfly.
ing off the pale orange and
white dots set within it. There
are white dots set, two pairs in two rows, between each two veins
in the black margin of the wings; and the fringe at the edge of
the wings shows corresponding white markings. The hind wings
and the front portions of the front wings have, on their lower sides, a
ground color of pale yellow, which makes the insect less conspicuous when
it aUghts and folds its wings above its back, upper surfaces together.
latter
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The black veins, on the lower surface of the hind wings, are outlined with
white, and the white spots are much larger than on the upper surface.
The body is black, ornamented with a few pairs of white spots above and
with many large white dots below. The chief distinguishing characteristic of insects, is the presence of six legs; but in this butterfly, the front
legs are so small that they scarcely look like legs.
If the
It is easy to observe the long, coiled tongue of the butterfly.
act is done gently, the tongue may be uncoiled by lifting it out with a pin.

To

see a butterfly feeding
nectar, is a very in-

upon
\

\

and may be
observed in the garden almost
any day. I have also observed it indoors, by bringing
in petunias and nasturtiums
for my imprisoned butterflies,
but they are not so likely to
eat when in confinement.
The antennas are about twoteresting process

y

thirds as long as the body and
each ends in a long knob this
;

knob, in some form, is what
distinguishes the antennae of
the butterflies from those of
The male monarch
moths.
has a black spot upon one of
the veins of the hind wing;
this is a perfume pocket and
is filled with what are called
scent scales; these are scales
of peculiar shape which cover
Note the black band on the hind wings which
the wing at this place and
distinguishes it from the monarch, which
give forth an odor, which we
it imitates in color and markings.
with our coarse sense of smell
cannot perceive but the lady monarch is attracted by this odor. The
male monarch may be described to the children, as a dandy carrying a
perfume pocket to attract his sweetheart.
It is very interesting to the pupils if
they are able to see a bit of the butterfly's
wing through a three-fourths objective; the
covering of scales, arranged in such perfect
rows, is very beautiful and also very
wonderful. The children know that they
get dust upon their fingers from butterflies'
wings, and they should know that each
grain of this dust is an exquisite scale with
notched edges and a ribbed surface.
The monarch is, for some reason unknown to us, distasteful to birds, and its
The scales on a butterfly's wing,
brilliant colors are an advertisement to all
as seen through a microscope.
insect
is
an
that
here
discretion,
birds of
which tastes most disagreeably and that, therefore, should be left severely

The

viceroy- butterfly.

;
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There is another butterfly cahed the viceroy, which has taken
advantage of this immunity from bird attack on the part of the monarch
and has imitated its colors in a truly remarkable way, differing from
it only in being smaUer in size and having a black band across the
(See The Ways of the Six Footed, "A Sheep
middle of the hind wing.
alone.

in Wolf's Clothing").
The milkweed caterpillar,

which is the young of the monarch butterfly,
The
a striking object, and when fully grown is about two inches long.
milkweed is a succulent food and the caterpillar may mature in eleven
days; it is a gay creature, with ground
color of green and cross stripes of
yellow and black. On top of the
second segment, back of the head, are
two long, slender whiplash-like organs,
and on the seventh segment of the
abdomen is a similar pair. When
the caterpillar is frightened, the whiplashes at the front of the body twitch
excitedly; when it walks, they move
back and forth. Those at the rear of
the body are more quiet and not so
expressive of caterpillar emotions.
These filaments are undoubtedly of
use in frightening away the little
parasitic flies, that lay their eggs upon
the backs of caterpillars; these eggs
hatch into little grubs that feed upon
the internal fatty portions of the
caterpillar and bring about its death
through weakness. I remember well
when I was a child, the creepy feeling
The monarch caterpillar.
with which I beheld these black and
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
yellow-ringed caterpillars waving and
lashing their whips back and forth after I had disturbed them; if the
ichneumon flies were as frightened as I, the caterpillars were surely safe.
The caterpillar will feed upon no plant except milkweed; it feeds both
day and night, with intervals of rest, and when resting, hides beneath the
is

leaf.

undoubtedly defend it from birds, because it is
as distasteful to them as is the butterfly.
However,
when frightened, these caterpillars fall to the ground
where their stripes make them very inconspicuous
among the grass and thus perhaps save them from
the attack of animals less fastidious than birds.

Its striking colors

These caterpillars,

Monarch

A

chrysalis.

jewel of living jade
and gold.

grow by shedding
becomes too tight.
maintain, the most

like all others,

the skeleton skin as often as

it

The monarch chrysalis is, I
beautiful gem in Nature's jewel casket; it is an oblong
jewel of jade, darker at the upper end and shading -"o
the most exquisite whitish green below; outlining thii
lower paler portion are shining flecks of- gold. If we
look at these gold flecks with a lens, we cannot but
believe that they are bits of polished gold-foil.
There
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also,

and outlining the apex

of the jewel, is a band of gold with a dotted lower edge
of jet; and the knob at the top, to which the silk

which suspends the chrysalis

is fastened, is also jet.
chrysalis changes to a darker blue-green after two
days, and black dots appear in the gold garniture.
As this chrysalis is usually hung to the under side of a
fence rail or overhanging rock, or to a leaf, it is
usually surrounded by green vegetation, so that its
green color protects it from prying eyes.
Yet it is
hardly from birds that it hides; perhaps its little gilt
buttons are a hint to birds that this jewel is not
palatable. As it nears the time for the butterfly to
emerge, the chrysalis changes to a duller and darker
hue.
The butterfly emerges about twelve days after
The winter home of
the change to a chrysalis.
the viceroy caterpillar.
References
Every Day Butterflies, Scudder;
How to Know the Butterflies, Comstock; Moths and Butterflies,
Dickerson; Ways of the Six Footed, Comstock; Moths and Butter-

The

—

flies,

Ballard.

The male monarch butterfly, showing
on the hind wings.

the scent pockets

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
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LESSON LXXI
The Monarch Butterfly

—The monarch butterfly migrates northward,

every
spring and summer, moving up as fast as milkweed appears, so as to give
food to its caterpillar; and it has often been noticed migrating back
southward in the autumn in large swarms. This insect is distasteful to
birds in all its stages.
Its chrysalis is one of the most beautiful objects in
all nature.
Method This lesson should be given in September, while yet the
caterpillars of the monarch may be found feeding upon milkweed, and
while there are yet many specimens of this gorgeous butterfly to be seen.
The caterpillars may be brought in, on the food plant, and their habits
and performances studied in the schoolroom; but care should be taken
not to have the atmosphere too dry.

Leading thought

—

The Butterfly
Observations-i How can you tell the monarch butterfly from all others ?
What portions are black? What porpart of the wings is red?
tions are white?
What are the colors and markings on the lower side of
the wings? What is the color of the body and how is it ornamented?
2.
Is it a
Is the flight of the monarch rapid or slow and leisurely?
very showy insect when flying? Are its colors more brilliant in the sunshine when it is flying than at any other time? Why is it not afraid of
birds ?
When the butterfly alights, how does it hold its wings? Do you
3.
think it is as conspicuous when its wings are folded as when they are open ?
Can you see the butterfly's tongue? Describe the antennae.
4.
How do they differ from the antennae of moths? How many legs has this
butterfly?
How does this differ from other insects? Note if you can see
any indications of front legs.
Is there on the butterfly you are studying, a black spot near one of
5.
the veins on each hind wing? Do you know what this is? What is it for?
6.
Why are the striking colors of this butterfly a great advantage to
it?
Do you know of any other butterfly which imitates it and thus gains
.

What

an advantage?
The Monarch Caterpillar
did you find the Monarch caterpillar? Was it feeding
below or above on the leaves? Describe how it eats the milkweed leaf.
2.
What are the colors and the markings of the caterpillar? Do you
think these make it conspicuous?
How many whip-lash shaped filaments do you find on the cater3.
pillar?
On which segments are they situated ? Do these move when the
caterpillar walks or when it is disturbed?
Of what use are they to the
1.

Where

caterpillar?

Do you

think this caterpillar would feed upon anything except
it rest, when not feeding, upon the upper or the lower
surface of the leaves?
Does it feed during the night as well as the day?
If disturbed, what does the caterpillar do?
When it falls down
5.
among the grass how do its cross stripes protect it from observation?
6.
Tell all the interesting things which you have seen this caterpillar
4.

milkweed?

do.

Does

•
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The Chrysalis
1.

it

do?

When the

caterpillar gets ready to

How does it hang up

?

Describe

change to a chrysalis what does

how it

sheds

its skin.

How and where is
ornamented ? Can you see, in the chrysalis, those parts which cover the
wings of the future butterfly?
To what is the chrysalis attached? Is it in a position where it
3.
2.

What

Describe the chrysalis.

is

its

color?

it

does not attract attention ? How is it attached to the object ?
After three or four days, how does the chrysalis change in color?
4.
Observe, if you can, the butterfly come out from the chrysalis, noting the
following points: Where does the chrysalis skin open?
How does the
butterfly look when it first comes out?
How does it act for the first two
or three hours? How does the empty chrysalis skin look?

A BUTTERFLY AT SEA

—

Far

out at sea the sun was high.
While veered the wind and flapped
We saw a snow-white butterfly

the sail;

Dancing before the fitful gale
Far out at sea.
The little wanderer, who had lost
His way, of danger nothing knew;
Settled a while upon the mast;
Then fluttered o'er the waters blue

Far

out at sea.

Above, there gleamed the boundless sky;
Beneath, the boundless ocean sheen;
Between them danced the butterfly,

The

spirit-life of this fair scene.

Far

out at sea.

The tiny

soul that soared away.
Seeking the clouds on fragile wings.
Lured by the brighter, purer ray

Which hope's
Far out at

ecstatic

—

morning brings

sea.

Away

he sped, with shimmering glee.
Scarce seen, now lost, yet onward borne!
Night coines with wind and rain, and he

No more will
Far

He

dance before the morn,

out at sea.

dies, unlike his mates,

I ween,

Perhaps not sooner or worse crossed;
And he hath felt and known and seen
A larger life and hope, though lost

Far

out at sea.

— R.

H. HORNE.
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THE ISABELLA TIGER MOTH OR WOOLLY BEAR
Teacher's Story

"Brown and

Which may

furry,

be the chosen spot,

Caterpillar in a hurry.

No

Take your walk
To the shady leaf
Or what not,

Hovering bird of prey pass by you;
or stalk,

load spy you.

Spin and die.
To live again a

butterfly."

—Christina

Rosetti.

ANY times during autumn, the children find and

bring
very noticeable caterpillar which they call
It seems to them a companion
the "woolly bear."
of the road and the sunshine; it usually seems in
a hurry, and if the children know that it is thus
hastening to secure some safe place in which to
hide during the season of cold and snow, they are
in the

more interested

in its future fate.
If the cateralready curled up for the winter, it will
"come to" if warmed in the hand or in the sunshine.
The woolly bear is variable in appearance;
sometimes there are five of the front segments
black, four of the middle reddish brown, and
In others
three of the hind segments black.
there are only four front segments black, six
reddish ones, and two that are black at the end
of the body; there are still other variations, so that each individual will
tell its own story of color.
There are really thirteen segments in this
caterpillar, not counting the head; but the last two are so joined that
probably the children will only count twelve. There are a regular number of tubercles on each side of each segment, and from each of these arises
a little rosette of hairs; but the tubercles are packed so closely together,
that it is difficult for the children to see how many rosettes there are on
each side. While the body of the caterpillar looks as if it were covered
with evenly clipped fur, there are usually a few longer hairs on the rear
segment.
There is a pair of true legs on each of the three front segments which
form the thorax, and there are four pairs of prolegs. All of the segments
behind the front three, belong to the abdornen, and the prolegs are on
the 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th abdominal segments; the prop-leg is at the rear
end of the body. The true legs of this caterpillar have little claws, and
are as shining as if encased in patent leather; but the prolegs and propleg are merely prolongations of the sides of the body to assist the insect in
holding to the leaf.
The yellow spot on either side of the first segment is
a spiracle; this is an opening leading into the air tubes within the body,
around which the blood flows and is thus purified. There are no spiracles
on the second and third segments of the thorax, but eight of the abdominal
segments have a spiracle on either side.
The woolly bear's head is polished black; its antennse are two tiny,
yellow projections which can easily be seen with the naked eye. The
eyes are too small to be thus seen; because of its minute eyes, the woolly
bear cannot see very far and, therefore, it is obliged to feel its way. It
does this by stretching out the front end of the body and reaching in every

far

pillar is
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bears.

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

direction, to observe if there is anything to cUng to in its neighborhood.
try to seize the woolly bear, it rolls up in a little ball, and the
hairs are so elastic that we take it up with great difficulty.
These hairs
are a protection from the attacks of birds which do not like bristles for
food; and when the caterpillar is safely rolled up, the bird sees only a
little bundle of bristles and lets it alone.
The woolly bear feeds upon
many plants, grass, clover, dandelion and others. It does not eat very
much after we find it in autumn, because its growth is completed. The
woolly bear should be kept in a box which should be placed out of doors,
so that it may be protected from storms but have the ordinary winter

When we

temperature.

Keeping

it

in a

warm room

during the winter often proves

fatal.

Normally, the woolly bear does not

May.

make

its

cocoon until April or

and there curls up in
safety for the long winter nap; when the warm weather comes in the
spring, it makes its cocoon by spinning silk about itself; in this silk are
woven the hairs which it sheds easily at that time, and the whole cocoon
seems made of felt. It seems amazing that such a large
caterpillar can spin about itself and squeeze itself into
such a small cocoon; and it is quite as amazing to see
the smooth little pupa within the cocoon, in which is
condensed all that was essential of the caterpillar.
Sometimes when the caterpillars are kept in a warm
room, they make their cocoons in the fall, but this is not
It finds

some secluded spot

in the

fall,

natural.

The issuing of the moth from the cocoon is an
The size of the
interesting lesson for the last of May.
moth which comes from the cocoon is quite comparable
The cocoon of the
as a miracle with the size of the caterpillar that went
woolly bear.
Photo by
The moth is in color dull, grayish, tawny yelinto it.
M. V. Slingerland.
low with a few black dots on the wings; sometimes the
hind wings are tinted with dull orange-red. On the middle of the
back of the moth's body there is a row of six black dots; and on
each side of the body is a similar row. The legs are
reddish
above and tipped with black. The antenna are small and inconspicuous.
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The moths

are night

fliers,

and the mother moth seeks some plant on

be suitable food for the
as soon as it is hatched.
Moths and Butterflies, Ballard.
References

which to lay her eggs, that

will

little

caterpillar

—

The

Isabella tiger-moths, the adults of the woolly bear.
The larger is the female.

Photo by M, V. Siingerland.

LESSON LXXII
The Isabella Tiger-Moth, or Woolly Bear

—

Leading thought When we see the woolly bear hurrying along in the
hunting for some cozy place in which to pass the winter. It
makes its cocoon of silk woven with its own hair. In May, it comes forth
a yellowish moth with black dots on its wings.
Method Have the children bring in woolly bears as they find them,
place them in boxes or breeding jars which have grass or clover growing
in them.
The children can handle the caterpillars while they are studying them, and then they should be put back into the breeding jars and be
set out of doors where they can have natural conditions; thus the entire
history may be studied.
fall, it is

—

The Caterpillar
Observations

—

i.

How

can you

tell

the woolly bear from

all

other

How

caterpillars?
Are they all colored alike?
many segments of the
many segbody are black at the front end?
many are red?
ments are black at the rear end of the body?
many segments does
this make in all ?
2.
Look closely at the hairs of the woolly bear. Are they set
separately or in rosettes?
Are any of the hairs of the body longer than
others or are they all even ?
Can you see, just back of the head, the true legs with their little
3.
sharp claws ?
many are there ?
Can you see the fleshy legs along the sides of the body?
4.
many are there of these?

How

How

How

How

How

..
.
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Can you see the prop-leg, or the hindmost leg of all? Of what use
5.
to the caterpillar are these fleshy legs?
6.
Describe the woolly bear's head. How does it act when eating?
Can you see a small, bright yellow spot on each side of the segment
7.
behind the head? What do you suppose this is? Can you see little
openings along each side of all the segments of the body, except the second
and third? What are they? Describe how the wooUy bear breathes.
8.
On what does the woolly bear feed? If you can find a little
woolly bear, give it fresh grass to eat and see how it grows. Why does it
shed its skin?
When the wooUy bear is hurrying along, does it lift its head and
9.
the front end of its body now and then? Why does it do this? Do you
think it can see far ?
10.
What does the wooUy bear do when you try to pick it up? Do
you find you can pick it up easily? Do you think that these stiS hairs
protect woolly bear from its enemies? What are its enemies?
1 1
Where should the woolly bear be kept in winter to make it com-

just

fortable?

The Cocoon

its

1.

When

2.

Of what material

does the woolly bear
is it

make

its

How

made?

cocoon?
does the woolly bear get into

cocoon?
3

What happens

4.

Cut open a cocoon and describe how woolly bear looks now.

1

Where did

How did it

to

it

inside the cocoon ?

The Moth
moth come from ?
come out of the cocoon ?

the

See if you can find the empty
in the cocoon.
What is the color of the moth and how is it marked? Are the
3.
front and hind wings the same color?
What are the markings and colors of the body ? Of the legs ?
4.
What do you think that the Mother Isabella wiU do, if you give her
5.
liberty?
2

pupa case

upon

The mute

insect, fix' t

On whose

soft leaves it hangs,

the plant

and from whose cup

Drains imperceptibly its nourishment,
Endear'd my wanderings.

—Wordsworth.

Before your

Mounts on

sight,

the breeze the butterfly,

Small creature as she
Into the dewy clouds.

is,

from

and

soars,

earth's bright flowers

—Wordsworth.
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The cecropia moth.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

THE CECROPIA
Teacher's Story

HE

silk-worm which gives us the silk of commerce, has been domesticated for centuries in
China. Because of this domestication, it is
willing to be handled and is reared successfully
in captivity, and has thus come to be the source
of most of our silken fabrics.
However, we have
in America native silk-worms which produce a
silk that is stronger and makes a more lustrous
cloth than does that made from the Chinese
But we have never had the time and
species.
the patience, here in America, to domesticate
these giant silk-worms of ours, and so they are, as yet, of no commercial
importance.
The names of our common native silk- worms are The cecropia,
promethea, polyphemus, and luna. In all of these species the moths are
large and beautiful, attracting the attention of everyone who sees them.
The caterpillars are rarely found, since their varied green colors render
them inconspicuous among leaves on which they feed. None of the
caterpillars of the giant silk-worms occur in sufficient numbers to injure
the foliage of our trees to any extent; they simply help nature to do a
little needful pruning.
All of the moths are night flyers and are, therefore, seldom seen except by those who are interested in the visitors to our
:

street lights.

The cecropia is the largest of our giant silk-worms, the wings of the
moth expanding sometimes six and one-half inches. It occurs from the
Atlantic Coast to the Rocky Mountains.
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The cecropia cocoon is found most abundantly on our orchard and
shade trees; it is called by the children the "cradle cocoon,'' since it is
shaped like a hammock and hung close below a branch, and it is a very
safe shelter for the helpless creature within it.
It is made of two walls of silk, the outer one being
thick and paperlike and the inner one thin and
Bfe
fe^^
firm; between these walls is a matting of loose
mffk
silk, showing that the insect knows how to
make a home that will protect it from winter
weather.
It is a clever builder in another
respect, since at one end of the cocoon it spins
the silk lengthwise instead of crosswise, thus
making a valve through which the moth can
It is very
push, when it issues in the spring.
interesting to watch one of these caterpillars
spin its cocoon.
It first makes a framework by
The eggs of the cecropia
stretching a few strands of silk, which it spins
moth.
from a gland opening in the lower lip; it then
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
makes a loose net-work upon the supporting
strands, and then begins laying
on the silk by moving its head

^^

'

"

back and forth, leaving the sticky
thread in the shape of connecting M's or of figure 8's. Very
industriously does it work, and
after a short time it is so screened
by the silk, that the rest of
its performance remains to us
It
is
a mystery.
especially
mysterious, since the inner wall
of the cocoon encloses so small a
to compress itself in order to
would be something like that of

The cecropia

caterpillar molting.
Photo by M, V, Slingerland,

cell
fit

a

that the caterpillar is obliged
within it. This achievement
man who should build around

Full-grown cecropia caterpillars.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

ii^
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himself a box only a few inches longer, wider and thicker than himself.
After the cocoon is entirely finished, the caterpillar sheds its skin for
the last time and changes into a pupa.
Very different, indeed, does the pupa look from the brilliant colored,
warty caterpillar. It is compact, brown, oval and smooth, with ability
The cases which contain the
to move but very little when disturbed.
wings, which are later to be the objects of our admiration, are now folded
down like a tight cape around the body; and the antennas, like great
There is nothing
feathers, are outlined just in front of the wing cases.
more wonderful in all nature than the changes which are worked within
one of these little, brown pupa cases; for within it, processes go on which
change the creature from a crawler among the leaves to a winged inhabitant of the air.

When we see how
helpless this pupa
we can understand better how
much the strong
silken cocoon is
is,

needed for protection from
enemies,

as well

as

from

inclement
weather.

spring,
In
usually in May,
after the leaves
are well out on
the trees,
the
pupa skin is shed
Cecropia caterpillar weaving its cocoon.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

in its turn, and
out of it comes
X\i&

Wet

and

wrinkled moth, its wings all crumpled, its furry, soft body very
untidy; but it is only because of this soft and crumpled state that it
is able to push its way out through the narrow door into the outer
world.
It has, on each side of its body just back of the head, two
It is certainly a
little homy hooks that help it to work its way out.
sorry object as it issues, looking as if it had been dipped in water and
had been squeezed in an inconsiderate hand. But the wet wings soon
spread, the bright antennae stretch out, the furry body becomes
dry and fluffy, and the large moth appears in all its perfection. The
ground color of the wings is a dusky, grayish brown while the outer
margins are clay colored; the wings are crossed, beyond the middle,
by a white band which has a broad outside margin of red. There
is a red spot near the apex of the front wing, just outside of the
zigzag white line; each wing bears, near its center, a crescent-shaped
white spot bordered with red. But though it is so large, it does
not need to eat; the caterpillar did all the eating that was necessary
for the whole life of the insect; the mouth of the moth is not
sufficiently perfected to take food.
When the cecropia caterpillar hatches from the egg, it is about a
quarter of an inch long and is black; each segment is ornamented
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with six spiny tubercles. Like all other caterpillars, it has to grow by
shedding its horny, skeleton skin, the soft skin beneath stretching to give
more room at first, then finally hardening and being shed in its turn.
This first molt of the cecropia caterpillar occurs about four days after it
is hatched, and the caterpillar which issues looks quite different than
orange or
it did before; it is now dull
yellow with black tubercles. After six
or seven days more of feeding, the skin is
again shed and now the caterpillar appears
with a yellow body; the two tubercles
on the top of each segment are now
larger

and more

They

noticeable.

are

blue on the first segment, large and
orange-red on the second and third segments, and greenish blue with blackish
spots and spines on all the other
segments except the eleventh,
which has on top, instead of a
tubercles, one large,
tubercle,
ringed with
black. The tubercles along the
side of the insect are blue during
this stage. The next molt occurs
five or six days later; this time
the caterpillar is bluish green in
color, the large tubercles on the
second and third segments being

pair

of

yellow

and

deep orange, those on the upper
part of the other segments yellow, except those on the first
All the other tubercles along

last segments, which are blue.
the sides are blue.
After the fourth molt it appears as an enormous
caterpillar, often attaining
the length of three inches, and is as
large through as a man's thumb; its colors
are the same as in the preceding stage.
There is some variation in the colors of the
tubercles on the caterpillars during these
different molts;
in the third
stage, it has been observed that

The cecropia cocoon cut open, showing

the

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

pupa within

it.
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the tubercles usually blue are sometimes black. After the last molt
the caterpillar eats voraciously for perhaps two weeks or longer and
then begins to spin its cocoon.
References— Mo\hs and Butterflies, Ballard; Moths and Butterflies,
Dickerson; Caterpillars and their Moths, Elliot and Soule.

Just out of the cocoon.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

LESSON LXXII
The Cecropia

—

cecropia moth passes the winter as a pupa in a
Leading thought
cocoon which the caterpillar builds out of silk for the purpose. In the
spring the moth issues and lays her eggs on some tree, the leaves of which
the caterpillar relishes. The caterpillars are large and green with beautiful blue and orange tubercles.
Method It is best to begin with the cocoons, for these are easily found
after the leaves have fallen.
These cocoons if kept in the schoolroom
should be thoroughly wet at least once a week. However, it is better to
keep them in a box out of doors where they can have the advantage of
natural moisture and temperature; and from those that are kept outside
the moths will not issue, until the leaves open upon the trees and
provide food for the young caterpillars when the eggs hatch.

The

—

The Cocoon

—

Observations
i.
How does the cocoon look on the outside? What is
its general shape?
To what is it fastened? Is it fastened to the lower
or the upper side of a twig? Are there any dried leaves attached to it?
2.
Where do you find cecropia cocoons? How do they look on the
tree? Are they conspicuous?
Cut open the cocoon, being careful not to hurt the inmate. Can
3.
you see that it has an outer wall which is firm? What Hes next to this?

..
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Describe the wall next to the pupa.

pupa from changes

does this structure protect the

and dampness?

What

the outside covering easy to tear?

Is

4.

of temperature
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birds are strong

enough to tear this cocoon apart?
Are both ends of the cocoon alike? Do you find one end where
5.
the silk is not woven across but is placed lengthwise? Why is this so?
Do you think that the moth can push out at this end better than at the
other? Do you think the caterpillar, when it wove the cocoon, made it
this

way

so that the

moth could

get out easily?

The Pupa

Take a pupa out of a cocoon carefully and place it on cotton in a
wide-mouthed fruit jar where it may be observed. Can the pupa move
1.

at all?

Is it

unable to defend

itself?

Why

does

it

not need to defend

itself?

Can you

2.

see in the

pupa the parts that

will

be the antennae and the

mouth ?

how

Describe

3.

the wing coverings look.

Count the rings

in the

abdomen.
4.

Why

1

What

does the pupa need to be protected by a cocoon?

is

the

first

sign

The Moth
which you discover that the moth

is

coming

out of the cocoon? Can you hear the little scratching noise? What do
you suppose makes it? How does the moth look when it first comes out?
If it were not all soft and wet how could it come out from so small an
opening?
2.
Describe how the crumpled wings spread out and dry.
How does
the covering of the wings change in looks?
Make a water-color drawing or describe in detail the fully expanded
3
moth, showing the color and markings of wings, body and antenna.
Do the moths eat anything? Why do they not need to eat?
4.
If one of the moths lays eggs, describe the eggs, noting color, size
5.
and the way they are placed.

The Caterpillar

On what do you

1.

its

find the cecropia caterpillar feeding?

actions while feeding.
What is the color of the caterpillar?
2.

Describe

how

Describe
it is

orna-

mented.

Can you

3.

body?

see the breathing pores, or spiracles, along the sides of the
of these on each segment?
do they help the

How many

How

caterpillar to breathe?

Describe the three pairs of true legs on the three segments just
Do these differ in form from the prolegs along the sides
of the body?
What is the special use of the prolegs ? Describe the propleg which is the hindmost leg of all.
Do you know how many times the cecropia caterpillar sheds its
5.
skin while it is growing?
Is it always the same color?
6.
Watch the caterpillar spin its cocoon, describe how it begins and
how it acts as long 'as you can see it. Where does the silk come from?
4.

back

of the head.
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THE PROMETHEA
Teacher's Story
I

HE

promethea is not so large as the cecropia,
although the female resembles the latter somewhat. It is the most common of all our giant
Its caterpillars feed upon wild
silk-worms.
cherry,

lilac,

ash, sassafras,

buttonwood and

many

other forest trees.
During the winter, leaves

may often be seen
hanging straight down from the branches of
wild cherry,

lilac

and

ash.

If these leaves are

examined, they will be found to be wrapped
around a silken case containing the pupa of the
promethea. It is certainly a canny insect
which hides itself during the winter in so good
a disguise, that only the very wisest of birds

When the promethea caterpillar begins to
presence.
and covers the upper side with silk, then it covers the
petiole with silk, fastening it with a strong band to the twig, so that not
even most violent winter winds will be able to tear it off. Then it draws
the two edges of the leaf about itself like a cloak as far as it will reach, and
inside this folded leaf it makes its cocoon, which always has an opening in
the shape of a conical valve at the upper end, through which the moth
ever suspect
spin,

it

its

selects a leaf

Promethea cocoons.
Note how the leaves are fastened by silk to the twigs.
Photo by M. v. Slingerland.
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may emerge

in the spring.
This caterpillar knows more botany than
do, for it makes no mistake in distinguishing a compound
leaf from a simple one.
When it uses a leaflet of hickory for its cocoon,
it fastens the leaflet to the mid stem of the leaf and then fastens the stem
The male pupa is much more slender than that of the female.
to the twig.
The moths do not issue until May or June.
The moth works its way out through the valve at the top of the cocoon.

some people

The female is a large, reddish brown moth with markings resembling
somewhat those of the cecropia. The male is very different in appearance; its front wings have very graceful, prolonged tips, and both wings
are almost black, bordered with ash color.
The promethea moths differ
somewhat in habit from the other silk-worms, in that they fly during the
late afternoon as well as at night.
The eggs are whitish with brown stain,
and are laid in rows, a good many on the same leaf.
The caterpillars, as they h*tch from the eggs, have bodies ringed with
black and yellow. They are sociable little fellows and live together side
by side amicably, not exactly "toeing the mark" like a spelling class, but
all heads in a row at the edge of the leaf where each is eating as fast as
possible.
When they
are small,
lars

the caterpil-

remain on the under

side of the leaves out of

In about five
the first skin is
shed and the color of the
sight.

days,

about
Four or five

caterpillar remains

the same.

days later, the second
molt occurs, and then
the caterpillar appears in

Promethea

caterpillars.

Photo by M. v. siingeriand.

a beautiful bluish green
costume, with black
tubercles,
except four
large ones on the second
and third segments, and
one large one on the
eleventh segment, which
are yellow.
This eaterpQiar has an interesting

habit of weaving a carpet of silk on which to change its skin it seems
to be better able to hold on while pushing off the old skin, if it has the
After the third molt, the color is a deeper greenish
silken rug to cling to.
blue and the black tubercles are smaller, and the five big ones are larger
and bright orange in color. After the fourth molt, which occurs after a
period of about five or six days, the caterpillar appears in its last stage.
It is now over two inches long, quite smooth and most prosperous looking.
Its color is a beautiful, light, greenish blue, and its head is yellow.
It has
The four large tubercles at the
six rows of short, round, black tubercles.
front end of the body are red, and the large tubercle on the rear end of the
body is yellow.
The cynthia is a beautiful moth which has come to us from Asia; it is
very large with a ground color of olive-green, with lavender tints and
;
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white markings; there are white tufts of hairs on the abdomen. It
its cocoon hke the promethea, fastening the petiole to the twig.

builds

Tlie

male promethea.

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

therefore the lesson indicated for the promethea will serve as well for
the cynthia.
The cynthia caterpillars live upon the ailanthus tree and
are found only in the regions where this tree has been introduced.
References
^Moths and Butterflies, Dickerson; Caterpillars and Their
Moths, Elliot and Soule; Moths and Butterflies, Ballard,

—

TJie female promethea.

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

.
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LESSON LXXIV

—

The Promethea

Leading thought ^The promethea caterpillar fastens a leaf to a twig
with silk and then makes its cocoon within this leaf. The male and female
moths are very different in appearance.
Method ^This work should begin in the late fall, when the children
bring in these cocoons which they find dangling on the lilac bushes or
wild cherry trees.
Much attention should be paid to the way the leaf is
fastened to the twig so it will not fall.
The cocoons should be kept out
of doors, so that the moths will issue late in the spring when they can have

—

natural conditions for laying their eggs, and the young caterpillars are
supplied with plenty of food consisting of new and tender leaves.

—

On what

The Cocoon
tree did you

find it?
Does it look like a
cocoon? Does it not look like a dried leaf still clinging to the tree? Do
you think that this disguise keeps the birds from attacking it? Do you
know which birds are clever enough to see through this disguise ?
2
How is the leaf fastened to the twig ? Could you pull it off readily ?
What fastened the leaf to the twig?
Tear off the leaf and study the cocoon. Is there an opening to it ?
3.
At which end? What is this for?
Cut open a cocoon. Is it as thick as that of the cecropia ?
4.
Study the pupa. Is it as large as that of the cecropia?
5.
Can you see where the antennae of the moth are? Can you see the
6.

Observations

wing covers?

i.

Can the pupa move?

The Moth
Are there two kinds of moths that come from the promethea
cocoons? Does one of them look something like the cecropia? This is
the mother promethea.
2.
Are any of the moths almost black in color with wings bordered
with gray and with graceful prolonged tips to the front wings? This is
the father moth.
Make water color drawings of promethea moths, male and female.
3.
If a promethea mother lays eggs, describe them.
4.
1.

The Caterpillar
do the promethea caterpillars look when they first hatch
from the eggs ? Do they stay together when they are very young? How
do they act? Where do they hide?
2.
How do they change color as they grow older? Do they remain
together or scatter? Do they continue to hide on the lower sides of
1.

How

leaves?
3.

What

preparation does a promethea caterpillar make before
it shed its skin?
Does its colors change

changing its skin? Why does
with every change of skin?
4.

Describe the caterpillar

when

it

is

full-grown.

What

ground color? What are the colors of its ornamental tubercles?
color of its head?
Describe how a promethea caterpillar makes its cocoon.
5.

is

its

The
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THE HUMMINGBIRD. OR SPHINX, MOTHS
Teacher's Story

'F during the early evening, when all the swift humming birds are abed, we hear the whirr of rapidly
moving wings and detect the blur of them in the
twilight, as if the creature carried by them hung
entranced before some deep-throated flower, and
then whizzed away like a bullet, we know that it
was a hummingbird, or sphinx, moth. And when
we see a caterpillar with a horn on the wrong end of
the body, a caterpillar which, when disturbed, rears
threateningly, then we may know it is the sphinx
And when we find a strange, brown seglarva.
mented shell, with a long jug handle at one side, buried in the earth as
we spade up the garden in the spring, then we know we have the sphinx
pupa.
The sphinx was a vaudeville person of ancient mythology who went
about boring people by asking them riddles; and, if they could not give
the right answers, very promptly ate them up. Although Linnaeus gave
the name of sphinx to these moths, because he fancied he saw a resemblance in the resting or threatening attitude of the larvae to the Egyptian
Sphinx, there are still other resemblances. These insects present three
riddles: The first one is, "Am I a humming-bird?" the second, "Why do
I wear a horn or an eye-spot on the rear end of my body where horns
and eyes are surely useless?" and the third, "Why do I look like a jug
with ahandle and no spout?"
The sphinx moths are beautiful and elegant creatures. They have
a distinctly tailor-made appearance, their colors are so genteel and
"the cut" so perfect. They have long, rather narrow, strong wings
which enable them to fly with extraordinary rapidity. The hind wings
are shorter, but act as one with the
front wings.
The body is stout and
spindle-shaped.
The antennas are
thickened in the middle or toward
the tip, and in many species have
the tip recurved into a hook.
Their colors show most harmonious
combinations and most exquisite
contrasts; the pattern, although
often complex, shows perfect refinement.
Olive, tan, brown and
ochre, black and yellow, and the
whole gamut of greys, with eyespots or bands athwart
the hind wings of rose
color
or crimson, are
some of the sphinx color
schemes.
Sphiiix larva in sphinx altitude.
From Manual for the Study of Insects.
Most of the sphinx

moths

have

remark-
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sometimes
body.
When not in use, the tongue is curled
like a watch spring in front and beneath
the head; but of what possible use is
That is a story for
such a long tongue
certain flowers to tell, the flowers which
have the nectar wells far down at the

able long tongues,
the length
twice

being
of

the

!

base of tubular corollas, like the petunia,
the morning glory or the nasturtium;
such flowers were evidently developed to
match the long-tongued insects. Some
of these flowers, like the jimson weed and
nicotina, open late in the day so as to be
ready for these evening visitors. In
some cases, especially in the orchids,
there is a special partnership established
The tobacco sphinx moth with
between one species of flower and one
tongue extended.
The tobacco
species of sphinx moths.
Photo by M. V. SUngerland.
sphinx is an instance of such partnerthis moth visits tobacco flowers and helps develop the seeds
ship
by carrying pollen from flower to flower; and in turn it lays its
eggs upon the leaves
;

of this plant, on which
great caterpillar
its
feeds and waxes fat,

and in high dudgeon
often disputes the
smoker's sole right to
the "weed." Tobacco
probably

receives

enough benefit from
ministrations of
to compensate for the injury it
suffers from the caterThe moth of the sphinx caterpillar, which
pillars; but the owner
feeds on tomato.
of the tobacco field,
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
not being a plant, does
not look at it in this equitable manner.
The sphinx caterpillars are leaf eaters and each species feeds upon a
limited number of plants which are usually related; for instance, one
feeds upon both the potato and tomato; another upon the Virginia
In color these caterpillars so resemble the leaves
creeper and grapes.
that they are discovered with difficulty. Those on the Virginia creeper,
which shades porches, may be located by the black pellets of waste
material which fall from them to the ground; but even after this unmistakable hint I have searched a long time to find the caterpillar in the
leaves above; its color serves to hide the insect from birds which feed
upon it eagerly. In some species, the caterpillars are ornamented with
oblique stripes along the sides, and in others the stripes are lengthwise.
There is often a great variation in color between the caterpillars of

the
the

moth

,
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the same Species; the tomato wormis soinetim.es green and sometimes
black.
The horn on the rear end is often
in the young larva of different color
than the body; in some species it
The pupa of the common tomato
sphinx caterpillar.
stands straight up and in some it is
Note that the part encasing the long tongue
curled toward the back. It is an
is free and looks like the handle of a jug.
absolutely harmless projection and
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
does not sting nor is it poisonous.
However, it looks awe-inspiring and perhaps protects its owner
that way. The Pandora sphinx has its horn curled over its back in the
young stage but when fully grown the horn is shed in its place is an eyespot which, if seen between the leaves, is enough to frighten away any
cautious bird fearing the evil eye of serpents. The sphinx caterpillars
have a habit, when disturbed or when resting, of rearing up the front part
of the body, telescoping the head back into the thoracic segments, which in
most species are enlarged, and assuming a most threatening and ferocious
If attacked they will swing sidewise, this way and then that,
aspect.
making a fierce crackling sound meanwhile, well calculated to fill the
trespasser with terror.
When resting they often remain in this lifted
attitude for hours, ab-

m

;

solutely rigid.
The six true legs are
short with sharp, little
claws.
There are four
pairs of fleshy prolegs,
each foot being armed
with hooks for holding on
to leaf or twig; and the
large, fleshy prop-leg on
the rear segment is able to
Tailor-made tnoth, the adult of the
clasp a twig like a vise.
hlyron sphinx.
All these fleshy legs are
used for holding on, while the true legs are used for holding the edges
These
of the leaf where the sidewise working jaws can cut it freely.
caterpillars do clean work, leaving only the harder and more woody
The myron caterpillar seems
ribs of the leaves.
to go out of its way to cut off the stems of
both the grape and Virginia creeper.
There are nine pairs of spiracles, a pair on

each segment of the abdomen and on the first
The edges of these air
thoracic segment.
openings are often strikingly colored. Through
the spiracles
the
air
is
admitted into
all the breathing tubes of the body around
which the blood flows and is purified no insect
breathes through its mouth. These caterpillars, like all others, grow by shedding the
skeleton skin, which splits down the back.
-11
r\u
i
Often one of it,
these caterpillars
is
seen
covered with white objects which the ignorant,
;

j:

^,

The eggs

c

of

^j

the

n
Myr^n

sphinx.
photo by m. v. siingeriand
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that caterpillars never lay eggs, have called, eggs.

But the sphinx moths at any stage would have horror of such eggs as
They are not eggs iaut are httle silken cocoons spun by the
these!
hymenopterous parasite. It is a tiny, four-winged "fly" which
The little grubs which hatch from
lays its eggs within the caterpillar.
these eggs feed upon the fleshy portions of the caterpillar until they get
their growth, at which time the poor caterpillar is almost exhausted;
and then they have the impudence to come out and spin their
larvae of a

silken

cocoons

fasten

them

and

to the
back of their victim.
Later, they cut a little
lid to their silken cells
which they lift up as
they com.e out into
the world to search
for

more caterpillars.
As soon as the

sphinx larva has obtained its growth, it
descends and burrows
into the earth.
It
does not spin any
A full-grown caterpillar of the Myron sphinx.
cocoon but packs the
soil into a smooth-walled cell in which it changes to a pupa.
In the
spring the pupa works its way to the surface of the ground and the moth
issues.
In the case of the tomato and tobacco sphinx pupa, the enormously long tongue has its case separate from the body of the pupa, which
makes the "jug handle." The wing cases and the antennte cases can be
distinctly seen.
In the case of the other species the pupae have the
tongue case fast to the body. The larva of the myron sphinx does not
enter the ground, but draws a few leaves about it on the surface of the
ground, fastens them with silk and there changes to a pupa.
References

—Caterpillars and their Moths,

Butterflies, Dickerson; Moths
Study of Insects, Comstock.

A

" cake walk."

and

The

Elliot and Soule; Moths and
Butterflies, Ballard; Manual for the

caterpillars of the

in attitude of defence.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

Myron sphinx
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LESSON LXXV
The Humming-bird, or Sphinx, Moths

—

Leading thought ^The sphinx caterpillars have a slender horn or eyespot on the last segment of the body.
When disturbed or when resting
they rear the front part of the body in a threatening attitude. They sp)in
no cocoons but change to pupas in the ground. The adults are called
humming-bird moths, because of their swift and purring flight. Many
flowers depend upon the sphinx moths for carrying their pollen.
Method The sphinx caterpillar found on the potato or tobacco, or
one of the species feeding upon the Virginia creeper is in September
available in almost any locality lor this lesson.
The caterpillars should
be placed in a breeding cage in the schoolroom. Fresh food should be
given them every day and moist earth be placed in the bottom of the
cages.
It is useless for the amateur to try to rear the adults from the
pupae in breeding cages. The moths may be caught in nets during the
even'ng when they are hovering over the petunia beds. These may be
placed on leaves in a tumbler or jar for observation.

—

The Caterpillar

—

Observations
i.
color?
Is it striped?

lengthwise stripes?

On what plant is it feeding?
What colors in the stripes?

Are

all

What

the caterpillars the same color?

The pupae

oj

the

Myron sphinx

the cocoons.

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

is its

general

Are they oblique or

within
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when feeding? Why is it not
the plant?
Of what use is this to the caterpillar?
Note the horn on the end of the caterpillar. Is it straight or
3.
curled?
Is it on the head end?
What color is it? Do you think it is of
any use to the caterpillar? Do you think it is a sting? If there is no
horn, is there an eye-spot on the last segment?
What color is it? Can
you think of any way in which this eye-spot protects the caterpillar?
Which segments of the caterpillar are the largest? When the
4.
creature is disturbed what position does it assume?
How does it move?
What noise does it make? Do you think this attitude scares away enemies? What position does it assume when resting? Do you think that
it resembles the Egyptian Sphinx when resting?
How many true legs has this caterpillar? How does it use them
5.
when feeding? How many prolegs has it? How are these fleshy legs
used? How are they armied to hold fast to the leaf or twig? Describe
How is it used?
the hind or prop-leg.
6.
Do you see the breathing
pores or spiracles along the sides
of the body?
How many are
there?
How are they colored?
How does the caterpillar breathe?
Do you think it can breathe
2.

Can you

conspicuous

find the caterpillar easily

when on

through

its

mouth ?

How does the

sphinx catergrow? AVatcli your caterpillar and see it shed its skin.
Where does the old skin break
open? How does the new, soft
7.

pillar

skin look?

A Myron caterpillar that

pillars

pillar.

pillar eats.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

Do

resemble

has been parasitized.
The white objects upon it are
the cocoons of the little grubs which
feed upon the fatty parts of the cater-

the young caterthe full-grown

ones?
8.

move?

Describe

how

the

cater-

Can you see the jaws
Does it eat up the plant

clean as it goes?
ever found the sphinx caterpillar covered with whitish,
oval objects? What are these? Does the caterpillar look plump or
emaciated? Explain what these objects are and how they came to be
9.

Have you

there.

Does
the caterpillar go to change to a pupa?
cocoons? How does the pupa look? Can you see the long
tongue case, the wing cases, the antenna cases?

Where does

10.

it

make

The Moth
1.

the dusk?
ing flowers?
2.

What
3.

form

find this moth? Was it flying by dayHght or in
Was it visitdid its swift moving wings sound?
What flowers? Where is the nectar in these flowers?
Is it stout or slender?
is the shape of the moth's body?

Where did you

How

What

colors has

it ?

of

How

is it

marked ?

Sketch or describe the
which pair are longer?
the front and the hind wings? Are the outer edges scalloped,

The wings

of
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notched

even?

or

What

on the front wing?
On the hind one? Are these
colors harmonious and beauticolors are

ful?

Make a

moth

in water-color.

What

sketch of the

the shape of
Describe the
Can you see the coiled
eyes.
Uncoil it with a
tongue?
pin and note how long it is.
Why does this moth need such
a long tongue?
4.

is

the antennae?

The moths

of the

Myron sphinx on

Virginia creeper.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.

From what flowers do
5.
the sphinx moths get nectar?
How does the moth support
itself when probing for nectar?
Do you know any flowers
which are dependent on -the
sphinx moths for carrying
How many
their pollen?
kinds of sphinx moths do you
know

Hurt no

?

living thing:

Ladybird, nor butterfly.
Nor moth with dusty wing.
Nor cricket chirping cheerily.
Nor grasshopper so light of leap,
Nor dancing gnat, nor beetle fat,
Nor harmless worms that creep.

— Christina

Rossetti.

The white -lined sphinx
moth.
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THE CODLING MOTH
Teacher's Story

T

decide which seems the most disturbed,
the person who bites into an apple and uncovers
a worm, or the worm which is uncovered. From
our standpoint, there is nothing attractive about
the worm which destroys the beauty and appetizing
qualities of our fruit, but from the insect standpoint the codling caterpillar (which is not a worm
When full-grown, it is
at all), is not at all bad.
about three-fourths of an inch long, and is likely
to be flesh color, or even rose color, with brownish
head; as a young larva, it has a number of
darker rose spots on each segment and is whitish
in color; the shield on the first segment
behind the head, and
that on the last segment of the body, are black. When full-grown, the
apple worm is plump and lively; and while jerking angrily at being disturbed, we can see its true legs, one pair to each of the three segments of
the body behind the head. These true legs have sharp, single claws.
Behind these the third, fourth, fifth and sixth segments of the abdomen
are each furnished with a pair of fleshy prolegs and the hind segment has a
prop-leg.
These fleshy legs are mere makeshifts on the part of the caterpillar for carrying the long body; since the three pairs of front legs are
the ones from which develop the legs of the moth. The noticing of the
legs of the codling moth is an important observation on the part of the
pupils, since, by their presence, this insect may be distinguished from
the young of the plum curculio, which is also found in apples but which
is legless.
The codling moth has twelve segments in the body, back of
the head.
The codling larva usually enters the apple at the blossom end and
tunnels down by the side of the core until it reaches the middle, before
making its way out into the pulp. The larva weaves a web as it goes,
'

is diflicult to

probably incidental, since many caterpillars spin silk as they
yarn" our grandmothers might have called it. In this web are
entangled the pellets of indigestible matter, making a very unsavory
looking mass. The place of exit is usually circular, large enough to
accommodate the body of the larva, and it leads out from a tunnel which
may be a half inch or more in diameter beneath the rind. Often the larva
makes the door sometime before it is ready to leave the apple, and plugs
it with a mass of debris, fastened together with the silk.
As it leaves the
apple, the remnants of this plug may be seen streaming out of the opening.
Often also, there is a mass of waste pellets pushed out by the young
larva from its burrow, as it enters the apple; thus it injures the appearance of the apple, at both entrance and exit. If the apple has not received

but

this is
go, "street

by

lying next to another rotting apple, it first begins to rot
of the worm, especially near the place of exit.
The codling caterpillar injures the fruit in the following ways: The
apjjles are likely to be stunted and fall early; the apples rot about the
injured places and thus cannot be stored successfullv; the apples thus
injured look unattractive and, therefore, their market value is lessened;
wormy apples, packed in barrels with others, rot and contaminate all the
infection

BTDund the burrow
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neighboring

apples.
This
attacks pears
and sometimes peaches. It
has been carefully estimated
that every year the codling
moth does three million
dollars worth of injury to
the apple and pear crops in
insect

also

New York

State.

Think

of

paying three million dollars
a year for the sake of having

wormy

apples!

The

larvffi usually leave
the apples before winter. If
the apples have fallen, they
crawl up the tree and there
make their cocoons beneath
the loose bark; but if they
A wormy apple.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
leave the apples while they
are on the trees, they spin
silk and swing down.
storeroom or placed in
If carried into the
barrels, they seek quarters in protected crevices.
In fact, while they
particularly like the loose bark of the apple trees, they are likely to build
their cocoons on nearby fences or on brush, wherever they can find the
needed protection. The cocoon is made of fine but rather rough silk
which is spun from a gland opening near the mouth of the caterpillar;
the cocoon is not beautiful although it is smooth inside. It is usually
spun between a loose bit of bark and the body of the tree; but after making it, the insect seems in no hurry to change its condition and remains a
quite lively caterpillar until spring.
It is while the codling larvae are in
their winter quarters that our bird
friends of the
winter, the nuthatches, woodpeckers and chickadees, destroy them in great numbers, hunting eagerly for them in
every crevice of the trees.
It is
therefore good policy for us to coax
these birds to our orchards by
placing beef fat on the branches
and thus entice these little caterpillar hunters to visit the trees
every day.

It is an interesting fact that the
codling caterpillars, which make
cocoons before August first, change
immediately to pupae which soon

change to moths, and thus another
generation gets in its work before
the apples are harvested.

The codling moth
little

is a beautiful
creature with delicate antennae

'^'''

'""*'

^'"''ZiuhT T'^^'d'
Photomicrograph by m' v, siingeriand.

.
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brown, mottled and banded
wings are graced by wavy
of ashy and brown lines, and the
tips of the front wings are dark brown
with a pattern of gold bronze' wrought
into them; the hind wings are shiny
brown with darker edges and little
a

body;
bands

its

The moths issue in the spring
their eggs on the young apples
just after the petals fall.
The egg
looks like a minute drop of dried milk
and is laid on the side of the bud; but
the little larva, soon after it is hatched,
crawls to the blossom and finds entrance
fringes.

and lay

and

is therefore important
lunch should include a bit
of arsenic and thus end its career before
it fairly begins.
The trees should be
sprayed with some arsenical poison
directly after the petals fall, and before
the five lobes of the calyx close up
around the stamens. If the trees are
sprayed while blossoming, the pollen
is washed away and the apples do not
set; moreover, the bees which help us

there;

that

it

its first

The pupae and cocoons

of the

codling moths.
Photo by M, V. Slingerland.

much

in carrying pollen are killed.
the trees are sprayed directly after
the calyx closes up around the stamens the poison does not lodge
at the base of the stamens and the little rascals get into the apples without
getting a dose.
(See Lesson on the Apple)
If

LESSON LXXVI
The Codling Moth

Leading thought

—The codling moth

is

a tiny

brown moth with bronze
markings which lays its
egg on the apple. The
larva hatching from the
egg enters the blossom
end and feeds upon the
pulp of the apple, injuring it greatly. After
attaining its growth it
leaves the
apple and
hides beneath the bark
of the tree or in other

protected places, and
the
spring
makes
the cocoon from which
the moth issues in time
codling moth, showing the variations to lay e^gs
upon the
The two larger are twice natural
younff
aDules
"^
in

The adult
of

its

size.

of the

markings.

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
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Method

—

The lesson
should begin
with a study
of
wormy
apples, preferably in the
fall

when

worms
still

the

are

within

their burrows.

After the pupils

become

with
the
appearance of the infamiliar

and
methods
sect

its

of

work, a prize
of

some

might

sort

be

offered for the

one
Jiist

ready to spray. A pear and two apples from which the petals
have recently fallen and with calyx lobes widely spread.
Photo by M. V. siingeriand.

who

will

bring

to
school the
greatest num-

ber of hibernating larva; found in their winter quarters. Place these
larvae in a box with cheese-cloth tacked over its open side; place
this box out of doors in a protected position.
Examine the cocoons
to find the pups about the last of April; after the pupse appear, look for
the moths in about five days.
It would be a very good idea for the pupils to prepare a Riker mount
showing specimens of the moths, of the cocoons shewing the cast pupa
skin, and of the caterpillar in a homeopathic vial of alcohol; pictures
illustrating the work of the insect may be added.
The pictures should
be drawn by the pupils, showing the wormy apple, both the outside and
in section.
The pupils can also sketch, from the pictures here given, the
young apple when just in the right condition to spray, with a note explaining why.
Observations
Find an apple with a codling moth larva in it.
i.
How large is the worm? How does it act when disturbed?
2.
What is the color of the caterpillar's body? Its head?
How many segments are there in the body? How many of these
3.
bear legs? What is the difference in form between the three front pairs
of legs and the others?
Look at a wormy apple. How can you tell it is wormy from the
4.
outside? Can you see where the worm entered the apple? Was the
burrow large or small at first ? Can you find an apple with a worm in it
which has the door for exit made, but closed with waste matter? How is
this matter fastened together?
If the apple has no worm in it, can you
see where it left the apple?
Make a sketch or describe the evidence a^
the caterpillar's progress through the apple. Do you find a web of silk in

—

Insect

the wormy part? Why
the pulp of the apple?

is

this?

Study
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Does the worm eat the seeds as well as

Take a dozen rotting apples, how many of them are wormy?
5.
Do the parts of the apple injured by the worm begin to rot first? In how
many ways does the codling moth injure the apple? Does it injure other
fruits
6.

than apples?

How

late in the fall

do you find the codling

larvce in the apple?

Where do these larva go when they leave the apple?
Work to be done in March or early April ^\'^isit an orchard and look

—

under the loose bark on old trees, or along protected sections of ferices or
brush piles and bring in all the cocoons you can find. Do not injure the
cocoons by tearing them from the places where they are woven, but bring
them in on bits of the bark or other material to which they are attached.
1.
How does the cocoon look outside and inside? What is in the
cocoon? Why was the cocoon made? When was it made?
2.
Place the cocoons in a box covered with cheese-cloth and place
the box out of doors where the contents can be frequently observed and

make
3.

How
4.

the following notes;
When does the larva change to the pupa? Describe the pupa.
does the cocoon look after the moth issues from it?
Describe the moth, noting color of head, thorax, body, front and

hind wings ?
If these moths were free to
5.
where would they lay their eggs?
6.

When

around the orchard, when and

the young codling moth?
should they not be sprayed
not after the calyx closes?

should the trees be sprayed to

With what should they be sprayed?
during the blossoming period?

Almost

fly

Why

kill

Why

too late to spray.
The apples on each side have the calyx
lobes nearly drawn together.
The pear in the middle
still has the calyx cavity open.

Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
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How

do the nuthatches, downy woodpeckers and chickadees help
codHng moth?
8.
Write an essay on the hfe history of the codHng moth, the damage
done by it, and the best methods of keeping it in check.
References—The foUowing bulletins from the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture;
Farmers' Bulletin 247, "The Control of the Codling Moth and
Apple Scab;" Bulletin 35, New Series, Bureau of Entomology, "Report
on the Codling Moth Investigations," price 10 cents; Bulletin 41, "The
Codling Moth," 105 pages, 15 cents, by Special Field Agent, C. B. Simpson; Bulletin 68, Part VII, "Demonstration Spraying for the Codling
Moth," price 5 cents.
The Spraying of Plants, Lodeman, Macmillan
Company; Economic Entomology, Smith.
7.

us in getting rid of the

LEAF-MINERS
Teacher's Story

"And
To

be

there's never

some happy

rAY

a

leaf nor a blade too
creature's palace".

mean

—Lowell.

not Lowell have had in mind, when he wrote

these lines, the canny

little

creatures which

sustenance for their complete growth
between the upper and lower surfaces of a leaf,
which seems to us as thin as a sheet of paper.
find

To most children, it seems quite incredible
that there is anything between the upper and
lower surfaces of a leaf, and this lesson should
hinge on the fact that in every leaf, however
thin, there are rows of cells containing the
living substance of the leaf, with a wall above
and a wall below to protect them. Some of the smaller insects have
discovered this hidden treasure, which they mine while safely protected
from sight, and thus make strange figures upon the leaves.
Among the most familiar of these are the serpentine mines, so called
because the figure formed by the eating out of the green pulp of the
leaf, curves like a serpent.
These mines are made by the caterpillars
of tiny moths, which have long fringes upon the hind wings.
The life
story of such a moth is as follows: The little moth, whose expanded
wings measure scarcely a quarter of an inch across, lays an egg on the
leaf; from this, there hatches a tiny caterpillar that soon eats its way
into the midst of the leaf.
In shape, the caterpillar is somewhat "square
built," being rather stocky and wide for its length; it feeds upon the
juicy tissues of the leaf and divides, as it goes, the upper from the lower
surface of the leaf; and it teaches us, if we choose to look, that
these outer walls of the leaf are thin, colorless, and paper-like.
We can
trace the whole life history and wanderings of the little creature, from
the time when, as small as a pin point, it began to feed, until it
t.Xained its full growth.
As it increased in size, its appetite grew larger
also, and these two forces working together naturally enlarged its house.
When finally the little miner gets its growth, it makes a rather larger
and more v.?mniodious room at the end of its mine, which to us looks like
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the serpent; here it
a pupa, perhaps after
nibbUng a hole with its sharp Httle
jaws, so that when it changes to a

the

of

changes to

fluffy

soft,

httle

unfitted for biting,

moth with mouth
it is

able to escape.

In some species, the caterpillar comes
out of the mine and goes into the
ground to change to a pupa. By
holding up to the light a leaf thus
mined, we can see why this little chap
was never obliged to clean house; it
mined out a new room every day, and
left the sweepings in the abandoned
mine behind. Mines of this sort are
often seen on the leaves of nasturtium, the smooth pigweed, columbine,
and many other plants.
There are
mines of many shapes, each form
being made by a different species of
insect.
Some flare suddenly from a
point and are trumpet-shaped while

some

mere

are

blotches.

The blotch

mines are made, through the habits of
the insect within them it feeds around

Serpentine mines in nasturtium

;

and around, instead
as

is

leaf.

of forging ahead,

the case with the serpentine

The

mjners.

larvas

of beetles,

having its own
special food plant.
smaller leaf mines are made
Most
by the caterpillars of the moths, which are fitly called the Tineina
or Tineids.
Most of these barely have a wing expanse that will
reach a quarter of an inch and many are mtich smaller; they all have
narrow wings, the hind wings being mere threads bordered with
beautiful fringes.
The specific names of these moths usually end in
"ella;" thus, the one that mines in
apple is malifoliella, the one in grain is
granella.
One of these little moths,
Gelechia pinijoliella lives the whole
of its growing life in half of a pine
needle.
The moth lays the egg at
about the middle of the needle, and
the little caterpillar that hatches from
flies

and

moths

may mine

leaves,
of the

it,

each

gnaws

its

species

way directly into the heart

of the needle;
as snug can be,
it

is

almost a

Comstock's Manual.

there, as snug
and feeds until
quarter of an inch
lives

Many a time I have
it
held up to the light a pine needle
thus inhabited, and have seen the little
miner race up and down its abode
2,3 it it knew that something was happening.
When it finally attains its
long, think of

Serpentine mines in leaf of
columbine.

and

it

!
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Trumpet mines in
Photo by M.

leaf of apple.

V. Slingerland,

growth it makes wider the httle door, through which it entered; it does
this very neatly, the door is an even oval, and looks as if it were made
with the use of dividers. After thus opening the door, the caterpillar
changes to a little, long pupa, very close to its exit; and later it emerges,
as an exquisite little moth with silvery bands on its narrow, brown wings,
and a luxurious fringe
on the edges of its
narrow, hind wings
and also on the outer
hind edges of the front
wings.

The gross mines

in

the leaves of dock and
beet are not pretty.
The poor leaves are

sometimes for
whole length,
and soon turn brown
and lie prone on the
ground,
or dangle
pathetically from the
stalk.
These mines

slitted,

their

are

made by the larvae

of a

fly,

family

and a whole
live

in

same habitation.

the
If

we hold
The mined leaves of
The pine-needle leaf-miner.
size.
The caterpillar, pupa and moth
The lines show actual
the leaf miner mitch enlarged.

pine natural
of

size of insect.

Comstock's Manual.

a leaf thus
mined up to the light,
while it is still green,
we can see several of

the larvae working,
each making a bag
in the life substance

The flies
of the leaf, and yet all joining together to make a great blister.
that do this mischief belong to the family Anthomyina; and there are
several species which have the perturbing habit of mining the leaves of
beets and spinach.
It behooves those of us who are fond of these
"greens," as our New England ancestors called them, to hold every leaf
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light before we put it into the skillet, lest we get more meat than
vegetable in these viands. The flies, who thus take our greens ahead of
us, are perhaps a little larger than house-flies, and are generally gray in
color with the front of the head silver-white.
These insects ought to
teach us the value of clean culture in our gardens, since they also mine in
the smooth pigweed.

up to the

References

—Manual

for the

Study

of Insects,

Comstock.

LESSON LXXVII
Leaf-miners

—

Leading thought The serpent-like markings and the blister-like
blotches which we often see on leaves are made by the larvae of insects
which complete their growth by feeding upon the inner living substance
of the leaf.

—

Method The nasturtium leaf -miner is perhaps the most available for
Howthis lesson since it may be found in its mine in early Septem.ber.
ever, the pupils should bring to the schoolroom all the leaves with mines
in them, that they can find and study the different forms.

—

Sketch the leaf with the mine in it, showing the shape
the name of the plant on which the leaf grew?
2.
Hold the leaf up to the light, can you see the insect within the
mine? What is it doing? Are there more than one insect in the mine?
Open the mine and see how the miner looks.
There are three general types of mines: Those that are long,
3.
curving lines called serpentine mines; those that begin small and flare
out, called trumpet mines; and those that are blister-like called blotch
mines. Which of these is the mine you are studying?
Study a serpentine mine. Note that where the little insect began
4.
to eat, the mine is small.
Why does it widen from this point? What
happened in the part which we call the serpent's head?
Look closely with a lens and find if there is a break above the mine
5.
in the upper surface of the leaf or below the mine in the lower surface of
If the insect is no longer in the mine can you find where it
the leaf?
escaped? Can you find a shed pupa-skin in the "serpent's head?"
6.
W^hy does an insect mine in a leaf? What does it find to eat?
How is it protected from the birds or insects of prey while it is getting its
growth?
Look on leaves of nasturtium, columbine, lamb's quarters, dock
7.
and burdock, for serpentine mines. Are the mines on these different
plants alike? Do you suppose they are made by the same insect?
8.
Look on leaves of dock, burdock, beet and spinach for blotch
mines.
Are there more than one insect in these mines ? If the insects are
present, hold the leaf out to the light and watch them eat.
Observations

of the mine.

i

.

What

is

Look in the leaves of pitch or other thick leaved pines (not white
9.
pine), for pine needles which are yellow at the tip.
Examine these for
miners.
If the miner is not within, can you find the little circular door

3S6
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by which

it escaped?
Would you think there was enough substance in a
half a pine needle to support a little creature while it grew up?
lo.
If you find leaf-miners at work, do not pluck off the leaves being
mined but cover each with a little bag of swiss muslin tied close about the
petiole and thus capture the winged insect.

Witch-hazel, sltowivg work of leaf-rollers, leaf-miners
and gall-makers.
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THE LEAF-ROLLERS
Teacher's Story
^

each of these

rolls

has

closely at sumac leaves before they are
aflame from autumn's torch, we find many of the
leaflets rolled into little cornucopias fastened with
silk.
The silk is not in a web, like that of the
spider, but the strands are twisted together,
hundreds of threads combined in one strong
cable, and these are fastened from roll to leaf,
If we look at the young basslike tent ropes.
woods, we find perhaps many of their leaves cut
across, and the flap made into a roll and likewise
The witch-hazel,
fastened with silken ropes.
which is a veritable insect tenement, also shows
In fact, we may find them upon the
these rolls.
leaves of almost any species of tree or shrub, and

we look

its

own

special

maker

or indweller.

Each

species

which rolls the leaves, is limited to the species of plant on which
it is found
and one of these caterpillars would sooner starve than take a
mouthful from a leaf of any other plant. Some people think that insects
will eat anything that comes
but of all
in their way;
of insect,

;

created animals, insects are
the most fastidious as to their
food.

Some

species of leaf -rollers

unite several leaflets together,
while others use a single leaf.
In the case of the sumac leafroller, it begins in a single leaf;

but

in

its

later

fastens together

stages,

it

two or three

of the terminal leaflets in order
to gain more pasturage. The
little silken tent ropes which
hold the folded leaves are well
worth study with a lens.
They are made of hundreds of
threads of the finest silk,

woven from a gland opening
near the lower lip of the caterpillar.
The rope is always
larger where it is attached to
the leaf than at the center,
because the caterpillar crisssumac, with diagram showing the
crosses the threads in order to Leaf-rollers in
fastening of the silk-stay-ropes.
make the attachment to the
Unroll a tent carefully, and you may see the
leaf larger and firmer.
fastenings used in an earlier stage, and may even find the first turned-down
edge of the leaf. However, the center of a leaf roller's habitation is
usually very much eaten, for the whole reason for making its little house
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that the soft -bodied caterpillar may eat its fill completely hidden from
the eyes of birds or other animals.
When it first hatches from the egg, it
feeds for a short time, usually on the under side of the leaf; but when still
so small that we can barely see it with the naked eye, it somehow manages
to fold over itself one edge of the leaf and peg it down.
The problem of
how so small a creature is able to pull over and fold down or to make in a
roll a stiff leaf is hard to solve.
I, myself, believe it is done by making
many threads, each a little more taut than the last. I have watched
several species working, and the leaf conies slowly together as the cateris

pillar stretches its head and sways back and forth hundreds of times,
fastening the silk first to one side and then to the other.
Some observers
believe that the caterpillar throws its weight upon the silk, in order to
pull the leaf together; but in the case of the sumac leaf-roller, I am sure

this is not true, as I have
watched
the
process
again and again under a
lens, and could
detect
no signs of this method.

Many
which

of

make

the

small moths

A

leaf

basswood

and
the

of
cut

by
basswood

rolled

leaf-roller.

Comstock.
Manuai.

caterpillars

change to
as
a very large

rolls,

known

This is
Tortricids.
family, containing a vast number
of species and not all
of the
members are leaf-rollers. These
little moths have the front wings
rather wide and more or less rectangular in
The entomologists have a pleasing
outHne.
fashion of ending the names of all of these
moths with "ana;" the one that rolls the
Rosana, the one on
leaves is
currant
Since many of the
juniper is Rutilana, etc.
caterpillars of this family seek the ground to
pupate and do not appear as moths until the
following spring, it is somewhat difficult to
study their complete life histories, unless one
has well-made breeding cages with earth at
the bottom and even then it is difficult to
keep them under natural conditions, since in
an ordinary living room the insects dry up
;

and do not mature.
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Leaflets of locust, fastened together to make a nest by the
caterpillar of a butterfly.

LESSON LXXVIII
The Leaf-rollers
are many kinds of

—There

insects which roll the
leaves of trees and plants into tents, in which they dwell and feed during
their early stages.

Leading thought

Method

may

find

—This

is an excellent lesson for early autumn when the pupils
of these rolled leaves, which they may bring to the schoolwhich will give material for the lesson. The rolls are found

many

room, and

on sumac, basswood and witch-hazel.
Observations
i.
What is the name of the trees and shrubs from
which these rolled leaves which you have collected were taken?
2.
Are more than one leaf or leaflet used in making the roll?
Is the leaf rolled crosswise or lengthwise?
How large is the tube
3.

plentifully

—

thus made?
Is the nest in the shape of a tube, or are several leaves fastened
4.
together, making a box-shaped nest*?
How is the roll made fast? Examine the little silken ropes with
5.
a lens and describe one of them. Is it wider where it is attached to the
leaf than at the middle?
Why?
How many of these tent ropes are there which make fast the roll?
6.
Unroll a leaf carefully and see if you can find signs of the tent ropes that
fastened the roll tqgether when it was smaller. Can you find where it

began?
7.

As you unroll the leaves what do you see at the center? Has the
Can you discover the reason why the caterpillar made

leaf been eaten?
this roll?
8.

How

do you think a caterpillar manages to

roll

a leaf so success-

Where is the spinning gland of a caterpillar? How does the insect
when spinning threads back and forth when rolling the leaf? What

fully?

act

the leaf change into? Do
makes the rolls on two

sort of insect does the caterpillar

which

you suppose that the same kind

of caterpillars

rolls

different species of trees?
In July or early August get some of the rolls with the caterpillars
9.
in them, unroll a nest, take the caterpillar out and put it on a fresh leaf
of the same kind of tree or shrub on which you found it, and watch it

make

its roll.

Supplementary reading
in

Ways

—"A Dweller

of the Six-Footed.

in

Tents" and

"A Little Nomad,"
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The spiny

The pointed
on oak

oak-ealL.

bullet-gall
twigs.

A

cluster
of galls on

midrib of
oak leaf.

The acorn
plum-gall.
Photo by
L. H. Weld.

THE GALL-DWELLERS
He

lamp, and summoned the genius as usual.

retired to his chamber, took his

me a palace near

my

spouse,
the sultan's, fit for the reception of
the princess; but instead of stone, let the walls be formed of massy gold and silver, laid
The
in alternate rows; and let the interstices be enriched with diamonds and emeralds.
palace must have a delightful garden, planted with aromatic shrubs and plants, bearing
the most delicious fruits and beautiful flowers.
But, in particular, let there be an
immense treasure of gold and silver coin. The palace, moreover, must be well provided
with offices, storehouses, and stables full of the finest horses, and attended by equerries,
grooms, and hunting equipage."
the dawn of the ensuing morning, the genius
presented himself to Aladdin, and said, "Sir, your palace is finished; come and see if it

"Genius," said

he, "build

By

accords with your wishes." — Arabian Nights Entertainments.

LTHOUGH

Aladdin is out of fashion, we still
have houses of magic that are even more
wonderful than that produced by his resourceful lamp.
These houses are built through an
occult partnership between insects and plant
tissues and no one understands just how they
are made, although we are beginning to
;

understand a little concerning the reasons for
the growth. These houses are called galls
and are thus well named, since they grow
because of an irritation to the plant caused

by the insect.
forms of these gall-dwellings, and they may grow upon
The miraculous thing about
the root, branch, leaf, blossom, or fruit.
them is that each kind of insect builds its magical house on a certain part
of a certain species of tree or plant; and the house is always of a certain
definite form on the outside and of a certain particular pattern within.
Many widely differing species of insects are gall-makers; and he who is
skilled in gall lore knows, when he looks at the outside of the house, just'
what insect dwells within it.

There are

many
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We may

take the history of the common oak apple, as an example.
four-winged, fly-like creature lays its eggs, early in the season,
on the leaf of the scarlet oak. As soon as the larva hatches, it begins to
eat into the substance of
one of the leaf veins. As it
eats, it discharges through
its mouth into the tissues
of the leaf, a substance
which is secreted from
glands within its body.
Immediately the building
of the house commences;
out around the little creature grow radiating vegeta-

A

little,

ble fibers, showing by their
position plainly that the
grub is the center of all of
this new growth
meanwhile, a smooth, thin covering completely encloses the
globular house; larger and
larger
grows the house
until we are accustomed
to call it an oak apple, so
Oak apple, showing the larva of the gall insect.
large is it.
The little chap
Comstock's Manual.
inside is surely content and
happy, for it is protected from the sight of all of its enemies, and it
finds the walls of its house the best of food.
It is comparable to a boy
living in the middle of a giant sponge cake, and who when hungry would
naturally eat out a larger cave in the heart of the cake. After the inmate
of the oak apple completes its growth, it changes to a pupa and finally
conies out into the world a tiny four -winged fly, scarcely a quarter of an
inch in length.
The story of the willow cone-gall is quite different. A little gnat lays
her eggs on the tip of the bud of a twig; as soon as the grub hatches and
begins to eat, the growth of the twig is arrested, the leaves are stunted
until they are mere scales and are obliged to overlap in rows around the
;

inma^:, thus making for it a cone-shaped house which is very
thoroughly shingled. The inhabitant of this gall is a hospitable little
He
fellow, and his house shelters and feeds many other insect guests.
does not pay any attention to them, being a recluse in his own cell, but
he civilly allows them to take care of themselves in his domain, and
He stays in his snug home all winter
feed upon the walls of his house.
and comes out in the spring a tiny, two-winged fly.
There are two galls common on the stems of goldenrod. The more
numerous is spherical in form and is made by a fat and prosperous
looking little grub which later develops into a fly. But although it
is a fly that makes the globular gall in the stem of goldenrod, the
spindle-shaped gall often seen on the same stem has quite another
story.
A little brown and gray mottled moth, about three-fourths of an
inch long, lays her egg on the stem of the young goldenrod. The caterpillar, when it hatches, lives inside the stem, which accommodatingly
little
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Willow cone- galls.
Photo by Verne Morton.

The caterpillar feeds upon the substance
enlarges into an oblong room.
of the stem until it attains its growth, and then seems to dimly realize
something about its future needs. At
least it cuts, with its sharp jaws, a little
oval door at the upper end of its house
and makes an even bevel by widening
It
the opening toward the outside.
then makes a little plug of debris
which completely fills the door; but
because of the bevel, no intrusive
Thus
beetle or ant can push it in.
the caterpillar changes to a helpless
pupa in entire safety and when the
little moth issues from the pupa skin,
all it has to do is to push its head
against the door, and out it falls, and
;

Spherical gall of goldenrod,
opened, showing its pros
perous looking owner.
Photo by M. v. Slingerland.
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HE Gall-dwellers
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Mossy

galls are protective

little insects

Each kind

of insect

makes

rose-gall.

Comstock's Manual,

which dwell
its

on a certain species of plant, and no one understands
done or why it is so.

gall
is

^sk the pupils to bring in as many of these galls as possible,
ae have open doors and some are entirely closed.
Cut open
e what sorts of insects are found within it.
Place each

kind of

gall

in

a

tumbler

or
jar
covered with cheesecloth
and place

where they may be
under
observation
for perhaps several

months; note what
sort of winged insect
comes from each.

—

Observations
i
plant or
tree did this gall
grow? Were there

On what

many

like it?

Did

they grow upon the
root, stem, leaf,
flower, or fruit?
If

Porcupine
leaf of

gall

on

white oak.
Phc,to

by

Section cf same

showing

C. J. Triggerson.

cells

.

Female
fly
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bud.
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house?

What is its color?

of Nature-Study

Its size?

smooth or wrinkled on the outside?

Is it
Is it

covered with fuzz or with spines?
Open the gall; is there an insect
3.
within it? If so, where is it and how does
What is the appearance of the
it look?
inside of the gall?
Is there a cell for the insect at the
4.
very center of the gall, or are there many
such cells ?
Has the house an open door? If
5.
so, does the door open above or below?
Are there more than one insect in the
galls with open doors?
What sort of insect makes this kind of house?
6.
Do j^ou find any insects besides the
If so, what
original gall-maker within it?
are they doing?
Of what use are these houses to
7.
their little inmates?
How do they protect them from enemies?
How do they
furnish them with food?
8.
Do the gall insects live all their
lives within the galls or do they change to
winged insects and come out into the
world? If so, how do they get out?
How many kinds of galls can you
9.
find upon oaks?
Upon goldenrod? Upon
witch-hazel?
Upon willow?

Supplementary
Studies,

Needham,

"Houses

of

Oak,"

reading
pages 18

in

—Outdoor
and

Insect
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Stories,

Kellogg; Manual for the Study of Insects.

A

green

A

With me at its heart /
house grown by magic.

Of a

little

world

green stem, a fart.

My walls
And

me food
me from foes,

give

protect

I eat at

my

leisure.

In safety repose.

My

house hath no window,

'Tis dark as the night

But

I

make me a door

And

batten

it tight.

Stem

And when my
I throw ivide

And

to

wings grow

my

door;

7ny green castle

I returii nevermore.

of golden-rod, showing the
spherical gall above, made by
larva of a fly; and the spindleshaped gall below, made by the

caterpillar of a moth.
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THE GRASSHOPPER
Teacher's Story

ECAUSE

the grasshopper affords special facihties

for the study of insect structure, it has indeed
become a burden to the students in the laboraBut in naturetories of American universities.

study we must not make anything a burden,
least of all the grasshopper, which being such a
famous jumper as well as flier, does not long
voluntarily burden any object.
Since we naturally select the most salient
characteristic of a creature to present first to
young pupils, we naturally begin this lesson with
the peculiarity which makes this insect a "grass-

hopper." When any creature has unusually strong
hind legs, we may be sure it is a jumper, and the

grasshopper shows this peculiarity at first glance. The front legs are
short, the middle legs a trifle longer, but the femur of the hind leg is
nearly as long as the entire body, and contains many powerful muscles
which have the appearance of being braided, because of the way they are
attached to the skeleton of the leg; the tibia of the hind leg is long and as
stiff as if made of steel.
When getting ready to jump the grasshopper
lowers the great femur below the level of the closed wings and until the
tibia is parallel with it and the entire foot is pressed against the ground.

OvipositoT

Spiracles cipores

1-eti.lhing-

GddomeM
fo»t oV-T«rstiS

'T<l«-pad or

Grasshopper with parts

Mvillus

of external aiiatomy

named.
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The

pair of double spines at the end of the tibia, just back of the foot, are
pressed against the ground Hke a spiked heel, and the whole attitude of
the insect is tense. Then, like a steel spring, the long legs straighten and
the insect is propelled high into the air and far away. This is a remarkable example of insect dynamics; and since so many species of birds feed
upon the grasshopper, its leaping power is much needed to escape them.
However, when the grasshopper makes a journey it uses its wings.
As we watch a grasshopper crawling up the side of a vial or tumbler we
can examine its feet with a lens. Between and in front of the claws is
an oval pad which clings to the glass, not by air pressure as was once supposed, but by means of microscopic hairs, called tenent hairs, which secrete
a sticky fluid.
Each foot consists of three segments and a claw; when
the insect is quiet, the entire foot rests upon the ground
but when
climbing on glass, the toe pads are used.
The grasshopper's face has a droll expression would that some caricaturist could analyze it
It is a long face, and the compound eyes placed
high upon it, give a look of solemnity.
The simple eyes can be made out
with a lens. There is one just in front of each big eye, and another, hke
the naughty little girl's curl, is "right in the middle of the forehead."
The antennae are short but alert. The two pairs of palpi connected with
the mouth-parts are easily seen, likewise the two pairs of jaws, the notched
mandibles looking like a pair of nippers. We can see these jaws much
;

;

!

The nymph

Adult of red-legged
grasshopper

of the red-legged

grasshopper, enlarged.

Comstock's Manual.

better when the insect is eating, which act is done methodically.
First, it
begins at one edge of a leaf, which it seizes between the front feet so as to
hold it firm; it eats by reaching up and cutting downwards, making an
even-edged, long hole on the leaf margin the hole is made deeper by
repeating the process. It sometimes makes a hole in the middle of a leaf
and bites in any direction, but it prefers to move the jaws downward.
While it is feeding, its palpi tap the leaf continually and its whole attitude is one of deep satisfaction. There is an uprolled expression to the
compound eyes which reminds us of the way a child looks over the upper
edge of its cup while drinking milk. The grasshopper has a preference
for tender herbage, but in time of drouth will eat almost any living plant.
Back of the head is a sun-bonnet-shaped piece, bent down at the sides,
forming a cover for the thorax. The grasshopper has excellent wings, as
efficient as its legs; the upper pair are merely strong, thick, membranous
covers, bending down at the sides so as to protect the under wings; these
wing-covers are not meant for flying and are held stiff and straight up in
the air, during flight. The true wings, when the grasshopper is at rest, are
folded lengthwise like a fan beneath the wing-covers; they are strongly
veined and circular in shape, giving much surface for beating the air.
The grasshoppers' flight is usually swift and short but in years of famine
;

;
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they fly high in the air and for long distances, a fact recorded in the Bible
regarding the plague of locusts. When they thus appear in vast hordes,
they destroy all the vegetation in the region where they settle.
The wings of grasshoppers vary in color, those of the red-legged species
being gray, while those of the Carolina locusts are black with yellow edges.
The abdomen is segmented, as in all insects, and along the lower side there
are two lengthwise sutures or creases which open and shut bellows-like,
when the grasshopper breathes. The spiracles or breathing pores can be
seen on each segment, just above this suture.
The grasshopper has its ears well protected; to find them, we must
lift the wings in order to see the two large sounding disks, one on each side
of the first segment of the abdomen.
These are larger and much more
like ears than are the little ears in the elbows of the katydids.
The singing of the short-horned grasshoppers is a varied performance,
each species doing it in its own way. One species makes a most seductive
little note by placing the femur and tibia of the hind legs together, and
with the hind feet completely off the ground, the legs are moved up and
down with great rapidity, giving off a little purr. The wings in this case,
do not lift at all. There are other species that make the sound by rubbing
the legs against the wing-covers.
The grasshopper makes its toilet thus
It cleans first the hind feet by
rubbing them together and also by reaching back and scrubbing them
with the middle feet; the big hind femur it polishes with the bent elbow
of the second pair of legs.
It cleans the middle feet by nibbling and
licking them, bending the head far beneath the body in order to do it.
It
polishes its eyes and face with the front feet, stopping to lick them clean
between whiles, and it has a most comical
manner of cleaning its antennas; this is
accomplished by tipping the head sidewise,
and bending it down so that the antenna of
one side rests upon the floor; it then plants
the front foot of that side firmly upon the
antenna and pulls it slowly backward between
the foot and floor.
The grasshopper has some means of defence
_
as well as of escape it can give a painful nip
Grasshopper cleantHg tis
•,
j
-.i
j-l,i
-jT
With
andj when seized, it emits
its mandibles
antenna
copiously from the mouth a brownish liquid
This performance interests children,
which is acrid and ill-smelling.
who are wont to seize the insect by its jumping legs and hold it up,
commanding it to "chew tobacco."
Grasshoppers are insects with incomplete metamorphosis, which
merely means that the baby grasshopper, as soon as it emerges from the
egg, is similar in form to its parent except that it has a very large head
and a funny little body, and that it has no quiet stage during life. When
immature, the under wings or true wings have a position outside of the
wing-covers and look like little fans.
The short-horned grasshoppers lay their eggs in oval masses protected
by a tough^overcoat. The ovipositor of the mother grasshopper is a very
efficient tool, and with it she makes a deep hole in the ground, or sometimes
in fence rails or other decaying wood; after placing her eggs in such a
cavity, she covers the hiding place with a gummy substance so that no
:

,

,

.

.,

;

1

;

•
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y
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intruders or robbers may work harm to her progeny. Most species of
grasshoppers pass the winter in the egg stage; but sometimes we find in
early spring the young ones which hatched in the fall, and they seem as
spry as if they had not been frozen stiff.
UppefllpopiaBrHW

LESSON LXXX
The Red-Legged
Grasshopper

—

Leading thought ^The grass
hopper feeds upon grass and
other herbage and is especially
fitted for living in grassy fields
it from being
seen by its enemies the birds.
If attacked, it escapes by long

Its color protects

jumps and by

flight.

It

make long journeys on the
Method

—The

can
wing.

red-legged

grasshopper (M. femur-ruhrum)
has been selected for this lesson
because it is the most common of
all grasshoppers, thotigh other
species may be used as well.

The red-legged

locust, or grass-

The month-parts
dissected

off,

of

a

enlarged

grasshopper

and

-named.

indicated by its name, the large femur of the hind legs
Place the grasshopper under a tumbler and upon a
reddish in color.
spray of fresh herbage, and allow the pupils to observe it at leisure. It
might be well to keep some of the grasshoppers in a cage similar to that
described for crickets. When studying the feet, or other parts of the
insect requiring close scrutiny, the grasshopper should be placed in a vial
Give the
so that it may be passed around and observed with a lens.
questions a few at a time, and encourage the pupils to study these insects
in the field.
Observations
i.
Since a grasshopper is such a high jumper, discover
Which pair of legs is the longest?
if you can how he does this "event."
Which the shortest? How long are the femur and tibia of the hind leg
compared with the body. What do you think gives the braided appearance to the surface of the hind femur? What is there peculiar about the
hind femur? Note the spines at the end of the tibia just behind the foot.
Watch the grasshopper prepare to jump and describe the process.
2.
How do you think it manages to throw itself so far? If a man were as
good a jumper as a grasshopper in comparison to his size, he could jump
300 feet high or 500 feet in distance. Why do you think the grasshopper
needs to jump so far?
As the grasshopper climbs up the side of a tumbler or vial, look at
3.
How many segments are
its feet through a lens and describe them.
Describe the claws. How does it cling to the glass? Describe
there?
the little pad between the claws.
Look the grasshopper in the face. Where are the compound eyes
4.
How mar
situated? Can you see the tiny simple eyes like mere dots ?

hopper has, as

is

—
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How long are the antennae

?

For what are

they used?

How

does a grasshopper eat? Do the jaws move up and down or
does the grasshopper eat? How many pairs of palpi
can you see connected with the mouth- parts?
How are these used when the insect is eating?
When there are many grasshoppers, what
happens to the crops?
What do you see just back of the grass6.
hopper's head, when looked at from above?
Long horned, or meadow
grasshopper.
Can the grasshopper fly as well as
7.
5.

sidewise?

What

jump?

How many

of wings has it?
it

use the

first

pairs

Does
pair of

wings to fly with? How
does it hold them when

Wing oj male andoj f emale
meadow grasshoppers.
Comstock's Manual.

flying?
Where is the
lower or hind pair of
wings when the grass- Front leg of katydid,
hopper is walking? How showing ear near elbow.
Comstock's Manual.
do they differ in shape
from the front wings ?
8.
Note the abdomen. It is made of many
rings or segments.
Are these rings continuous
around the entire body ? Where do their breaks
occur? Describe the movement of the abdomen as the insect breathes. Can you see the
spiracles or breathing pores?
Lift the wings,

and

find the ear on the first segment of
the abdomen.
If you seize the grasshopper how
9.
does it show that it is offended?
10.
How does the grasshopper perform its toilet?
Describe how it cleans
its antennae, face and legs.
What becomes of the grasshop11.
pers in the winter?
Where are the eggs
laid?
How can you tell a young from a
full-grown grasshopper?
Do all grasshoppers have anten12.
nae shorter than half the length of their
bodies ?
Do some have antenna longer
than their bodies? Where are the longhorned grasshoppers found ?
Describe
how they resemble the katydids in the
way they make music and in the position
.

of their ears.

Supplementary reading

— Chapters

XVI-X VIII in Grasshopper

Land, Morley.
Short-horned and long-horned,
or meadow, grasshoppers.
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THE KATYDID
Teacher's Story

"I love to hear thine earnest voice
Wherever thou art hid,

Thou
Thou

testy little dogmatist,

pretty katydid,

Thou mindest

fne of gentle folks,

Old gentle folks are they.
Thou say'st an undisputed thing
In such a solemn way."

—Holmes.

ISTANCE, however,

lends enchantment to the song of
the katydid, for it grates on our nerves as well as on
our ears, when at close quarters. The katydid makes
his music in a manner similar to that of the cricket
but is not, however, so well equipped since he has
only one file and only one scraper for playing. As
with the meadow grasshoppers and crickets, only the
males make the music, the wings of the females being
delicate and normally veined at the base.
The ears,
too, are in the same position as those of the cricket,
and may be seen as a black spot in the front elbow.
The song is persistent and may last the night long: "Katy did, she didn't
she did." James Whitcomb Riley says, "The katydid is rasping at the
silence," and the word rasping well describes the note.
The katydids are beautiful insects, with green, finely veined, leaf-like
wing-covers under which is a pair of well developed wings, folded like
fans; they resemble in form the long-horned grasshoppers.
The common northern species {Cyrtophyllus) is all green above except for the
long, delicate, fawn-colored antenna and the brownish fiddle of the male,
which consists of a fiat triangle just back .of the thorax where the wingcovers overlap.
Sometimes this region is pale brown and sometimes
green, and with the unaided eye we can plainly see the strong cross-vein,
bearing the file. The green eyes have darker centers and are not so large
as the eyes of the grasshopper.
The body is green with white lines below
on either side. There is a suture the length of the abdomen in which are
placed the spiracles. The insect breathes by sidewise expansion and
contraction, and the sutures rhythmically open and shut; when they are
open, the spiracles can be seen as black dots. The legs are slender and the
hind pair, very long. The feet are provided with two little pads, one on
each side of the base of the claw. In the grasshopper there is only one
pad which is placed between the two hooks of the claw. The female has
a green, sickle-shaped ovipositor at the end of the body. With ihis she
lays her flat, oval eggs, slightly over-lapping in a neat row.
The katydids are almost all dwellers in trees and shrubs; although I
have often found our common species upon asters and similar high weeds.
The leaf-like wings of these insects are, in form and color, so similar to the
leaves that they are very completely hidden.
The katydid is rarely discovered except by accident although when one is singing, it may be
approached and ferreted out with the aid of a lantern.
The katydid, when feeding, often holds the leaf or the flower firmly with
the front feet, while biting it off like a grazing cow, and if it is tough,
chews it industriously with the sidewise working jaws. A katydid will
often remain quiet a long time with one long antenna directed forward
and the other backward, as if on the lookout for news from the front and
;
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it

does a thorough job.

It

nibbles its front feet, paying special attention
to the pads, meanwhile holding the foot to its
mandibles with the aid of the palpi. But once
washing is not enough; I have seen a katydid
go over the same foot a dozen times in succession, beginning always with the hind spurs of
The front portions of the viings the tibia and nibbling along the tarsus to the
male katydid showing claws.
of a
It cleans its face with its front foot,
file on one wing and scraper drawing it downward over the eye and then
OH tlie other.
licking it clean.
It cleans its antenna with
its mandibles by beginning at the base and drawing it up in a loop as fast
as finished.
After watching the process of these lengthy ablutions, we
must conclude that the katydid is among the most fastidious members of
the insect "four hundred."
References Manual for Study of Insects, Comstock; American Insects,
Kellogg; Ways of Six Footed, Comstock; Grasshopper Land, Morley.

—

The angular-winged katydid and her
Comstock's Manual.

eggs.
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LESSON LXXXI
The Katydid

Leading thought

—^The katydids resemble the long-horned grasshoppers

and the crickets. They live in trees, and the male sings "katy-did" by
means of a musical instrument similar to that of the cricket.
Method ^Place a katydid in a cricket cage in the schoolroom, giving it
fresh leaves or flowers each day, and encouraging the pupils to watch it at
recess.
It may be placed in a vial and passed around, for close observation.
In studying this insect, use the lesson on the red-legged grasshopper and also that on the cricket. These lessons will serve to call the
attention of the pupils to the differences and resemblances between the
katydid and these two allied insects.

—

A

pair of dusky lovers.
Drawing by Ida Baker.

THE BLACK CRICKETS
ilie cricket is easily the most popular.
Long associated
with man, as a companion of ttte hearttt and the field, his song touclies ever the
cliords of human experieiice.
Although we, in America, do not have tlte housecricket which English poets praise, yet our field-crickets have a liking for warin
corners, and will, if encouraged, take up their abode among our hearthstones.
The
greatest tribute to the music of the cricket is the wide range of human emotion which
it expresses.
"As inerry as a cricket" is a very old saying and is evidence that the
cricket's fiddling has ever chimed with the gay moods of dancers and merrymakers.
Again, ttte cricket's song is made an etnblem of peace; and again we hear that the
cricket's "plaintive cry" is taken as tlie harbinger of the sere aiid dying year.
From
happiness to utter loneliness is the gamut covered by this sympathetic song. Leigh

Of

the insect

Hunt found him

musicians

glad

and thus addresses

"And

him.:

housekeeper who class
With those who think the candles come too soon.
Loving tlte fire, and with your tricksome tune
Nick the glad, silent moments as they pass."
you,

little

Ways of the Six-Footed.
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THE BLACK CRICKET
Teacher's Story
to become acquainted with these charming
Uttle troubadours of the field, we should have a
They are
cricket cage with a pair of them within it.
most companionable, and it is interesting to note how

we wish

IF

quickly tliey respond to a musical sound.

I

had a

my

pair in
room at one time, when I lived very near
a cathedral. Almost every time that the bells rang
cricket would respond with a
during the night,
most vivacious and sympathetic chirping.
The patent leather finish to this cricket's clothes is
of great use; for, although the cricket is an efficient
jumper, it is after all, mostly by running between grass blades that it
escapes its enemies. If we try to catch one, we realize how slippery it is,
and how efficiently it is thus able to slide through the fingers.
The haunts of the cricket are usually sunny; it digs a little cave
beneath a stone or clod in some field, where it can have the whole benefit
These crickets cannot
of all the sunshine, when it issues from its door.
fly, since they have no wings under their wing-covers, as do the grasshoppers. The hind legs have a strong femur, and a short but strong tibia
with downward slanting spines along the hind edge, which undoubtedly
help the insect in scrambling through the grass. At the end of the tibia,
next to the foot, is a rosette of five spines, the two longer ones slanting to

my

A

The wing

of

male

meet the

foot;

file

enlarged.

cricket

enlarged.
a, file

section of the

b. scraper.

The

front leg of a cricket enlarged

showing ear

at a.

these spines give the insect a firm hold,

when making

ready for its spring. When walking, the cricket places the whole hind
foot flat on the ground, but rests only upon the claw and the segment next
to it, of the front pairs of feet. The claws have no pads like those of the
katydid or grasshopper; the segment of the tarsus next the claw has long
spines on the hind feet and shorter spines on the middle and front feet,
thus showing that the fee*", C£0 not made for climbing, but for scrambling
along the ground. When getting ready to jump, the cricket crouches so
that the tibia and femur of the hind legs are shut together and almost on
the ground. The dynamics of the cricket's leap are well worth studying.
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The cricket's features are not so easily made out, because the head is
polished and black; the eyes are not so polished as the head, and the
simple eyes are present but are discerned with difficulty. The antennae
are longer than the body and very active; there is a globular segment
where they join the face. I have not discovered that the crickets are so
fastidious about keeping generally clean as are some other insects, but
I have seen a cricket play his
they are always cleaning their antenna
wing mandolin lustily and at the same time carefully clean his antennie;
he polished these by putting up a foot and bending the antenna down so
that his mouth reached it near the base; he then pulled the antenna
through his jaws with great deliberation, nibbling it clean to the very end.
The lens reveals to us that the flexibility of the antenna is due to the fact
The palpi are easily seen, a large pair above
that they are many jointed.
and a smaller pair beneath the "chin." The palpi are used to test food
and prove if it be palatable. The crickets are fond of melon or other
sweet, juicy fruits, and by putting such food into the cage we can see them
bite out pieces with their sidewise working jaws, chewing the toothsome
morsel with gusto. They take hold of the substance they are eating with
the front feet as if to make sure of it.
The wing-covers of the cricket are bent down at the sides at right
The wing-covers are much shorter than the
angles, like a box cover.
abdomen and beneath them are vestiges of wings, which are never used.
The male has larger wing-covers than the female, and they are veined in a
peculiar scroll pattern.
This veining
seems to be a framework for the purpose
of making a sounding board of the wing
membrane, by stretching it out as a
drum-head is stretched. Near the base
of the wing-cover, there is a heavy crossvein covered with transverse ridges,
which is called the file; on the inner
edge of the same wing, near the base, is
a hardened portion called the scraper.
When he makes his cry, the cricket lifts
his wing-covers at an angle of forty-five
degrees and draws the scraper of the
under wing against the file of the overlapping one; lest his musical apparatus
:

become worn

out,

he can change by

putting the other wing-cover above.
Male and female of the common
The wing-covers are excellent sounding
black cricket, showing differences
boards and they quiver as the note is
in their wings.
The male is
made, setting the air in vibration, and
below.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
sending the sound a long distance. The
female cricket's wing-covers are more normal in venation; and she may
always be distinguished from her spouse by the long sword-like ovipositor
at the end of her body; this she thrusts into ihe ground when she lays
he- eggs, thus placing them where they will remain safely protected
during the winter. Both sexes have a pair of "tail feathers," as the
children call them, which are known as the cerci {sing, cerca) and are
fleshy prongs at the end of the abdomen.

:
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There would be no use of the cricket's playing his mandolin if there
were not an apprecia.tive ear to listen to his music. This ear is placed

most conveniently

in the tibia of the front leg, so that the crickets literally
hear with their elbows, as do the katydids and the meadow grasshoppers.
The ear is easily seen with the naked eye as a little white, disklike spot.
The chirp of the cricket is, in literature, usually associated with the
coming of autumn; but the careful listener may hear it in early summer,
although the song is not then so insistent as later in the season. He
usually commences singing in the afternoon and keeps it up periodically
all night.
I have always been an admirer of the manly, dignified methods
of this little "minnesinger," who does not wander abroad to seek his lady
love but stands sturdily at his own gate, playing his mandolin the best he
is able; he has faith that his sable sweetheart is not far away, and that if
she likes his song she will come to him of her own free will. The cricket is
ever a lover of warmth and his mandolin gets out of tune soon after the
evenings become frosty. He is a jealous musician. When he hears the
note of a. rival, he at once "bristles up," lifting his wings at a higher angle
and giving off a sharp militant note. If the two rivals come in sight of
each other, there is a fierce duel. They rush at each other with wide open
jaws, and fight until one is conquered and retreats, often minus an
antenna, cerca, or even a leg. The cricket's note has a wide range of
expresston.
When waiting for his lady love, he keeps up a constant
droning; if he hears his rival, the tone is sharp and defiant; but as the
object of his affection approaches, the music changes to a seductive
whispering, even having in it an uncertain quiver, as if his feelings were
too strong for utterance.
References ^Manual for Study of Insects, p. 115; Insect Musicians;"
Ways of the Six Footed, Comstock.

—

LESSON LXXXII
The Black Cricket

—

Leading thought The crickets are among the
most famous of the insect nmsicians. They live in
the fields under stones and in burrows, and feed
upon grass and clover. As with the song birds,
the male only makes nmsic; he has his wingcovers developed into a mandolin or violin, which
he plays to attract his mate and also for his own
pleasure.

—

Method Make some cricket cages as follows
Take a small flower-pot and plant in it a root of
Place over this and press
fresh grass or clover.
well into the soil a lantern or lamp chimney.
Cover the top with mosquito netting. Place the
pot in its saucer, so that it may be watered by
keeping the saucer filled. Ask the pupils to
collect some crickets.
In each cage, place a male
and one or more females, the latter being readily

A

cricket cage.

distinguished by the long ovipositors.
Place the
cages in a sunny window, where the pupils may

!

;

!
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observe them at recess, and ask for the following observations. In
studying the cricket closely, it may be well to put one in a vial and pass
In observing the crickets eat, it is well to give them a
it around.
piece of sweet apple or melon rind, as they are very fond of pulpy fruits.
Observations
Is the covering of the cricket shining, like black
i
patent leather, or is it dull? What portions are dull? Of what use
do 5'ou think it is to the cricket to be so smoothly polished ?
Where did you find the crickets? When you tried to catch
2.
them, how did they act? Did they fly like grasshoppers or did they

—

.

run and leap ?
carefully at the cricket's legs.
Which is the largest of the
Of what use are these strong legs? Look carefully at
the tibia of the hind leg. Can you see the strong spines at the end,
just behind the foot or tarsus?
Watch the cricket jump and see if
many joints in the
you can discover the use of these spines.
Has the cricket a pad like the grasshopper's between its claws?
tarsus?
When the cricket walks or jumps does it walk on all the tarsus of each
pair of legs?
Study the cricket's head. Can you see the eyes? Describe the
4.
antenna; their color, length, and the way they are used. Watch the
cricket clean its antenna and describe the process.
Can you see the little
feelers, or palpi, connected with the mouth?
many are there?
does it use these feelers in tasting food before it eats? Watch the
cricket eat, and see whether you can tell whether its mouth is made for
biting or sucking.
Study the wings. Are the wings of the mother cricket the same
5.
size and shape as those of her mate?
do they differ? Does the
cricket have any wings under these front wings, as the grasshopper does?
Note the cricket when he is playing his wing inandolin to attract his
does he make the noise? Can you see the wings vibrate?
mate.
Ask your teacher to show you a picture of the musical wings of the
cricket, or to show you the wings themselves under the microscope, so
that you may see how the music is made.
does the mother cricket need such along ovipositor? Where
6.
does she put her eggs in the fall to keep them safe until spring?
Look in the tibia, or elbow, of the front leg for a little white spot.
7.
3.

Look

three pairs?

How

—

How

How

How

How

Why

What do you

suppose this is? Are there any white spots like it on the
Ask your teacher to tell you what this is.
Can you find the homes of the crickets in the fields? Do the black

other legs ?
8.

Do

crickets chirp in the day-time or after dark?
windy weather, or only when the sun shines?

Supplementary Reading

Welcome with thy

— Grasshopper Land, Morley, Chapter XIX.
CRICKET SONG.
No annoy,

clicking, cricket

Clicking songs of sober inirth;
Autumn, stripping field and thicket.

Brings

Where

thee to

my

hearth,

thy clicking shrills

and quickens.

***********

While

the

they chirp in cold or

mist of twilight thickens.

With thy

(;ood-humored cricket,

trills is

ever blent

Spleen of mine, haw dost thou trick
To a calm content ?
So, by thicket, hearth, or wicket.
Click thy

little

it

lifetime, cricket

Bayard Taylor.
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THE SNOWY TREE-CRICKET
Teacher's Story

HIS

is

a slim, ghost-like cricket.

almost white

It is

pale green,

and about three-fourths of an
slender hind legs show that it is

in color,

inch long.
Its long,
a good jumper.
Its long antenna, living threads,
pale gray in color, join the head with amiber globe-like
segments. The pale eyes have a darker center and
the palpi are very long. The male has the wingcovers shaped and veined like those of the black
cricket, but they are not so broad and are whitish and
very delicate. The wings beneath are wide, for these
The female has a long, sword-like ovipositor.
crickets can fly.
The snowy tree-cricket, like its relatives, spends much time at its
toilet.
It whips the front foot over an antenna and brings the base of the
latter to the mandibles with the palpi and then cleans it carefully to the
very tip. It washes its face with the front foot, always with a downward
movement. If the hind foot becomes entangled in anything it first tries
to kick it clean, and then drawing it beneath the body, bends the head so
The middle foot
as to reach it with the mandibles and nibbles it clean.
it also thrusts beneath the body, bringing it forward
between the front legs for cleaning. But when
cleaning its front feet, the snowy tree-cricket puts on
airs;
it lifts the elbow high and draws the foot
through the mouth with a gesture very like that of a
young lady with a seal ring on her little finger, holding the ornate member out from its companions as if
it were stiff with a consciousness of its own importance.

There are two common species of the snowy treecrickets which can hardly be separated except by
specialists or by watching their habits.
One is
called "the whi.stler" and lives on low shrubs or
grass";
it gives a clear, soft, prolonged, unbroken
The other is called "the fiddler" and lives on
note.
shrubs and in trees and vines. Its note is a pianissimo performance of the katydid's song; it is delightful, rhythmic and sleep -inspiring; it begins in the late
afternoon and continues all night until the early,
cold hours of the approaching dawn. The vivacity
of the music depends upon the temperature, as the
notes are given much more rapidly during the hot
nights.

"So far as we know, this snowy tree-cricket is the
only one of the insect musicians that seems conscious
treeof the fact that he belongs to an orchestra.
"/, ^"'^>'
If
^.?.?f
laid jw rasp1-11
.Tryou cricket,
listen on a September evenmg, you will hear the first
herry cane.
player begin; soon another will join, but not in
After c. v. Riley.
harmony at first. For some time there may be a
see-saw of accented and unaccented notes but after a while the two will
be in unison perhaps not, however, until many more players have joined
,

Oil

•

1

;

;
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the concert. When the rhythmical beat is once established it is in as
perfect time as if governed by the baton of a Damrosch or a Thomas.
The throbbing of the cricket heart of September, it has
been fitly named. Sometimes an injudicious player
joins the chorus at the wrong beat, but he soon discovers
.

and rectifies it. Sometimes, also, late at night,
one part of the orchestra in an orchard gets out of time
with the majority, and discord may continue for some
moments, as if the players were too cold and too sleepy
This delectable concert begins
to pay good attention.
usuallv in the late afternoons and continues without
ceasing until just before dawn the ne.Kt morning. Many
times I have heard the close of the concert; with the
"wee sma" hovn-s the rhythmic beat becomes slower;
toward dawn there is a falling off in the number of players;
Snowy tree
the beat is still slower, and the notes are hoarse, as if the
cricket.
fiddlers were tired and cold; finally, when only two or
three are left the music stops abruptly."
(Ways of the Six-Footed,
Comstock.)
The lesson on this cricket may be adapted from that on the black
his error

cricket.

THE COCKROACH
Teacher's Story

jOCKROACHES

in our kitchens are undoubtedly an
unmitigated nu'sance, and yet, as in many other instances, when we come to consider the individual

cockroach, we find him an interesting fellow and
exceedingly well adapted for living in our kitchens
despite us.
In shape, the cockroach is fiat, and is thus well
adapted to slide beneath utensils and into crevices
and corners. Its covering is smooth and polished
like patent leather, and this makes it slippery and
enables it to get into food without becoming clogged
by the adherence of any sticky substance. The
antenna; are very long and flexible and can be bent in any direction.
They may be placed far forward to touch things which the
insect is approaching, or may be placed over the back in order
They are like graceful, living threads,
to be out of the way.
and the cockroach tests its whole environment with their aid.
The mouth has two pairs of palpi or feelers, one of which is
very long and noticeable; these are kept in constant motion
as if to test the appetizing qualities of food.
The nr uth -parts
are provided with jaws for biting and, like all insect yc ws, these
work sidewise instead of up and down. The eyes are black
but not prominent or large, and seem to be merely a part of
the sleek, polished head-covering.
Some species of cockroaches have wings, and some do not.
Those which have wings, have the upper pair thickened and used for wing-
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The under pair are thinner and are laid in plaits like a fan. The
wing-covers are as polished as the body and quite as successful in shedding
covers.
dirt.

The legs are armed with long spines which are very noticeable and
might prove to be a disadvantage in accumulating filth; but they are
polished also; and too, this insect spends much time at its toilet.
Cockroaches run "like a streak", children say; so speedily, indeed, do
they go that they escape our notice, although we mav be looking directly
This celerity in vanishing, saves many a cockroach from being
at them.
crushed by an avenging foot.

When making its toilet, the cockroach
draws its long antenna through its jaws as
if it were a whiplash, beginning at the base

\

i

1

and finishing at the tip. It cleans each leg
by beginning near the body and so stroking
downward the long spines which seem to shut
It nibbles its feet clean to
against the leg.
the very claws, and
scrubs its head vigorously with the front
femur.
Egg-case of cockroach.
cockroach's
eggs are laid in a mass enclosed in a podshaped covering, which is waterproof and
polished and protects its contents from dampWhen the cockroaches, or the croton
ness.
bugs, as the small introduced species of cockroach is called, once become established in a
house, the only way to get rid of them is to
fumigate the kitchen with carbon bisulphide

The
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Note the eyes. Are they as large and prominent as those of the
3.
bees or butterflies?
Has this cockroach wings? If so, how man}' and what are they
4.
Uke? Note two little organs at the end of the body? These are the
cerci, like those of the crickets.
Describe the general appearance of the cockroach's legs, and tell
5.
what you think about its ability as a runner.
6.
Note how the cockroach cleans itself and how comipletely and careHave you ever seen cockroach's eggs? If so,
fully this act is performed.
describe them.
7.

How

can you get rid of cockroaches

if

they invade your kitchen?

LESSON LXXXIV

How

'

Make an Aquarium
HE schoolroom aquarium may
TO

be a very simple

Almost any glass
receptacle will do, glass being chosen because of
its transparency, so that the life within may be
observed. Tumblers, jelly tumblers, fruit jars,
butter jars, candy jars and battery jars are all
available for aquaria.
The tumblers are especially
recommended for observing the habits of aquatic
affair

and

still

be

effective.

insects.

To make an aquarium:
or more in depth.

Place in the jar a layer of sand an inch

i.

2.
In this sand plant the water plants which you find growing under
water in a pond or stream; the plants most available are Water-weed,
Bladderwort, Water Starwort, Watercress, Stoneworts, Frog-spittle or

Water-silk.
Place on top a layer of small stones or gravel; this is to hold the
3.
plants in place.
Tip the jar a little and pour in very gently at one side water taken
4.
from a pond or stream. Fill the jar to within two or three inches of
the top; if it be a jelly tumbler, fill to within an inch of the top.
5.

Let it
Place

settle.

in a window which does not get too direct sunlight.
A
north window is the best place if there is no north window to the school
room, place it far enough at one side of some other window so that it will
not receive too much sunlight.
To get living creatures for the aquarium use a dip-net, which is
7.
made like a shallow, insect net.
8.
Dip deep into the edges of the pond and be sure to bring up some
of the leaves and mud, for it is in these that the little Abater animals live.
As fast as dipped up, these should be placed in a pail of water, so
g.
that they may be carried to the schoolroom.
ID.
In introducing the water animals into the aquarium -t is well to
put but a few in each jar.
The care of the aquarium Care should be taken to preserve the plant
life in the aquarium, as the plants are necessary to the life of the animals.
They not only supply the food, but they give off oxygen which the animals
6.

it

;

—
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for breathing, and they also take up from the water the poisonous
carbonic acid gas given off from the bodies of the animals.
1.
The aquarium should be kept where there is a free circulation of

need

air.
2.
If necessary to cover the aquarium to prevent the insects, like the
water boatmen and water beetles, from escaping, tie over it a bit of mosquito netting, or lay upon the top a little square of wire netting used for

window screens.
The temperature should be kept rather cool;
3.
water of the aquarium should not be warmer than 50

it is

better that the

deg. Fahrenheit,

but

not always possible in the schoolroom.
If any insects or animals die in the aquarium they should be
4.
removed at once, as the decomposing bodies render the water foul.
To feed the animals that live upon other animals take a bit of raw
5.
beef, tie a string to it and drop it in, leaving the free end of the string
outside of the jar. After it has been in one day, pull it out; for if it
remains longer it will make the water foul.
6.
As the water evaporates it should be replaced with water from the
pond.
References The Fresh Water Aquarium, Eggeling and Ehrenberg;
Insect Life, Comstock; The Brook Book, Miller; Nature Study and
Life, Hodge- The Home Aquarium, How to Care for It, Eugetie Smith.
this

is

—

A

humble, but useful,

aquarium.

An

inexpensive and durable aqiuxrium.
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THE DRAGON-FLIES AND DAMSEL-FLIES
Teacher's Story

POND without dragon-flies darting above

it, or without the exquisitely iridescent damsel-flies clinging to the leaves
As one
of its border would be a lonely place indeed.
watches these beautiful insects, one wonders at the

absurd errors which have crept into popular credence
about them. Who could be so silly at to beheve
that they could sew up ears or that they could bring
dead snakes to life! The queer names of these in-

—

devil's
sects illustrate the prejudices of the ignorant
darning needles, snake doctors, snake feeders, etc.
Despite all this slander, the dragon-flies remain not

only entirely harmless to man, but in reality are his
friends and allies in waging war against flies and
mosquitoes they are especially valuable in battling mosquitoes since
the nymphs, or young, of the dragon-fly, take the wrigglers in the
water, and the adults, on swiftest wings, take the mosquitoes while
hovering over ponds laying their eggs.
;

The

ten-spot.

From Outdoor

Studies,

Needham.

The poets have been lavish in their attention to these
and have paid them delightful tributes. Riley says:

interesting

insects

"Till the dragon fly, in light gauzy armor burnished bright,
Came tilting doivn the waters in a wild, bewildered flight."

While Tennyson drew inspiration for one of his most beautiful poems
from the two stages of dragon-fly life. But perhaps Lowell in that
exquisite poem, "The Fountain of Youth," gives us the perfect description of these insects:
In summer-noon flushes

When

all the ivood hushes,

Blue dragon-flies knitting

To and fro in the sun.
With sidelong jerk flitting,
Sink down on the rushes.

And, motionless sitting.
Hear it bubble and run.
Hear its low inward singing.
With

On
To

level

wings swinging

green tasselled rushes.
dream in the sun.

Insect
It is while we, ourseives, are

Study

dreaming

some pond, that these swift children
of the dream.
Yet if we
waken to note them more

383

m

by the margin of
seem but a natural part

the sun

of the air

many things
to interest us.
First, they are truly children
of the sun, and if some cloud
throws its shadow on the

closely,

very

we

find

real

waters for some moments,
the dragon-flies disappear as
wore the invisible
if they
cloak of the fairy tale.
Only a few of the common
species fly alike in shade and

A common

dragon-fly.

sunshine, and early and late.
Comstock's Manual.
The best known of these is
the big, green skimmer, which does not care so much for ponds, but
darts over fields and even dashes into our houses, now and then.
Probably it is this species which has started all of the dragon-fly
slander, for it is full of curiosity, and will hold itself on wings whirring too
rapidly to even make a blur, while it examines our faces or inspects the
pictures or furniture or other objects which attract it.
Another thing we may note when dreaming by
the pond is that the larger species of dragon-flies
keep to the higher regions above the water, while
the smaller species and the damsel-flies flit near its
surface.
Well may the smaller species keep below
their fierce kindred, otherwise they would surely
be utilized to sate their hunger, for these insects are
well named dragons, and dragons do not stop to
inquire whether their victims are relatives or not.
It is when they are resting, that the dragon and
damsel-flies reveal their most noticeable differences.
The dragon-fly extends both wings as if in flight
while it basks in the sun or rests in the shadow.
There is a big, white-bodied species called the
whitetail which slants its wings forward and down
when it rests; but the damsel-flies fold their wings
together over the back when resting.
The damselflies have more brilliantly colored bodies than do
the dragon-flies, many of them being iridescent
green or coppery; they are more slender and
delicate in form.
The damsel-fly has eyes which
are so placed on the sides of the head as to make
it look like a cross on the front of the body fastened
A damsel-fly.
to the slender neck, and with an eye at the tip of
Outdoor studies
Needham.
each arm. There are very many species of dragon
and damsel-flies, but they all have the same general habits.
The dragon-fly nymphs are the ogres of the pond or stream. To anyone unused to them and their ways in the aquarium, there is a surprise
in store, so ferocious are they in their attacks upon creatures twice
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dragon-fly's eggs are laid in the water; in some
instances they are simply dropped and sink
to the bottom; but in the case of damsel-flies, the
of aquatic plants and
The nymph in no
places the eggs within them.
It is a
wise resembles the parent dragon-fly.
dingy little creature, with six queer, spider-like
legs and no wings; although there are four little

mother punctures the stems

wing-pads extending down its back, which encase
the growing wings.
It may remain hidden in the
rubbish at the bottom of the pond or may cling
to water weeds at the sides, for different species
have difi^erent habits. But in them all we find a
most amazing lower lip. This is so large that it
covers the lower part of the face like a mask, and
when folded back reaches down between the front
legs.
It is in reality a grappling organ with hooks
and spines for holding prey it is hinged in such a
manner that it can be thrust out far beyond the
head to seize some insect, unsuspecting of danger.
Nymph of a damsel-fly.
These nymphs move so slowly and look so much
Outdoor Studies, Needham.
like their background, that they are
always
practically in ambush awaiting their victims.
The breathing of the dragon-fly nymphs is peculiar; there is an
enlargement of the rear end of the alimentary canal, in the walls of which
tracheae or breathing tubes extend in all directions.
The nymph draws
water into this cavity and then expels it, thus bathing the tracheae with
Expelling
the air mixed with water and purifying the air within them.
the water so forcibly, propels the nymph ahead, so this act serves as a
;

of swimming as well as of breathDamsel-fly nymphs, on the other
hand, have at the rear end of the body,
three long, plate-like gills, each ramified
with tracheae.
Nymphs grow by shedding the skin
as fast as it becomes too small; and when
finally ready to emerge, they crawl up on
some object out of the water, and molt for
the last time, and are thereafter swift
creatures of the air.

method
ing.

References

—American

Insects, Kellogg.

Comstock's Manual

Nytnph of a dragon-fly.
side, showing the position
of the great lower lip when folded

Seen from the

beneath the head.

From Outdoor

Studies,

Needha m.

LESSON LXXXV
The Dragon-flies and Damsel-flies
^The dragon-flies are among the swiftest of all winged
thought
Leading
creatures and their rapid, darting flight enables them to hawk their prey,

—

which consists of other flying insects. Their first stages are passed in the
bottoms of ponds where they feed voraciously on aquatic creatures. The
dragon-flies are beneficial to us because, when very young and when full
grown, they feed largely upon mosquitoes.

.
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Method The work of observing the habits of adult dragon-flies should
be largely done in the field during late summer and early autumn. The
points for observation should be given the pupils for summer vacation

and the results placed in the field note-book.
The nymphs may be studied in the spring, when getting material for
April and May are the best months for securing them.
the aquarium.
They are collected by using a dip-net, and are found in the bottoms of
use,

reedy ponds or along the edges of slow-flowing streams. These nymphs
are so voracious that they cannot be trusted in the aquarium with other
insects; each must be kept by itself.
They may be fed by placing other
water insects in the aquarium with them
or by giving them pieces of fresh meat.
In the latter case, tie the meat to a
thread so that it may be removed after
a few hours, if not eaten, since it soon
renders the water foul.
The dragon-fly aquarium should have
sand at the bottom and some water
weeds planted in it, and there should be
Front view of the same nymph.
some object in it which extends above
Outdoor Studies, Needhara.
the surface of the water which the
nymphs, when ready to change to adults,
can climb upon while they are shedding the
last nymphal skin, and spreading their
new wings.
Observations on the young of dragonI.
Where did you find these inflies
sects?
Were they at the bottom of the
pond or along the edges among the water

—

weeds?

Are there any plume-like gills at the
of the body?
If so, how many?
Are
these plate-like gills used for swimming?
If there are three of these, which is the
2

end

Do you know whether
nymphs with these long gills develop
longer?

the
into

The same nymph seen froin above.
dragon or into damsel-flies?
Outdoor Studies, Needham.
If there are no plume-like gills at
3.
the end of the body, how do the insects move? Can they swim? What
is the general color of the body?
Explain how this color protects them
from observation? What enemies does it protect them from?
Are the eyes large ? Can you see the little wing-pads on the back
4.
in which the wings are developing?
Are the antenna long?
Observe how the nymphs of both dragon and damsel-flies seize
5.
their prey.
Describe the great lower hp when extended for prey. How
does it look when folded up ?
6.
Can you see how a nymph without the plume-like gills breathes?
Notice if the water is drawn into the rear end of the body and then
expelled.
Does this process help the insect in swimming?
When the dragon or damsel-fly nymph has reached its full growth,
7.
where does it go to change to the winged form? How does this change
take place ? Look on the rushes and reeds along the pond margin, and see

:
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find the empty nymph skins from which the adults emerged.
the opening in them?
i.
Catch a dragon-fly, place
Observations on the adult dragon-flies
Which is the
it under a tumbler and see how it is fitted for life in the air.
widest part of its body? Note the size of the eyes compared with the
remainder of the head. Do they almost meet at the top of the head?
How far do they extend down the sides of the head? Why does the
dragon-fly need such large eyes? Why does a creature with such eyes
not need long antennae? Can you see the dragon-fly's antennas? Look
with a lens at the little, swollen triangle between the place where the two
eyes join and the forehead; can you see the little, simple eyes? Can you
see the mouth-parts?
2.
Next to the head, which is the widest and strongest part of the
body? Why does the thorax need to be so big and strong? Study the
wings.
How do the hind wings differ in shape from the front wings?
How is the thin membrane of the wings made strong? Are the wings
spotted or colored? If so, how? Can you see if the wings are folded
along the front edges? Does this give strength to the part of the wing
which cuts the air? Take a piece of writing paper and see how easily it
bends; fold it two or three times like a fan and note how much stiffer it
is.
Is it this principle which strengthens the dragon-fly's wings?
Why
do these wings need to be strong?
Is the dragon-fly's abdomen as wide as the front part of the body?
3.
What help is it to the insect when flying to have such a long abdomen?
Outline for field notes
Go to a pond or sluggish stream when the sun
is shining, preferably at midday, and note as far as possible the following
things
1.
Do you see dragon -flies darting over the pond? Describe their
flight.
They are hunting flies and mosquitoes and other insects on the
wing; note how they do it. If the sky becomes cloudy, can you see the
dragon-flies hunting?
In looking over a pond where there are many
dragon-flies darting about, do the larger species fly higher than the
smaller ones?
Note the way the dragon-flies hold their wings when they are
2.
Do they rest with their wings folded together over the abdomen
resting.
or are they extended out at an angle to the abdomen?
Do you know how
this diflierence in attitude of resting determines one difference between the
damsel-flies and the dragon-flies?
The damsel-flies are those which hold their wings folded above the
3.
back when resting. Are these as large and strong-bodied as the dragonAre their bodies more brilliantly colored? How does the shape of
flies?
the head and eyes differ from those of the dragon-flies? How many
different colored damsel-flies can you find?
Do you see some dragon-flies dipping down in the water as they
4.
Note if you find others clinging to
If so, they are laying their eggs.
fly?
reeds or other plants with the abdomen thrust below the surface of the
If so, these are inserting their eggs into the stem of the plant.
water.
Supplementary reading Outdoor Studies, Needham, p. 54; "The
Dragon of Lf jUnita" in Insect Stories, Kellogg.
if

you can

Where

is

—

—

—
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THE CADDIS-WORMS AND THE CADDIS-FLIES
Teacher's Story

EOPLE

are to be pitied who have never tried to fathom
the mysteries of the bottom of brook or pond. Just to
He fiat, face downward, and watch for a time all that
happens down there in that water world, is far more
interesting than witnessing any play ever given at
matinee. At first one sees nothing, since all the swiftmoving creatures have whisked out of sight, because
they have learned to be shy of moving shadows; but
soon the crayfish thrusts out his boxing gloves from
some crevice, then a school of tiny minnows "stay
and then
their wavy bodies 'gainst the stream;"
A bit of rubbish on the bottom of the brook
something strange happens
walks off. Perhaps it is a dream, or we are under the enchantment of the
water witches! But no, there goes another, and now a little bundle of
sand and pebbles takes unto itself legs. These mysteries can only be
solved with a dip-net and a pail half filled with water, in which we
may carry home the treasure trove.
When we finally lodge our catch in the aquarium jar, our mysterious
moving sticks and stones resolve themselves into little houses built in
Some of the houses
various fashions, and each containing one inmate.
some are built like
are made of sticks fastened together lengthwise
log cabins, crosswise; some consist simply of a hollow stem cut a convenient length and some are
!

;

;

made

sand and pebbles,
and one, the liveliest of all, is
a little tube made of bits of
rubbish and silk spun in a spiral,

of

making a little cornucopia.

On

the whole, the species
cabins
are the most convenient to
study. Whatever the shape
of the case or house, it has a

which

live in the log

very tough lining of silk, which
smooth within, and forms
the framework to which the

is

sticks and stones are fastened.
These little dwellings always
have a front door and a back
door. Out of the front door
may protrude the dark-colored head followed by two
dark segments and six per-

fectly active legs, the front
pair being so much shorter
than the other two pairs that

they look almost like mouth
palpi. In time of utter peace,
more of the little hermit

Log cabin caddis-worms in their
upon a urater plant.
Photo by

J. T.

Lloyd.

cases fading
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thrust out and we see the hind segment of the thorax which is
At the sides
whitish, and behind this the abdomen of nine segments.
of the abdomen, and apparently between the segments, are little tassels
white thread-like gills.
of short,
These are filled with air, impure from
contact with the blood, and which exA caddis-fly.
changes its impurities speedily for the
Photo by J. T. Lloyd,
is

oxygen from the air which is mixed
with the water. Water is kept flowing in at the front door of the
cabin, over the gills and out at the back door, by the rhjTthmic movement
of the body of the little hermit, and thus a supply of oxygen is steadily
maintained.
The caddis-worm is not grown fast to its case as is the snail
to its shell. If we hold down with forceps a case in which the
occupant is wrong side up, after a few struggles to turn itself over, case
and all, it will turn over within the case. It keeps its hold upon the case
by two forward-curving hooks, one on each side of the tip of the rear
segment. These hooks are inserted in the tough
silk and hold fast.
It also has on top of the first
segment of the abdomen a tubercle, which may be
extended at will this helps to brace the larva in its
stronghold, and also permits the water to flow freely A caddis-worm removed
from its case.
around the insect. So the little hermit is enends.
When
the
logtrenched in its cell at both
^^^oTlhl f "it s'Sllm fof'
holding fast to the
cabin species wishes to swim, it pushes almost its
case.
;

body out of the case, thrusts back the head,
spreads the legs wide apart, and then doubles up, thus moving through
the water spasmodically, in a manner that reminds us of the crayfish's
swimming except that the caddis-worm goes head first. This log cabin
species can turn its case over dexterously by movements of its legs.
The front legs of the caddis-worm are so much shorter than the other
two pairs that they look like palpi, and their use is to hold close to the
jaws bits of food, which are being eaten. The other legs are used for this
too if the little legs cannot manage it perhaps also these short front legs
help hold the bits of building material in place while the web is woven to
hold it there. The caddis-worm, like the true caterpillars, has the opening of the silk gland near the lower lip. The food of most caddis-worms
various
vegetable, usually the
is
species of water plants; but there are
some species which are carnivorous,
like the net-builder, which is a fisherentire

;

man.
The caddis-worm case protects its
inmate in two ways: First, from the
sight of the enemy, and second, from
A fish comes along and sees
its jaws.
a nice white worm and darts after it,
Pupa

of caddis-fly removed from

case.

Note

the thread-like gills.

Photo by

J.

T. Lloyd.

iis

only to find a bundle of unappetizing
All of
sticks where the worm was.
the hungry predatory creatures of the
pond and stream would be glad to

Insect Study

get the caddis-worm,

where

if

they knew

went.

Sometimes caddisworm cases have been found in the
stomachs of fishes; perhaps they
it

serve as fish breakfast-food.
While it is difficult to see the
exact operation of building the
caddis-worm house, the general
proceeding may be readily observed.
Caddis-worm case fastened to leaf
Take a vigorous half-grown larva,
for pupation period.
tear off part of the sticks and bits of
Photo by J. T. Lloyd.
leaves that make the log cabin, and
then place the httle builder in a tumbler with half an inch of water at tlie
bottom, in which are many bright flower petals cut into strips, fit for
caddis lumber.
In a few hours the little house will look like a blossom
with several rows of bright petals set around its doorway.
When the caddis- worm gets ready to pupate, it fastens its case to some
object in the water and then closes
its front and back doors.
Different
species accomplish this in different
some spin and fasten a
silken covering over the doors;
often this is in the form of a pretty
grating; others simply fasten the
material of which the case is made
across the door.
But though the
door be shut, it is so arranged as to
allow the water to flow through and
to bring oxygen to the thread-like
gills, which are on the pupae as well
When ready to
Grating of silk over the door of a caddis- as on the larvae.
worm case to protect the pupa.
emerge, the pupa crawls out of its
Photomicrograph by J. T. Lloyd.
case and climbs to some object
above the water, sheds its pupa skin, and the adult insect flies off.
In some species, living in swift water, the adult issues directly from the

ways;

its wings expanding as soon as touched by the air.
Caddis-flies are familiar to us all even if we do not know them

water,

They are night

by name.

and flame worshippers.

Their parchment-like or
leathery wings are folded like a roof over the back, and from the side
the caddis-fly appears as an elongated triangle with unequal sides. The
front wings are long and the hind ones shorter and wider; the antennse
are long and threadlike and always waving about for impressions the
eyes are round and beadlike; the tarsi, or feet, are long and these insects
have an awkward way of walking on the entire tarsus which gives them
an appearance of kneeling. Most of the species are dull-colored, brownish or gray, the entire insect often being of one color.
Caddis-flies would
not be so fond of burning themselves in lamps
if they had the human
sense of smell, for the
Caddis-flv.
stench they make when
Photo by J. T. Lloyd.
scorching is nauseatfliers

;
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The mother caddis-flies lay their eggs in the water. Perhaps
species drop the eggs in when hovering above, but in some cases
the insect must make a diving bell of her wings and go down into the
water to place her eggs securely. The wings are covered with hairs
and not with scales, and therefore they are better fitted for diving than
would be those of the moth. I have seen caddis-flies swim vigorously.
References
Aquatic Insects, Miall; Manual for the Study of Insects,
ing.

some

—

Comstock.

A

The
spiral ribbon caddis-worm case.
this case is a rapid swimmer.
Photo by J. T. Lloyd.

Case and caddis-worm,

inmate of

Comstock's Manual.

LESSON LXXXVl
The Caddis-worms and Caddis-flies

—

Leading thought ^The caddis-worms build around themselves little
houses out of bits of sticks, leaves or stones. They crawl about on the
bottom of the pond or stream, protected from sight, and able to withdraw
into their houses when attacked.
The adult of the caddis-worm is a
winged moth-like creature which comes in numbers to the light at night.
Method With a dip-net the caddis-worms may be captured and then
may be placed in the school aquarium. Duckweed and other water
plants should be kept growing in the aquarium.
The log cabin species is
best for this study, because it lives in stagnant water and will therefore
thrive in an aquarium.
Observations
i.
Where do you find the caddis-worms? Can you see
them easily on the bottom of the stream or pond? Why?
2.
Of what are the caddis-worm houses made? How many kinds
have you ever found? How many kinds of materials can you find on one
Describe one as exactly as possible. Find an empty case and
case?

—

—

Why is it so smooth inside? How is it made so
the cases the same size?
What does the caddis-worm do when it wishes to walk around?
3.
What is the color of the head and the two segments back of it? What is
the color of the body? Why is this difference of color between the head
and body protective? Is the caddis-worm grown fast to its case, as the
turtle is to its shell?
Note the legs. Which is the shorter pair? How many pairs?
4.
What is the use of the legs so much shorter than the others? If the
caddis-worm case happens to be wrong side up, how does it turn over?
When it wishes to come to the surface or swim, what does the
5.
caddis-worm do? When reaching far out of its case does it ever lose its
hold? How does it hold on? Pull the caddis-worm out of its case and
see the hooks at the end of the body with which it holds fast.
6.
How does the caddis-worm breathe? When it reaches far out of
Describe them. Can you see how many
its case, note the breathing gills.
describe

smooth?

it

inside.

Are

all

.
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there are on the segments?
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the blood purified through these

gills?

are the caddis-worm's enemies?
How does it escape them?
it is walking, what does it do?
8.
On top of the first segment of the abdomen is a tubercle. Do you
suppose that this helps to hold the caddis-worm in its case?
What does the caddis-worm eat? Describe how it acts when
9.
7.

What

Touch one when

eating.
10.
How does the caddis-worm build its case? Watch one when it
makes an addition to its case, and describe all that you can see.
1 1
Can you find any of the cases with the front and back doors closed ?
How are they closed? Open one and see if there is a pupa within it.
Can you see the growing wings, antennae and legs? Has it breathing
filaments like the larva?
Cover the aquarium with mosquito netting so
See if you can discover how the
as to get all the moths which emerge.
pupa changes into a caddis-fly.

12.
How does the caddis-fly fold its wings? What is the general
shape of the insect when seen from the side with wings closed? What is
the texture of the wings? How many wings are there? Which pair is
the longer?
Describe the eyes. The antennae. Does the caddis-fly walk
13.
on its toes, or on its complete foot?
Examine the moths which come around the lights at night in the
14.
spring and summer.
Can you tell the caddis-flies from other insects?
Do they dash into the light? Do they seem anxious to burn themselves?
Supplementary reading "A Little Fisherman," Ways of the SixFooted, Comstock.

—

t
Spiral case of caddis-worm, made of small pebbles and sand.
Comstock's Manual.
Little brook, so
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yet

how many
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And
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on a dry stone

to

willow leaves and carry them below the wave

to
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And

the May- fly practices for the millionth time the ^niracle of the resurredion,
up an ungainly grub from the mud below, and in an instant, in the twinkof an eye {even from the jaws of the baffled trout) emerging, an aerial fairy with

floating

ling
pearl-green wings.

And
And

the caddis-fly

from

its
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yet grope through the
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Little brook,

for so

many

things love thee.

Edward Carpenter.
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THE APHIDS, OR PLANT-LICE
Teacher's Story

KNOW

of no more diverting occupation than
watching a colony of aphids through a lens;
these insects are the most helpless and amiable
little ninnies in the whole insect world; and
they look the part, probably because their
eyes, so large and wide apart, seem so innocent
and wondering. The usual color of aphids is
green.
As they feed upon leaves, this color
protects them from sight but there are many
species which are otherwise colored, and some
have most bizarre and striking ornamentations.
In looking along an infested leaf stalk, we see
them in all stages and positions. One may
;

have thrust

its beak to the hilt in a plant stem, and
so satisfied and absorbed in sucking the juice that
its hind feet are lifted high in the air and
its
is

antennas curved backward, making altogether a
gesture which seems an adequate expression of bliss
another may conclude to seek a new well, and pulls
up its sucking tube, folding it back underneath the
body so it will be out of the way, and walks off
slowly on its six rather stiff legs; when thus moving,
it thrusts the antennae forward, patting its pathway

Perhaps this pathway may lead
over other aphids which are feeding, but this does
not deter the traveler nor turn it aside; over the
backs of the obstructionists it
crawls, at which the disturbed
ones kick the intruder with both
hind legs; it is not a vicious
kick but a push rather, which
!"
says, "This seat reserved, please
Perfect bliss!
\i is comical to see a row of them
sucking a plant stem for "dear life," the heads all
in the same direction, and they packed in and
around each other as if there were no other plants
in the world to give them room, the little ones
wedged in between the big ones, until sometimes
some of them are obliged to rest their hind legs on
the antennae of the neighbors next behind.
Aphids are born for food for other creatures
they are simply little machines for making sap
into honey-dew, which they produce from the
alimentary canal for the delectation of ants; they
are, in fact, merely little animated drops of sap on
legs.
How helpless they are when attacked by any
one of their many enemies
All they do, when they
are seized, is to claw the air with their six impotent
legs and two antennae, keeping up this performance
to insure safety.

!

Aphids on plant.
Photo by Slingerland.
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as long as there is left a leg, and apparently to the very last, never realizing "what is doing."
But they are not without means of defence; those
two httle tubes at the end of the body are not for ornament nor for
producing honey -dew for the ants, but for secreting at their tips a globule
I
of waxy substance meant to smear the eyes of the attacking insect.
once saw an aphid perform this act, when confronted by a baby spider; a

drop of yellow liquid oozed out of one tube, and the aphid almost stood on
its

the

in order to thrust this offensive globule directly into the face of
the whole performance reminding me of a boy who shakes

head

spider

—

his clenched fist in his opponent's face

and

says, "Smell of that!"

The

spider beat a hasty retreat.

A German scientist, Mr. Busgen, discovered that a plant-louse smeared
the eyes and jaws of its enemy, the aphislion, with this wax which dried as soon as
applied.
In action it was something like
throwing a basin of paste at the head of the
attacking party the aphis-lion thus treated,
was obliged to stop and clean itself before it
codld go on with its hunt, and the aphid
walked off in safety. The aphids surely ^ parasitized aphid enlarged,
showme the door cut by
,^.
i
j_i,
needJ,,
this protection because they have two
^;j°
parasite.
fierce enemies, the larvffi of the aphis-lions
and of the ladybirds. They are also the victims of parasitic insects; a
tiny four-winged "fly" lays an egg within an aphid
the larva hatching
from it feeds upon the inner portions of the aphid, causing it to swell
as if afflicted with dropsy.
Later the aphid dies, and the interloper
with malicious impertinence cuts a neat circular door in the poor aphid's
skeleton skin and issues from it a full fledged insect.
The aphids are not without their resources to meet the exigencies of
their lives in colonies.
There are several distinct forms in each species,
and they seem to be needed for the general good. During the summer,
we find most of the aphids on plants are without wings these are females
which give birth to living young and do not lay eggs. They do this until
the plant is overstocked and the food supply seems to be giving out, then
another form is produced which has four wings. These fly away to some
other plant and start a colony there but at the approach of cold weather,
or if the food plants give out, there are male and female individuals
developed, the females being always wingless, and it is their office to lay
the eggs which shall last during the long winter months, when the living
aphids must die for lack of food plants. The next spring each winter-egg
hatches into a female which we call the "stem mother" since she with her
descendants will populate the entire plant.
;

.

j_

;

;

;

Plant-lice vary in their habits.

;

Winged and wingless
forms of plant-lice.

Some

live in

the ground on the roots of plants and are very
destructive but the greater number of species
live on the foliage of plants and are very fond of
the young, tender leaves and thus do great
damage. Some aphids have their bodies covered
with white powder or with tiny fringes, which
give them the appearance of being covered with
cotton.

..
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The aphids injuring our flowers and plants may be killed by spraying
them with soapsuds made in the proportion of one-quarter pound of
ivory soap to one gallon of water. The spraying must be done very
thoroughly so as to reach all the aphids hidden on the stems and beneath
the leaves.
destroyed.

It

should be repeated every three days until the aphids are

LESSON LXXXVII

—

The Aphids, or Plant-lice
Aphids have the mouth in the form

Leading thought
of a sucking tube
which is thrust into the stems and leaves of plants through it the plant
juices are drawn for nourishment.
Aphids are the source of honey-dew of
which ants are fond.
Method Bring into the schoolroom a plant infested with aphids, place
the stem in water and let the pupils examine the insects through the lens.
Observations
i.
How are the aphids settled on the leaf? Are their
heads in the same direction? What are they doing?
2.
Touch one and make it move along. What does it do in order to
What does it do with its sucking tube as it walks off?
leave its place?
On what part of the plant was it feeding? Why does not Paris green
;

—

—

when applied

to the leaves of plants kill aphids?
Describe an aphid, including its eyes, antennae, legs and tubes upon
the back. Does its color protect it from observation?
Can you see cast skins of aphids on the plant? Why does an
4.
aphid have to shed its skin?
Are all the aphids on a plant wingless? When a plant becomes
5.
dry are there, after several days, more winged aphids? Why do the
aphids need wings?
6
Do you know what honey-dew is ? Have you ever seen it upon the
leaf?
How is honey-dew made by the aphids? Does it come from the
tubes on their back? What insects feed upon this honey-dew?
What enemies have the aphids?
7.
8.
What damage do aphids do to plants? How can you clean plants
3

of plant-lice ?
/ saw it {an ant), at first, pass, without stopping, some aphids which it did not
however disturb.
It shortly after stationed itself near one of the smallest, and
appeared to caress it, by touching the extremity of its body, alternately with its antenniB, with an extremely rapid movement.
I saw, with much surprise, the fluid proceed
from the body of the aphid, and the ant take it in its mouth. Its antennce were afterwards directed to a much larger aphid than the first, which, on being caressed after
the same manner, discharged the notirishing fluid in greater quantity, which the ant
immediately swallowed: it then passed to a third which it caressed, like the preceding, by giving it several gentle blows, with the antennce, on the posterior extremity of
the body; atid the liquid was elected at the same moment, and the ant lapped it up.

Pierre Huber, 1810.
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THE ANT-LION
Teacher's Story

CHILD

is

with fairy stories of ogres in their dens,
with the bones of their victims strewn around.
The ants have real ogres, but luckily, they do
not know about it and so cannot suffer from
agonizing fears. The ant ogres seem to have
depended upon the fact that the ant is so absorbed in her work that she carries her booty up
hill and down dale with small regard for the
topography of the country. Thus they build
their pits, with instinctive faith that they will
some day be entered by these creatures,
thrilled

obsessed by industry and careless of what lies in the path. The pits
vary with the size of the ogre at the bottom there are as many sized
pits as are beds in the story of Golden Locks and the bears; often the
pits are not more than an inch across, or even less, while others are two
inches in diameter. They are always made in sandy or crumbly soil and
in a place protected from wind and rain they vary in depth in proportion to their width, for the slope is always as steep as the soil will stand
;

;

without slipping.
All that can be seen of the ogre at the bottom, is a pair of long, curved
If we dig the
jaws, looking innocent enough at the very center of the pit.
creature out, we find it a comical looking insect.
It is humpbacked, with
a big, spindle-shaped abdomen; from its great awkward body projects a
flat, sneaking looking head, armed in front with the sickle jaws which are
spiny and bristly near the base, and smooth, sharp and curved at the tip.
The strange thing about these jaws is that they lead directly to the throat,
since the ant-lion has no mouth.
Each jaw is made up of two pieces
which are grooved where they join and thus form a tube with a hole in
the tip through which the industrious blood of the ants can be sucked;
not only do the sharp sickle points hold the victim, but there are three
teeth along the side of each jaw to help with this. The two front pairs of
legs are small and spiny; the hind legs are strong and peculiarly twisted,
and have a sharp spikelike claw at the end which is so arranged as to push
,

the insect backward vigorously if occasion requires in fact, the ant-lion
in walking about, moves more naturally backward than forward because
of the peculiar structure of his legs.
Having studied the ogre,
we can see better how he
manages to trap his victim.
As the ant goes scurrying
along, she rushes over the
edge of the pit and at once
begins to slide downward;
she is
frightened
and
struggles to get back just
then a jet of sand, aimed
well from the bottom of the
pit, hits her and knocks her
^„^_;^^„ ^-^j^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^„^ ^^^^_
back. She still struggles,
Comstock's Manual.
;

;

'

a
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and there follows a fusillade of sand jets, each hitting her from above and
knocking her down to the fatal center where the sickle jaws await her
and are promptly thrust into her; if she is large and still struggles, the
big, unwieldy body of the ogre, buried in the sand, anchors him fast
and his peculiar, crooked hind legs push his body backward in this
strange tug of war; thus, the ant-ogre is not dragged out of his den
by the struggles of the ant, and soon the loss of blood weakens her and
she shrivels up.
secret of the jets of sand, lies in the flat head of the ogre; if
look at it regarding it as a shovel, we can see that it is well fitted
for its purpose; for it is a shovel with a strong mechanism working it.
In fact, the whole pit is dug with this shovel head. Wonderful stories
are told about the way that ant-lions dig their pits, marking out the outer
margin in a circle, and working inward. However, our common ant-lion
of the East simply digs down into the sand and flips the sand out until it
makes a pit. If an ant-lion can be caught and put in a jar of sand it
will soon make its pit, and the process may be noted carefully.
There is one quality in the ogre which merits praise, and that is his
patience.
There he lies in his hole for days or perhaps weeks, with nothing to eat and no ant coming that way; so when we see an absent-minded
ant scrambling over into the pit, let us think of the empty stomach of this
patient little engineer which has constructed his pit with such accuracy
and so much labor. So precarious is the living picked up by the ant-lions,
that it may require one, two or three years to bring one to maturity.
At that time it makes a perfectly globular cocoon of silk and sand, the
size of a large pea, and within it, changes to a pupa
and when finally
ready to emerge, the pupa pushes itself part way out of the cocoon and the
skin is shed and left at the cocoon door.
The adult resembles a small
dragon-fiy; it has large net -veined wings and is a most graceful insect, as
difiierent as can be from the humpbacked ogre which it once was
transformation quite as marvelous as that which occurred in Beauty and
the Beast. Throughout the Middle West, the ant-lion in its pit is called
the "doodle-bug."
Reference Manual for Study of Insects, Comstock.

The

we

;

—

—

LESSON LXXXVIII

—

The Ant-Lion

Leading thought ^The ant-lion, or "doodle-bug" makes a little pit in
the sand with very steep sides, and hidden at the bottom of it, waits for
ants to tumble in to be seized by its waiting jaws.
Later the ant-lion
changes to a beautiful insect with gauzy wings, resembling a small dragonfly.

—

The pupils should see the ant-lion pits in their natural situabut the insects may be studied in the schoolroom. Some of the
ant-lions may be dug out of their pits and placed in a dish of sand.
They
will soon make their pits, and may be watched during this interesting
process.
It is hardly advisable to try to rear these insects, as they may
require two or three years for development.
Observations
Where were the ant-lion pits out of doors? Were
i.
they in a windy place? Were they in a place protected from storms?
In what kind of soil were they made ?
Method

tions,

—
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2.
Measure one of the pits. How broad across, and how deep? Are
the pits of the same size ? Why ?
What can you see as you look down into the ant-lion's pit? Roll
3.
a tiny pebble in and see what happens ? Watch until an ant comes hurrying along and slips into the pit. What happens then? As she struggles
to get out how is she knocked back in?
What happens to her if she falls
to the bottom?
Take a trowel and dig out the doodle-bug. What is the shape of
4.
its body?
What part of the insect did you see at the bottom of the pit?
Do you know that these great sickle-shaped jaws are hollow tubes for
sucking blood? Does the ant-lion eat anything except the blood of its
victim ?
Can you see that the ant-lion moves backward more easily than
5.
forward? How are its hind legs formed to help push it backward? How
does this help the ant-lion in holding its prey? How does the big awkward body of the ant-lion help to hold it in place at the bottom of the pit
when it seizes an ant in its jaws?
What shape is the ant-lion's head? How does it use this head in
6.
taking its prey? In digging its pit?
Take a doodle-bug to the schoolroom, place it in a dish of sand,
7.
covered with glass, and watch it build its pit.
Read in the entomological books about the cocoon of the ant-lion
8.
and what the adult looks like, and then write an ant-lion autobiography.
Supplementary reading Insect Stories, Kellogg, "The True Story of
Morrowbie Jukes."

all

—

THE MOTHER LACE-WING AND THE APHIS-LION
Teacher's Story

LITTING leisurely

through the air on her green gauze
wings, the lace-wing seems like a filmy leaf, broken
loose and drifting on the breeze.
But there is purpose in her flight, and through some instinct she is
enabled to seek out an aphis-ridden plant or tree,
to which she comes as a friend in need.
As she
alights upon a leaf, she is scarcely discernible because
of the pale green of her delicate body and wings;
however, her great globular eyes that shine like gold
attract the attention of the careful observer.
But
though she is so fairy-like in appearance, if you pick
her up, you will be sorry if your sense of smell is keen, for she exhales a
most disagreeable odor when disturbed a habit which probably protects
her from birds or other creatures which might otherwise eat her.
However, if we watch her we shall see that she is a canny creature
despite her frivolous appearance her actions are surely peculiar.
A drop
of sticky fluid issues from the tip of her body, and she presses it down on
the surface of the leaf; then lifting up her slender abdomen like a distaff,
she spins the drop into a thread a half inch long or more, which the air
soon dries and this silken thread is stiff enough to sustain an oblong egg,
as large as the point of a pin, which she lays at the very tip of it.
This
done she lays another egg in a Hke manner, and when she is through, the

—
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if it were covered with spore cases of a glittering white mold.
This done she flies off and disports herself in the sunshine, care free, knowing that she has done all she can for her family.
After a few days the eggs begin to look dark, and then if we examine
them with a lens, we may detect that they contain little doubled-up
creatures.
The first we see of the egg inmate as it hatches, is a pair of
jaws thrust through the shell, opening it for a peep-hole; a httle later the
owner of the jaws, after resting a while with an eye on the world which he
is so soon to enter, pushes out his head and legs and drags out a tiny, long
body, very callow-looking and clothed in long, soft hairs. At first the
little creature crawls about
_

leaf looks as

his egg-shell, clinging tightly
all his six claws, as if
fearful of such a dizzy height
above his green floor; then

with

he squirms around a little and
thrusts out a head inquiringly
while still hanging on "for
dear life." Finally he gains
courage and prospects around
until he discovers his egg
stalk, and then begins a rope
climbing performance, rather
difficult for a little chap not
more than ten minutes old.
He takes a careful hold with
his front claws, the two other
pairs of legs carefully balancAphis-lion, eggs, larva, cocoon and the
ing for a second, and then
adult, lace wing.
desperately seizing the stalk
Comstock's Manual.
with all his clasping claws,
and with many new grips and panics, he finally achieves the bottom
in safety.
As if dazed by his good luck, he stands still for a time,
trying to make up his mind what has happened and what to do next; he
settles the matter by trotting off to make his first breakfast of aphids;
and now we can see that it is a lucky thing for his brothers and sisters,
still unhatched, that they are high above his head and out of reach, for he
might not be discriminating in the matter of his breakfast food, never
having met any of his family before. He is a queer looking little insect,
spindle-shaped and with peculiarly long, sickle-shaped jaws projecting
from his head. Each of these jaws is made up of two pieces joined lengthwise so as to make a hollow tube, which has an opening at the tip of the
jaw, and another one at the base which leads directly to the little lion's
Watch him as he catches an aphid seizing the stupid little bag
throat.
of sap in his great pincers, he lifts it high in the air, as if drinking a
bumper, and sucks its green blood until it shrivels up, kicking a remonstrating leg to the last.
It is my conviction that aphids never realize
when they are being eaten; they simply dimly wonder what is happening.
It takes a great many aphids to keep an aphis-lion nourished until he
gets his growth; he grows like any other insect by shedding his skeleton
Finally he doubles up and spins around
skin when it becomes too tight.
himself a cocoon of glistening white silk, leaving it fastened to the leaf;
;

.
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I
it is finislied, it looks like a seed pearl, round and polished.
wish some child would watch an aphis-lion weave its cocoon and tell us
how it is done After a time, a week or two perhaps, a round little hole is
cut in the cocoon, and there issues from it a lively little green pupa, with
wing pads on its back; but he very soon sheds his pupa skin and issues
as a beautiful lace-wing fly with golden eyes and large, filmy, iridescent,
pale green wings.

when

!

LESSON LXXXIX
The Mother Lace-wing and the Aphis-lion

—

The lace-wing fly or golden-eyes, as she is called, is
the mother of the aphis-lion. She lays her eggs on the top of stiff, silken
stalks.
The young aphis-lions when hatched, clamber down upon the leaf
and feed upon plant-lice, sucking their blood through their tubular jaws.
Method ^Through July and until frost, the aphis-lions may be found
on almost any plant infested with plant -lice; and the lace-wing's eggs or
All these may be
egg-shells on the long stalks are also readily found.
brought to the schoolroom. Place the stem of a plant infested with
aphids in a jar of water, and the acts of the aphis-lions as well as the
habits of the aphids may be observed during recess or at other convenient
times, by all the pupils.
Observations
i.
When you see a leaf with some white mold upon it,
examine it with a lens the mold is likely to be the eggs of the lace- wing.
Is the egg as large as a pin head?
What is its shape? What is its color?
How long is the stalk on which it is placed? Of what material do you
think the stalk is made? Why do you suppose the lace-wing mother lays
her eggs on the tips of stalks? Are there any of these eggs near each
other on the leaf ?
2.
If the egg is not empty, observe through a lens how the young
aphis-lion breaks its egg-shell and climbs down.
Watch an aphis-lion among the plant -lice. How does it act?
3.
Do the aphids seem afraid? Does the aphis-lion move rapidly? How
does it act when eating an aphid ?
What is the general shape of the aphis-lion? Describe the jaws.
4.
Do you think these jaws are used for chewing, or merely as tubes through
which the green blood of the aphids is sucked? Do the aphis-lions ever
attack each other or other insects? How does the aphis-lion difiier in
appearance from the ladybird larva?
What happens to the aphis-lion after it gets its growth ? Describe
5
its cocoon if you can find one.
Describe the little lace-wing fly that comes from the cocoon.
6.
Why is she called, golden -eyes? Why lace-wing? Does she fly rapidly?
Do you suppose that if she should lay her eggs flat on a leaf, that the first
aphis-lion that hatched would run about and eat all its little brothers and
How do the aphis-lions benefit
sisters which were still in their egg-shells?
our rose bushes and other cultivated plants?
Supplementary Reading "A Tactful Mother" in Ways of the SixFooted.
Leading thought

—

—

;
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THE MOSQUITO
Teacher's Story

N DEFIANCE

of the adage, the

mother

of

ourmo?t

common

mosquitoes does not hesitate to put her
eggs all in one basket, but perhaps she knows it is
about the safest little basket for eggs in this world
If it were possible to begin this
of uncertainties.
lesson with the little boat-shaped egg baskets, I
should advise it. They may be found in almost

any rain

barrel, and the eggs look like a lot of tiny
cartridges set side by side, points up, and lashed
or glued together, so there shall be no spilling.
Like a certain famous soap, they "float," coming up
as dry as varnished corks when water is poured upon them.
The young mosquito, or wriggler, breaks through the shell of
the lower end of the egg and
/rfsss^i.passes down into the water, and -^^^^MS)
"^^
'
'
from the first, it is a most into
view
creature
teresting
through a hand lens. The head
'^^<^ egg-raft of a mosquito
and the thorax are rather large
while the body is tapering and
armed with bunches of hairs. At the rear of the body are two tubes very
different in shape; one is long, straight and unadorned; this is the
breathing tube through which air passes to the tracheae of the body.
This tube has a star-shaped valve at the tip, which can be opened and
shut; when it is opened at the surface of the water, it keeps the
little creature afloat and meanwhile allows air to pass into the body.
When the wriggler is thus hanging at an angle of 45 degrees to the
surface of the water, it feeds upon small particles of decaying vegetation; it has a remarkable pair of jaws which
are
armed with brushes, which in our
common species, by moving rapidly, set up
currents and bring the food to the mouth. This
process
can be seen plainly with a lens.
When disturbed, the wriggler shuts the valve to
However, it is
its breathing tube, and sinks.
not much heavier than the water; I have often
seen one rise for some distance without apparent
effort.
The other tube at the end of the body,
supports the swimming organs, which consist of
four finger-like processes and various bunches of
hairs.
When swimming, the wriggler goes tail
first, the
swimming organs seeming to take
hold of the water and to pull the creature backward, in a series of spasmodic jerks; in fact,
the insect seems simply to "throw somersaults," like an acrobat.
I have often observed
wrigglers standing on their heads in the
A mosquito aquarium. bottom of the aquarium, with their jaws bent
,
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their brushes
but they never remain
very long below the surface, as it is

revolving

under,

briskly;

necessary for

them

to take in fresh

air often.

The pupa has the head and
thoracic segments

making
with

it all

much

enlarged,

"head and shoulders"

a quite insignificant

body attached. Upon the
thorax are two breathing
tubes, which look like two
ears, and therefore when
the pupa rests at the surface of the water, it remains
head up so that these tubes
may take in the air at the
end of the body are two
swimming organs which are little,
leaf -like projections.
At this stage
the insect is getting ready to live
its life in the air, and for this reason
probably, the pupa rests for long
periods at the surface of the
;

water and does not swim

much,

about

disturbed.
However, it is a very strange habit
for a pupa to move about at all.
In the case of other flies, butterflies,
and moths, the pupa stage is quiet.
When fully mature, the pupa
rises to the surface of the water,
the skeleton skin breaks open
down its back and the mosquito
carefully works itself out, until
its wings are free and dry, meanwhile resting upon the floating
pupa skin. This is indeed a frail
bark, and if the slightest breeze
ruffles the
water, the insect is
likely to drown before its wings
are hard enough for flight.
The reason that kerosene oil, A wriggler or larva
put upon the surface of the water
mosquito (culex) greatly
where mosquitoes breed, kills the
enlarged.
Drawn by Evelyn Mitchc
insects is because both the larvae
and pupae of mosquitoes are
obliged to rise to the surface, and push their breathing tubes through
the surface film so that they will open to the air; a coating of oil on the
water prevents this, and they are sufi'ocated. Also when the mosquito

unless

emerges from the pupa skin,
and soon dies.

to fly

if it is

even touched by the

oil, it

is

unable
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These
The male mosquitoes have bushy, or feathery, antennae
antennae are hearing organs of very remarkable construction (see Ways
The Anopheles may be distinguished from the
of the Six-Footed, p. 8.)
Its wings are spotted instead of
Culex by the following characteristics
;

:

plain.

and

When at rest

it is

perfectly straight,

have the hind legs in the air.
It may also rest at an angle to the surface
to which it clings.
The Culex is not
spotted on the wings and is likely to be
humped up when at rest. In our climate
the Anopheles is more dangerous than the
Culex because it carries the germs of
malaria.
A mosquito's wing under a
microscope is a most beautiful object, as it
Antenna of male mosquito
is "trimmed" with ornamental scales about
enlarged.
the edges and along the veins.
The male
mosquitoes neither sing nor bite; the song of the female mosquito is
supposed to be made by the rapid vibration of the wings, and her
is

likely to

musical performances are for the purpose of attracting her mate, as
it has been shown that he can hear through his antenna a range of notes
covering the middle and next higher octaves of the piano.
Of late we are learning that the mosquitoes are in a very strange way a
Through a heroism, as great as ever shown on field of
menace to health.
battle, men have imperiled their lives to prove that the germs of the terrible yellow fever were transmitted by the biting mosquito, and with
almost equal bravery other men have demonstrated that the germs of
malaria are also thus carried.
In the North, our greatest danger is from the mosquitoes which carry
the malarial germs, and these are the mosquitoes with spotted wings and
belong to the genus Anopheles. This mosquito, in order to be of danger
to us must first feed upon the blood of some person suffering from malaria
(ague) and thus take the

germ

of the disease into its

stomach. Here the germ
develops and multiplies into
many minute germs, which
pass through another stage
and finally get into the
blood of the mosquito and
accumulate in the salivary
glands.
The reason any

mosquito bite or insect bite
swells and itches is because,
as the insect's beak is inserted into the

with

it

flesh, it carries

some

of the

saliva

mouth. In
the case of Anopheles these
malarial germs are carried
from the

insect's

with the saliva into the blood The pupa of a mosquito, greatly
magnified.
It has been
of the victim.
b the breathing tubes near the Itead.
Drawn by Eveljoi Mitchell.
proven that in the most

Note

:
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nalarial countries, like Italy and India, people are entirely free from
nalaria if they are not bitten by mosquitoes.
After this explanation has been made, it would be well for the teacher
to take the pupils on a tour of inspection through the neighborhood to see
if there are any mosquito larvae in rain barrels, ponds or pools of stagnant
If such places are found, let the pupils themselves apply the
water.
following remedies
Rain barrels should be securely covered.
1.
All stagnant pools should be drained and filled up if possible.
2.
Wherever there are ponds or pools where mosquitoes breed that
3.
cannot be filled or drained, the surface of the water should be covered
with a spray of kerosene oil. This may be applied with a spray pump or
from a watering can.
If it is impracticable to cover such places with oil, introduce into
4.
such pools the following fish: Minnows, sticklebacks, sunfish and goldfish.

The effect of this lesson upon the children should be to impress them
with the danger to life and health from mosquitoes and to implant in them
a determination to rid the premises about their homes of these pests.
References Farmers' Bulletin No.is^^, U. S. Department of Agriculleaflet in Reading Course for Farmers' Wives,
ture, by L. 0. Howard
series 2, No. 10, by M. V. Slingerland; American Insects, Kellogg; The
Insect Book, Howard; Insect Life, The Manual for the Study of Insects,
Comstock; Ways of the Six-Footed, Comstock.

—
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Wing

of mosquito enlarged.

Comstock's Manual.

LESSON XC
The Mosquito

—

Leading thought The wrigglers, or wigglers, which we find in rainbarrels and stagnant water are the larvs of mosquitoes.
We should
study their life history carefully if we would know how to get rid of
mosquitoes.
Method There is no better way to interest the pupils in mosquitoes
than to place in an aquarium jar in the schoolroom a family of wrigglers
from some pond or rain barrel. For the pupils' personal observation, take
some of the wrigglers from the aquarium with a pipette and place them in
a homeopathic vial; fill the vial three-fourths full of water and cork it.
Pass it around with a hand lens and give each pupil the opportunity to
observe it for five or ten minutes. It would be well if this vial could be
left on each desk for an hour or so during study periods, so that the

—
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observations may be made casually and leisurely. While the pupils are
studying the wrigglers, the following questions should be placed upon the
blackboard, and each pupil should make notes which may finally be given
This is particularly available work for September.
at a lesson period.
In studying the adult mosquito, a lens or microscope is necessary. But
it is of great importance that the pupils be taught to discriminate between
the comparatively harmless species of Culex and the dangerous Anopheles
and therefore they should be taught to be observant of the way mosquitoes rest upon the walls, and whether they have mottled or clear wings.

The Larva
Observations:
i.
Note if all the wrigglers are of the same gen
eral shape, or if some of them have a very large head; these latter are
the pupae and the former are the larvae.
will study the larvae first.
Where do they rest when undisturbed? Do they rest head up or down?
Is there any part of their body that comes to the surface of the water?
2.
When disturbed what do they do? When they swim, do they go
head or tail first? When they float do they go upward or downward?
Observe one resting at the top. At what angle does it hold itself
3.
to the surface of the water?
Observe its head. Can you see the jaw
brushes revolving rapidly? What is the purpose of this? Describe its
eyes.
Can you see its antennae?
Note the two peculiar tubes at the end of the body and see if you
4.

We

can make out their use.
Note especially the tube that is thrust up to the surface of the
5.
water when the creatures are resting. Can you see how the opening of
What do you think is the
this tube helps to keep the wriggler afloat?
purpose of this tube ? Why does it not become filled with water when the
wriggler is swimming? Can you seethe two air vessels, or trachae, extending from this tube along the back the whole length of the body?
6.
Note the peculiarities of the other tube at the rear end of the body.
Do you think the little finger-like projections are an aid in swimming?

How many

are there?

8.

Can you see the long hairs along the side of the body?
Does the mosquito rest at the bottom of the bottle or aquarium?

9.

What

7.

The Pupa
is

the most noticeable difference in appearance between

the larva and pupa?
When the pupa rests at the surface of the water, is it the same end
10.
up as the wriggler?
Note on the "head" of the pupa two little tubes extending up like
1 1
These are the breathing tubes. Note if these open to the air when
ears.
the pupa rests at the surface of the water.
Can you see the swimming organs at the rear of the body of the
12.
pupa? Does the pupa spend a longer time resting at the surface than the
How does it act differently from the pupae of other flies and
larva.

moths and
13.

butterflies?

does the mosquito emerge from the pupa skin? Why does
poured on the surface of the water kill mosquitoes?

How

kerosene

oil

.
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The Adult Mosquito

Has the mosquito feathery antennas extending out in front ?
what kind of mosquitoes are such ?
2.
Do the mosquitoes with bushy antennse bite? Do they sing?
1

so,

If

Are the wings of the mosquito spotted or plain? How many has it?
When at rest, is it shortened and humpbacked or does it stand
straight out with perhaps its hind legs in the air?
What are the characteristics by which you can tell the dangerous
5.
Anopheles?
6.
Why is the Anopheles more dangerous than the Culex?
Examine a mosquito's wing under a microscope and describe it.
7.
Examine the antennae of a male and a female mosquito under a
8.
microscope, and describe the difference.
Which sex of the mosquito does the biting and the singing?
9.
10.
How is the singing done?
3.

4.

THE HOUSE-FLY
Teacher's Story
'

HE

surely an up-to-date member of that
which evolutionists call the "fit." It
flourishes in every land, plumping itself down in
front of us at table, whether we be eating rice in
Hong Kong, dhura in Egypt, macaroni in Italy, pie
in America, or tamales in Mexico.
There it sits,

house-fly

is

select class

impertinent and imperturbable, taking its toll,
letting down its long elephant-trunk tongue, rasping
and sucking up such of our meal as fits its needs.
As long as we simply knew it as a thief we, during
untold ages, merely slapped it and shooed it, which
effort on our part apparently gave it exhilarating exercise.
But during
recent years we have begun trapping and poisoning, trying to match our
brains against its agility; although we slay it by thousands, we seem only
to make more room for its well-fed progeny of the future, and in the end
we seem to have gained nothing. But the most recent discoveries of
science have revealed to us, that what the house-fly takes of our food, is
Because of this, we have
of little consequence to what it leaves behind.
girded up our loins and gone into battle in earnest.
I have always held that nature-study should follow its own peaceful
path and not be the slave of economic science. But occasionally it seems
necessary, when it is a question of creating public sentiment, and of cultivating public intelligence in combating a great peril, to make naturestudy a handmaiden, if not a slave, in this work. If our woods were filled
with wolves and bears, as they were in the days of my grandfather, I
should give nature-study lessons on these animals, which would lead to
Bears and wolves trouble us no more; but now we
their subjugation.
have enemies far more subtle, in the ever-present microbes, which we may
never hope to conquer but which, with proper precautions, we may render
comparatively harmless. Thus, our nature-study with insects which
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carry disease, like the mosquitoes, flies and fleas, must be a reconnaissance
war of extermination; the fighting tactics may be given in lessons
on health and hygiene.
Perhaps if a fly were less wonderfully made, it would be a less convenient vehicle for microbes.
Its eyes are two great, brown spheres on
either side of the head, and are composed of thousands of tiny six-sided
eyes that give information of what is coming in any
direction in addition, it has on top of the head, looking
straight up, three tiny, shining, simple eyes, which cannot
be seen without a lens. Its antennae are peculiar in
shape, but are evidently sense organs it is attracted from
afar by certain odors, and so far as we can discover, its
antenna are all the nose it has. Its mouth-parts are all
combined to make a most amazing and efficient organ
for getting food at the tip are two flaps, which can rasp a
Headof fly show- substance so as to set free the juices, and above this is a
tube, through which the juices may be drawn to the
and mouthstomach. This tube is extensible, being conveniently
parts.
jointed so that it can be folded under the "chin" when
not in use. This is usually called the fly's tongue, but it is really all
the mouth parts combined, as if a boy had his lips, teeth and tongue,
standing out from his face, at the end of a tube a foot long.
The thorax can be easily studied it is striped black and white above
and bears the two wings, and the two little flaps that are called balancers
and which are probably remnants of hind wings which the remote ancestors of flies flew with.
The fly's wing is a transparent but strong membrane strengthened by veins, and is prettily iridescent.
The thorax
bears on its lower side the six pairs of legs. The abdomen consists of five
segments and is covered with stifl; hairs. The parts of the leg, seen when
the fly is walking, consists of three segments, the last segment or tarsus
being more slender, and if looked at with a lens, is seen to be composed
of five segments, the last of which bears the claws; it is with these claws
that the fly walks, although all of the five segments really form the foot;
in other words, it walks on its tip-toes.
But it clings to ceilings by means
of the two little pads below the claws, which are covered with hairs that
excrete at the tips, a sticky fluid.
Because of the hairs on its feet, the fly
becomes a carrier of microbes and a menace to health.
The greatest grudge I have against this little, persistent companion of
our household is the way it has misled us by appearing to be so fastidious
in its personal habits.
We have all of us seen, with curiosity and admiration, its complex ablutions and brushings.
It usually begins, logically,
with its front feet, the hands; these it cleans by rubbing them against
each other lengthwise. The hairs and spines on one leg act as a brush for
the other, and then lest they be not clean, it nibbles them with its rasping
disc, which is all the teeth it has.
It then cleans its head with these clean
hands, rubbing them over its big eyes with a vigor
that makes us wink simply to contemplate then bobbing its head down so as to reach what is literally its
back hair, it brushes valiantly. After this is done, it
reaches forward first one and then the other foot of the
middle pair of legs, and taking each in turn between p^^^ ^j- j^guse-fly
the front feet, brushes it vigorously, and maybe
enlarged.
for a

;

;

;

;

;
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it.
But as a pair of military brushes, its hind feet are
conspicuously efficient they clean each other by being rubbed together
and then they work simultaneously on each side in cleaning the wings,
first the under side and then the upper side.
Then over they come and
comb the top of the thorax; then they brush the sides, top and under
Who, after
sides of the abdomen, cleaning each other between the acts.
witnessing all this, could believe that the fly could leave any tracks on our
food, which would lead to our undoing!
But the house-fly, like many
housekeepers with the best intentions in the matter of keeping clean, has
not mastered the art of getting rid of the microbes. Although it has so
many little eyes, none of them can magnify a germ so as to make it visible;
and thus it is that, when feeding around where there have been cases of
typhoid and other enteric diseases, the house-fly's little claws become
infested with disease germs and when it stops some day to clean up on our
table, it leaves the germs with us.
Thus our only safety lies in the
final extermination of this little nuisance.
It is astonishing how few people know about the growth of flies.
People of the highest intelligence in other matters, think that a small fly
can grow into a large one. A fly, when it comes from the
pupa stage, is as large as it will ever be, the young stages
of flies being maggots.
The house-fly's eggs are little,
white, elongated bodies about as large as the point of a
pin.
These are laid preferably in horse manure. After
a few hours, they hatch into slender, pointed, white
maggots which feed upon the excrement. After five or
six days, the larval skin thickens, turns brown, making
^.
cv,
the insect look like a small grain of wheat. This is the
i/fef^
of fly,
pupal stage, which lasts about five days, and then the skin
enlarged.
bursts open and the full-grown fly appears.
Of course,
not all the flies multiply according to the example given to the children.
The house-fly has many enemies and, therefore, probably no one hibernating mother fly is the ancestress of billions by September; however,
despite enemies, flies multiply with great rapidity.
I know of no more convincing experiment as an example of the dangerous trail of the fly, than that of letting a house-fly walk over a saucer
of nutrient gelatin.
After three or four days, each track is plainly visible
as a little white growth of bacteria.
Much is being done now to eradicate the house-fly, and undoubtedly
there will be new methods of fighting it devised every year. The teacher
should keep in touch with the bulletins on this subject published by the
United States Department of Agriculture, and should give the pupils
instructions according to the latest ideas.
At present the following are
the methods of fighting this pest
Keep the stable clean and place the
manure under cover. All of the windows of the house should be well
screened.
All the flies which get into the house should be killed by using
the commercial fly papers.

nibbles

;

;
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LESSON XCI
The House-fly

—

Leading thought The house-fly has conquered the world and is found
everywhere. It breeds in filth and especially in horse manure. It is very
prolific; the few flies that manage to pass the winter in this northern
climate, are ancestors of the millions which attack us and our food later
These are a menace to health because they carry germs of
in the season.
disease from sputa and excrementitious matter to our tables, leaving them
upon our food.
Method Give out the questions for observation and let the pupils
answer them either orally or in their note-books. If possible, every pupil
should look at a house-fly through a three-quarters objective. If this is
not possible, pictures should be shown to demonstrate its appearance.
Observations
i
Look at a fly, using a lens if you have one. Describe
Do you see that they have a honeycomb arrangement of little
its eyes.
eyes? Can you see, on top of the head between the big eyes, a dot? A
microscope reveals this dot to be made of three tiny eyes, huddled toAfter seeing a fly's eyes, do you wonder that you have so much
gether.
difficulty in hitting it or catching it?
2.
Can you see the fly's antennas? Do you think that it has a keen

—

—

.

Why
How many wings has

sense of smell ?

?

How

the fly?
does it difl^er from the bee in
Can you see two little white objects, one just behind the
this respect?
base of each wing? These are called poisers, or balancers, and all flies have
them in some form. What is the color of the wings? Are they transparent? Can you see the veins in them? On what part of the body do
3.

the wings grow?
Look at the fly from below. How many legs has it? From what
4.
part of the body do the legs come ? What is that part of the insect's body
called, to which the legs and wings are attached?
How does the fly's abdomen look? What is its color and its
5.
covering?
Look at the fly's legs. How many segments can you see in a leg?
6.
Can you see that the segment on which the fly walks has several joints?
Does it walk on all of these segments or on the one at the tip ?
When the fly eats, can you see its tongue ? Can you feel its tongue
7
when it rasps your hand? Where does it keep its tongue usually?
8.
Describe how a fly makes its toilet as follows: How does it clean
its front feet?
Its head?
Its middle feet?
Its hind feet?
Its wings?
Do you know how flies carry disease? Did you ever see them
9.
making their toilet on your food at the table? Do you know what
diseases are carried by flies?
What must you do to prevent flies from
bringing disease to your family?
10.
Do you think that a small fly ever grows to be a large fly ? How
do the young of all kinds of flies look? Do you know where the house-fly
lays its eggs?
On what do the maggots feed? How long before they
change to pupae? How long does it take them to grow from eggs to flies?
How do the house-flies in our northern climate pass the winter?
11.
Lesson in Arithmetic It requires perhaps twenty days to span
the time from the eggs of one generation of the house-fly to the eggs of
the next, and thus there might easily be five generations in one summer.

—

.
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Supposing the fly which wintered behind the
last winter, flew out to the stables about

window ctirtain in your home
ist and laid 120 eggs in the
sweepings from the horse stable, all of which hatched and matured.
Supposing one-half of these were mother flies and each of them, in turn,
laid 120 eggs, and so on for five generations, all eggs laid developing into
flies, and one-half of the flies of each generation being mother flies.
How
many flies would the fly that wintered behind your crurtaiti have produced by September?
12.
Pour some gelatin imsweetened, on a clean plate. Let a house-

May

walk arotmd on the gelatin as soon as it is cool cover the plate to keep
out the dust and leave it for two or three days. Examine it then and see
if you can tell where the fly walked.
What did it leave in its tracks?
13
Write an essay on the house-fly, its dangers and how to combat it,
basing the essay on Bulletins of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
fly

;

THE COLORADO POTATO-BEETLE
Teacher's Story

HE

potato-beetle

but

it

other

is

not a very attractive insect,

many interesting peculiarities. No
common insect so clearly illustrates the
has

advantage of warning colors. If we take a
beetle in the hand, it at first promptly falls
its legs, and antennae down
and "plays possum" in a very
canny manner. But if we squeeze it a little,
immediately an orange-red liquid is ejected on
the hand, and a very ill-smelling liquid it is.
If we press lightly, only a little of the secretion

upon

its

back, folds

close to its body,

is

thrown

off;

but

if

we

squeeze harder

it

flows copiously.
Thus a bird trying to swallow one of these beetles, would
surely get a large dose. The liquid is very distasteful to birds, and it is
indeed a stupid bird that does not soon learn to let severely alone orange
and yellow beetles, striped with black. The source of this offensive and
defensive juice is at first a mystery, but if we observe closely we can see it
issuing along the hind edge of the thorax and the front portion of the
wing-covers the glands in these situations secrete the protective juice as
it is needed.
The larvas are also equipped with similar glands and, therefore, have the brazen habit of eating the leaves of our precious potatoes
without attempting to hide. They seem to know that they are far safer
when seen by birds than when concealed from them.
The life history of the potato-beetle is briefly as follows: Some
of the adult beetles or pupae winter beneath the siuface of the soU,
burrowing down a foot or more to escape freezing. As soon as the potato
plants appear above ground the mother beetle comes out and lays her eggs
These orange-yellow eggs are
upon the under sides of the leaves.
usually laid in clusters. In about a week there hatches from the eggs
Httle yellow or orange humpbacked larvae, which begin at once to feed
upon the leaves. These larvss grow as do other insects, by shedding
;
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and during the last stages, are
very conspicuous insects on the green leaves;
they are orange or yellow with black dots
along the sides, and so humpbacked are they
that they seem to be "gathered with a puckering string" along the lower side.
It requires
from sixteen days to three weeks for a larva
to complete its growth.
It then descends into
the earth and forms a little cell in which it
changes to a pupa. It remains in this condition for one or two weeks, according to the
temperature, and then the full-fledged beetle
appears,
The entire life cycle from egg to
adult beetle may be passed in about a
month, although if the weather is cold, this
period will be longer.
The beetles are very
prolific, a mother beetle having been known
Eggs of Colorado potatoto produce five hundred eggs, and there are
beetle.
two generations each year.
These beetles
Photo by Slingerland.
not only damage the potato crop by stopping
the growth through destroying the leaves, but th~y also cause the
potatoes to be of inferior quality.
their skins.

They do

this four times,

The adult beetle is an excellent
object lesson in the study of beetle
form.
Attention should be called
to the three regions of the body: A
head which is bright orange; the
compound eyes, which are black;
and three simple eyes on the top
of the head, which are difficult to
see without a lens.
The antennae
are short, their joints easily noted,
and special attention should be paid
to their use, for they are constantly
moving to feel approaching objects.
The two pairs of mouth palpi may
be seen, and the beetle will eagerly
eat raw potatoes, so that the pupils
may see that it has biting mouthparts. The thoracic shield is
orange, ornamented with black.
The three pairs of legs are short,
which is a proof that these beetles
do not migrate on foot. The claws
and the pads beneath can be seen
with the naked eye. Each wing-

Larvae of Colorado potato-beetle
Photo by SHngerland.

cover bears five ye!low stripes, also five black ones, although the outside
black stripe is rather narrow. These beetles are very successful flyers.
During flight, the wing-covers are raised and held motionless while the
gauzy wings beneath are unfolded and do the work. Children are
always interested in seeing the way the beetles fold their wings
beneath the wing-covers.
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of the most remarkable things about the Colorado potato-beetle
history.
It is one of the few insect pests which is native to America.
It formerly fed upon sandbur, a wild plant alUed to the potato, which
grows in the region of Colorado, Arizona and

One

is its

Mexico, and was a well behaved, harmless inWith the advance of civilization westsect.
ward, the potato came also, and proved to be
an acceptable plant to this insect and here
we have an example of what an unlimited
food supply will do for an insect species. The
beetles multiplied so much faster than their
parasites, that it seemed at one time as if they
would conquer the earth by moving on from
potato field to potato field. They started on
their march to the Atlantic seaboard in 1859;
in 1874, they reached the coast and judging by
the numbers washed ashore, they sought to fly
By 1879, they
or swim across the Atlantic.
Pupa of potato-beetle,
had spread over an area consisting of more
enlarged.
than one-third of the United States.
Photo by Slingerland.
Colorado
Potato-Beetle,
Reference ^The
Chittenden, Bulletin of U. S. Department of Agriculture.
;

—

LESSON XCII
The Colorado Potato-beetle

—The

Colorado potato-beetle is a very important
each year. It is disagreeable
which it secretes. We should
life-history and thus be able to deal with it intelligently in pre-

Leading thought

insect, since it affects the price of pota'.oes
as a food for birds, because of an acrid juice

learn

its

venting

its

Method

—ravages.
^The study of the potato-beetle naturally follows and belongs

The larvae should be brought into the schoolroom and
to gardening.
placed in a breeding cage on leaves of the potato vine. Other plants may
be put into the cage to prove that these insects will only eat the potato.
The children should observe how the larvae eat and how many leaves a
Earth should be put in the bottom
full grown larva will destroy in a day.
of the breeding cage so that the children may see the larvae descend and
burrow into it. The adult beetles should be studied carefully, and especially, the children should see the excretion of the acrid juice.
At what time do you see the potato-beetles?
Observations
i.
are they more numerous in the fall than in the spring? Where do those
which we find in the spring come from? What will they do if they are
allowed to live ?
What is the shape of the potato-beetle? Describe the markings
2.
on its head. What color are its eyes? Describe its antenna. How are
they constantly used? Can you see the palpi of the mouth? Give the
beetle a bit of potato and note how it eats.
What is the color of the shield of the thorax? Describe the legs.
3.
Do you think the beetle can run fast? Why not? How many segments
has the foot ? Describe the claws. Describe how it clings to the sides of
a tumbler or bottle.

—

Why
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The Colorado

potato-beetle.

Photo by Slingerland.

4.

If

the beetle cannot run rapidly,

how

does

it

travel?

Describe the

Why is this insect called the ten-lined potato beetle?
Describe the wings. How are they folded when at rest
How are

wing -covers.
5.

?

the wing-covers carried when the beetle is flying?
6.
Take a beetle in your hand. What does it do? Of what advantage is it to he insect to pretend that it is dead? If you squeeze the
beetle what happens?
How does the fluid which it ejects look and smell?
Try and discover where this fluid comes from? Of what use is it to the
beetle ?
Why will birds not eat the potato-beetle ?
Where does the mother beetle lay her eggs? Are they laid singly
7.
or in clusters? What color are the eggs? How long after they are laid
before they hatch?
8.
Describe the young larva when it first hatches. What color is it at
first?
Does it change color later? Describe the colors and markings of a
full

grown

larva.

How

does this larva injure the potato vines? Does it remain in
feeding?
Does it act as if it were afraid of birds? Why
is it not eaten by birds ?
ID.
Where does the larva go when it is full grown ? How many times
does it shed its skin during its growth? Does it make a little cell in the
ground? How does the pupa look? Can you see in it the eyes, antennas,
legs and wings of the beetle ?
II.
Write an English theme giving the history of the Colorado
potato-beetle, and the reasons for its migration from its native place.
9.

sight while

it is
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THE LADYBIRD
Teacher's Story
Ladybird, Ladybird, fly away home!
Your house is on fire, your children are burning.

HIS

incantation we, as children, repeated to this
unhealing httle beetle, probably because she is
and ever has been, the incarnation of energetic
indecision.
She runs as fast as her short legs can
carry her in one direction, as if her life depended on
getting there, then she turns about and goes with
Thus, it
quite as much vim in another direction.
children think that when she
is no wonder the
hears this news of her domestic disasters, she
~'
~
wheels about and starts for home but she has not
any home now nor did she ever have a home, and she does not carry even a
trunk.
Perhaps it would be truer to say that she has a home everywhere,
whether she is cuddled under a leaf for a night's lodging or industriously
climbing out on twigs, only to scramble back again, or perchance to take
'

;

from their tips.
There are many species of ladybirds, but in general they all resemble
a tiny pill cut in half, with legs attached to the flat side. Sometimes it
may be a round and sometimes an oval pill, but it is always shining and
the colors are always dull dark red, or yellow, or whitSometimes she is black with red or
ish, and black.
yellow spots, sometimes red or yellow with black spots
and the spots are usually on either side of the thorax
Ladybird larvaand one on each snug little wing-cover. But if we
look at the ladybird carefully we can see the head and the short, clublike
Behind the head is the thorax with its shield, broadening
antennas.
toward the rear, spotted and ornamented in various ways the head and
thorax together occupy scarcely a fourth of the length of the insect, and
the remainder consists of the hemispherical body, encased with polished
wing-covers. The little black legs, while quite efficient because they can
be moved so rapidly, are not the ladybird's only means of locomotion;
she is a good flier and has a long pair of dark wings which she folds crosswise under her wing-covers. It is comical to see her pull up her wings, as
a lady tucks up a long petticoat; and sometimes ladybird is rather
slovenly about it and runs around with the tips of her wings hanging out
flight

;

behind, quite untidily.

But any untidiness must be inadvertent, because the ladybird takes
very good care of herself and spends much time in "washing up." She
begins with her front legs, cleaning them with her mandibles, industriously
nibbling off every grain of dust she then cleans her middle and hind legs
by rubbing the two on the same side, back and forth against each other,
each acting as a whisk broom for the other; she cleans her wings by
brushing them between the edges of the wing-cover above and the tarsus
of her hind leg below.
The ladybird is a clever httle creature, even if it does look like a pill,
and if you disturb it, it will fold up its legs and drop as if dead, playing
possum in a most deceptive manner. It will remain in this attitude of
;
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rigid death for at least a minute or two and then will begin to
with all its six legs in an effort to turn right side up.

claw the

air

From our standpoint the ladybird is of great value, for during the
larval as well as adult stages, all species except one, feed upon those
insects which we are glad to be rid of.
They are especially fond of aphids
and scale insects. One of the greatest achievements of economic entomology was the introduction on the Pacific Coast of the ladybird from
Australia, called the Vedalia, which preys upon the cottony cushion
scale insect, a species very dangerous to orange and lemon trees.
Within
a few years the introduced ladybirds had completely exterminated this
pest.

The ladybird's history is as follows
The mother beetle, in the spring,
lays her eggs here and there on plants as soon as the larva hatches, it
starts out to hunt for aphids and other insects.
It is safe to say that no
ladybird would recognize her own children in time to save
them, even if the house were burning, for they do not in the
least resemble her; they are neither roly-poly nor shiny, but
are long and segmented and velvety, with six queer, short legs
that look and act as if they were whittled out of wood they
seem only efficient for clinging around a stem
The larvas are
Ladybird usually black, spotted with orange or yellow; there are six
pupa.
warts on each segment, which make the creature's back look
quite rough.
The absorbing business of the larva is to crawl
around on plants and chew up the foolish aphids or the scale
insects.
I have seen one use its front foot to push an aphid, which it was
eating, closer to its jaws; but when one green leg of its victim still clung
to its head, it did not try to rub it off: as its mother would have done, but
twisted its head over this way and that, wiping off the fragment on a plant
stem and then gobbling it up.
After the larva has shed its skeleton skin several times, and destroyed
many times its own bulk of insects, it hunts for some quiet corner, hangs
itself up by the tail and condenses itself into a sub -globular form
it sheds its spiny skin pushing it up around the point of attachment, and there lets it stay like the lion's skin of Hercules. As a
pupa, it is more nearly rectangular than round, and if we look
closely, we can see the wing-cases, the spotted segments of iheLadybtrd
:

:

•

;

;

abdomen, and the eyes, all encased in the pupa skin; the latter "'th/'
bursts open after a few days and the shining, little half-globe nineemerges a full-grown ladybird, ready for hiding in some cozy spot spotted
to pass the winter, from which she will emerge in the spring, to ^'"^^',',
"^'
stock our trees and vines, next year, with her busy little progeny.

—

American Insects, Kellogg;
Comstock.

References
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LESSON XCIII
The Ladybird
Leading thought
ent from the adult

—

—^The ladybird
in appearance,

is

a beetle.

Its

and feed upon

young are very

differ-

plant-lice.

Method ^These little beetles are very common in autumn and may be
brought to the schoolroom and passed around in vials for the children to
observe.
Their larvas may be found on almost any plant infested with

?
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Plant and all may be brought into the schoolroom and the
plant -lice.
actions of the larvae noted by the pupils during recess.
Observations
i.
How large is the ladybird? What is its shape?
Would two of them make a little globe if they were put flat sides together?
What colors do you find on your ladybird?
2.
Do you see the ladybird's head and antenna? What is'rthe broad
3.
shield directly back of the head called ?
How is it marked, and with what
colors?
What color are the wing-covers? Are there any spots upon
them? How many? Does the ladybird use its wing-covers when it flies?
Describe her true wings. Does she fold them beneath the wing-covers?
Note the legs and feet. Are the legs long? Are they fitted for
4.
running? To which part of the body are they attached?
If you disturb the ladybird how does she "play possum?" Describe
5.
how she makes her toilet.
The larva i. Describe the ladybird larva. Does it look like its
mother? What is its form? Is it warty and velvety or shiny
Describe its head and jaws as far as you can see. How does it act
2.
when eating? Can you see its little stiff legs? Is there a claw at the end
of each ?
Describe the actions of the ladybird larva in attacking and eating
3.
Does it shed its skin as it grows ?
the plant-lice.
Watch a larva until it changes to a pupa. How does the pupa
4.
look? Can you see the shed skin? Where is it? To what is the pupa
attached ? When the pupa skin breaks open what comes out of it ?
Why is the ladybird of great use to us? Write an English theme
5.
upon the ladybird, called Vedalia, which saved the orange orchards of

—

—

California.

I.

Larva;

2,

pupa and

5,

The small

adult of a species of ladybird, enlarged.

beetle represents actual size.
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THE FIREFLY
Teacher's Story

And

lavishly to left and right,
The fireflies, like golden seeds.
Are sown upon the night.
Riley.

—

'''v^

/
/

HE time

of this sowing is during warm, damp nights in
July and August, and even in September, although
they are sown less lavishly then. How little most of
us know of the harvest, although we see the sowing
which begins in the early twilight against the background of tree shadows, and lasts until the cold
atmosphere of the later night dampens the firefly
ardor! There is a difference in species as to the

height from the ground of their flight; some species
hover next to the grass, others fly above our heads,
but rarely as high as the tree tops in northern latitudes. Some species
give a short flash that might be called a refulgent blinking others give a
longer flash so that we get an idea of the direction of their flight; and
there is a common species in the Gulf States which gives such long flashes
that they mark the night with gleaming curlicues.
It is likely to be an exciting chase, before we are able to capture a few
of these insects for closer inspection; but when once captured, they do
not sulk but will keep on with their flashing and give us a most edifying
display. The portion of the firefly which gives the light is in the abdomen,
and it glows steadily like "phosphorescent wood"; then suddenly it
gleams with a green light that is strong enough to reveal all its surroundings; and it is so evidently an act of will on the part of the beetle,
that it is startling to members of our race, who cannot even blush or
turn pale voluntarily. The fireflies may be truly said to be socially brilliant, for the flashing of their lights is for the attraction of their mates.
The fireflies are beetles, and there are many
A common one is here
species which are luminous.
It is pale gray above
figured {Photinus pyralis).
and the head is completely hidden by the big shield
The legs are short thus this beetle
of the thorax.
trusts mostly to its wings as a means of locomotion.
The antennae are rather long and are kept in
constant motion, evidently conveying intelligence
Beneath the gray A comnton firefly The
of surroundings to the insect.
view of the lower
elytra, or wing-covers, is a pair of large, darkside shows the
"lamp."
veined membranous wings which are folded in a
very neat manner crosswise and lengthwise,
When in use, the wing-covers are lifted stiffly
when not in use.
and the flying is done wholly with the membranous wings.
Looked
at from beneath, we can at once see that some of the segments of the
abdomen are partly or entirely sulphur yellow, and we recognize them as
the lamp. If the specimen is a male, the yellow area covers all of the end
of the abdomen up to the fourth or fifth segment; but if it is a female,
only the middle portion of the abdomen, especially the fifth segment, is
converted into a lamp. These yellow areas, when dissected under the
;

;

—
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microscope, prove to be filled with fine tracheae, or air-tubes; and although
we know very little about the way the light is made, it is believed that by
flooding the tubes with air, the oxygen in some way produces the
light.

In some species, the female is wingless and has very short wingcovers, and a portion of her body emits a steady, greenish light which tells
her lord and master where to find her. These wingless females are called

glow-worms.
Fireflies during their larval stages are popularly called wire worms,
although there are many other beetle larvas thus called. In many of the
species, the firefly eggs, larvae and pupae are all luminescent, but not so
brilliant as

studied

by

when adults. The larva of the species here figured, was
C. V. Riley, who gave us an interesting account of its habits.
It lives in the ground and feeds on soft-bodied
insects, probably earth-worms.
Each segment of this

worm has a horny, brown plate above, with a
straight white line running through the middle and
a slightly curved white line on each side
the sides
of the larva are soft and rose-colored; the white
spiracles show against little, oval, brown patches.
Beneath, the larva is cream color with two brown
comma-like dots at the center of each segment.
The head can be pulled back completely beneath the
first segment.
The most interesting thing about this
larva is the prop-leg at the end of its body, which
v.,„,,|,.
naturally aids it in locomotion but this prop-lee; also
Larva and pupa 0/ a .
-^
ji
functions as a brush; alter the larva has become
common firefly.
soilcd with too eager delving into the tissues of some
After c. V. Riley.
earthworm, it curls its body over, and with this fanshaped hind foot scrubs its head and face very clean.
This is a rare
instance of a larva paying any attention to its toilet.
When full-grown, the larva makes a little oval cell within the earth and
changes to a pupa; after about ten days, the pupa skin is shed and the
full-fledged beetle comes forth.
The larva and pupa of this species give
off light, but are not so brilliant as the adult. The pupils should be encouraged to study the early stages of the fireflies, because very little is
wire

;

;

^

.

•'

,

,

1
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known concerning them.
In Cuba a large beetle called the cucujo has two great oval spots on its
thorax, resembling eyes, which give off light. The Cuban ladies wear
cucujos at the opera, in nets, in the hair.
I once had a pair which I
tethered with gold chains to the bodice of my ball gown. The eye-spots
glowed steadily, but with the movement of dancing, they grew more brilliant until no glittering diamonds could compete with their glow.

LESSON XCIV

—

The Firefly

Leading thought ^When the firefly wishes to make a light, it can produce one that, if we knew how to make, would greatly reduce the price of
for the light made by fireflies and other creatures,
requires less energy than any other light known.
Method ^After the outdoor observations have been made, collect some
of these beetles in the evening with a sweep net; place them under a
artificial light;

—

8

.
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glass jar or tumbler, so that their light can

be studied at close range.

The next day give the observation lesson on the insects.
i.
At what time of year do you see fireflies? Do they
Observations
begin to lighten before it is dark ? Do you see them high in the air or near

—

Is the flash they give short, or long enough to make a
the ground?
streak of light? Do you see them on cold and windy nights or on warm,
Make a note of the hour when you see the first one
still, damp evenings ?
flash in an evening.
Catch a few fireflies in the night put them under a glass jar. Can
2
you see the light when they are not flashing? What color is it? When
they make the flash can you see the outline of the "firefly lamp?" Watch
closely and see if you think the flashing is a matter of will on the part of
Do you think the firefly is signaling to his mate when he
the firefly.
;

flashes?

Study the firefly in daylight. Is it a fly or is it a beetle? What
above? When you look squarely down upon it, can you see its
head and eyes?
Are the firefly's legs long or short? When a beetle has short legs
4.
3.

color

is it

a sign that it usually walks, runs or flies?
Describe the antenna. Are they in constant motion? What
service do you think the firefly's antennae perform for it?
6.
Lift one of the wing-covers carefully.
What do you find beneath
Does the beetle use its wing-covers to beat the air and help it during
it?
flight?
How does the beetle hold its wing-covers when flying?
Turn the beetle on its back. Can you see the part of the body
7.
that flashes? What color is it?
8.
Do you know the life history of the firefly? What is it like in its
Where does it live? Does it have the power of making
earlier stages?
light when it is in the larval stage ?
is it

5.

"There, in warm Angus, gtoaming.
With quick silent brighienings,
From meadow-lands roaming.
The firefly twinkles

His

A

Maybeetle

fitful

heat-lightnings."

flying,

wing-covers

showing that

and

— Lowell

the beetles hold the

in flight, the
hind wings doing the work.
Photo by M. V. Slingerland.
stiff

still

;

'
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THE WAYS OF THE ANT
My child,

behold the cheerful ant.

How

hard she worJes, each day;
She works as hard as adamant
Which is very hard, they say.

— Oliver

Herford.

ERY many performances on the part of the ant seem
to us without reason; undoubtedly many of our
performances seem Hkewise to her. But the more
understandingly we study her and her ways, the
more we are forced to the conclusion that she
knows what she is about I am sure that none of us
can sit down by an ant-nest and watch its citizens
come and go, without discovering things to make
;

us marvel.

By far the greater number of species of ants
find exit from their underground burrows, beneath
stones in fields. They like the stone for more
reasons than one; it becomes hot under the noon sun and remains warm
during the night, thus giving them a cozy nursery in the evening for their
young. Some species make mounds, and often several neighboring
mounds belong to the same colony, and are connected by underground
galleries.
There are usually several openings into these mounds. In
case of some of the western species which make galleries beneath the
ground, there is but one opening to the nest and Dr. McCook says that
this gate is closed at night; at every gate in any ants' nest, there are
likely to be sentinels stationed, to give warning of intruders.
As soon as a nest is disturbed, the scared little citizens run helter
skelter to get out of the way; but if there are any larvse or pupae about,
they are never too frightened to take them up and make off with them
but when too hard pressed, they will in most cases drop the precious
burden, although I have several times seen an ant, when she dropped a
pupa, stand guard over it and refuse to budge without it. The ant's eggs
ar.: very small objects, being oblong and about the size of a pin point.
The larvae are translucent creatures, like rice grains with one end pointed.
The pupae are yellowish, covered with a parchment -like sac, and resemble
grains of wheat.
When we lift stones in a field, we usually find directly
beneath, the young of a certain size.
There are often, in the same species of ants, two sizes; the large ones
are called majors and the smaller minors; sometimes there is a smaller
size yet, called minims.
The smaller sizes are probably the result of lack
But whatever their size, they all work together to bring
of nutrition.
food for the young and in caring for the nest. We often see an ant carrying a dead insect or some other object larger than herself.
If she cannot
lift it or shove it, she turns around, and going backwards, pulls it along.
It is rarely that we see two carrying the same load, although we have
observed this several times. In one or two cases, the two seemed not to
be in perfect accord as to which path to take. If the ants find some large
supp'y of food, many of them will form a procession to bring it into the
nest bit by bit such processions go back by making a little detour so as
not to meet and interfere with thore coming. During most of the year,
an ant colony consists only of workers and laying queens, but in early
;
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summer

the nest may be found swarming with winged forms which are
the kings and queens. Some warm day these will issue from the nest
and take their marriage flight, the only time in their lives when they use
their wings; for ants, like seeds, seem to be provided with wings simply
for the sake of scattering wide the species.
It is a strange fact, that often
on the same day swarms will issue from all the nests of one species in the
whole region; by what mysterious messenger, word is sent that brings
about this unanimous exodus, is still a
mystery to us. This seems to be a provision for cross-breeding; and as bearing upon
this, Miss Fielde discovered that an alien
king is not only made welcome in a nest, but

sometimes seized by workers and pulled
into a nest; this is most significant, since
no worker of any other colony of the same
species, is permitted to live in any but its
is

own

nest.

After the marriage flight, the ants fall
to the ground and undoubtedly a large
number perish; however, just here our

knowledge

is

lamentably

lacking,

and

observations on the part of pupils as to
what happens to these winged forms will be
valuable.
In the case of most species, we
know that a queen finds refuge in some
shelter and there lays eggs.
Mr. Comstock
once studied a queen of the big, black
carpenter ant which lives under the bark of
trees. This queen, without taking any food
herself, was able to lay her eggs and rear her
first brood to maturity;
she regurgitated
food for this first brood, and then they went
out foraging for the colony. However,
Miss Fielde found that in the species she
studied, the queen could not do this; a
Agricultural ants.
Note that one
ant is carrying a sister.
question most interesting to solve is
Drawn by Evelyn Mitchell.
whether any of the young queens, after the
marriage flight, are adopted into other
colonies of the same species.
As soon as a
queen begins laying eggs, she sheds her then useless wings, lajang them
aside as a bride does her veil.
When we are looking for ants' nests beneath stones, we often stumble
upon a colony consisting of citizens differing in color. One has the head
and thorax rust-red with the abdomen and legs brown; associated with
this brown ant, is a black or ash-colored species.
These black ants are
the slaves of the brown species; but slavery in the ant world has its
ameliorations.
When the slave makers attack the slave nest, they do not
fight the inmates unless they are obliged to.
They simply loot the nest
of the larvse or pupas, which they carry off to their own nests; and there

they are fed and reared, as carefully as are their own young. The slaves
seem to be perfectly contented, and conduct the household affairs of their
masters with apparent cheerfulness. They do all the taking care of the

;
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and feeding the young, but they are never permitted

to go out with

attacked by
marauders.
If one chances upon an ant battle, one must needs compare it to a
battle of men before the invention of gunpowder; for in those days fighting was more gory and dreadful than now, since man fought man until
one of the twain was slain. There is a great variation in military skill as
well as in courage shown by different species of ants; the species most
skilled in warfare, march to battle in a solid column and when they meet
the enemy, the battle resolves itself into duels, although there is no code
of ant honor which declares that one must fight the enemy single-handed.
Although some ants are provided with venomous stings, our common
species use their jaws for weapons; they also eject upon each other a very
Two enemies approach each
acid liquid which we know as formic acid.
other, rear on their hind legs, throw this ant vitriol at each other, then
close in deadly combat, each trying to cut the other in two.
Woe to the
one on which the jaws of her enemy are once set! For the ant has bulldog qualities, and if she once gets hold, she never lets go even though she
be rent in pieces herself. At night the ant armies retreat to their citadels,
but in the morning fare forth again to battle and thus the war may be
waged for days, and the battlefield be strewn with the remains of the dead
and dying. So far as we are able to observe, there are two chief causes
one is when two colonies desire the same ground, and the
for ant wars
other is for the purpose of making slaves.
Perhaps the most interesting as well as most easily observed of all ant
practices, are those that have to do with plantdice, or aphids.
If we find
an ant climbing a plant of any sort, it is very likely that we shall find she
The aphid is a
is doing it for the purpose of tending her aphid herds.
stupid little creature which lives by thrusting its bill or sucking tube into
a stem or leaf of a plant, and thus settles down for life, nourished by the
sap which it sucks up
it has a peculiar habit
of exuding from its

war

parties; thus

they never

fight, unless their

colony

is

;

;

alimentary
drops of

canal

honey-dew,

when it feels the caress
of the ant's antennae

upon

its

back.

I

had

one year under observation, a nest of ele-

gant

little ants with
shining triangular ab-

domens which they
waved in the air like
pennants when excited.

These ants were

most devoted attend-

An

aphid

by ants to protect their herds.
Photo by siingeriand.

stable, built

ants on the plant-lice
infesting an evening
primrose; if I jarred
^^^ primrose stem,
the ants had a panic.

.
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seize an aphid in her jaws and dash about madly,
When the ant wishes honey-dew, she
at all hazards.
approaches the aphid, stroking it or patting it gently with her antennae,
and if a drop of the sweet fluid is not at once forthcoming, it is probably
because other ants have previously exhausted its individual supply; if
the ant gets no response, she hurries on to some other aphid not yet
milked dry.
This devotion of ants to aphids has been known for a hundred years,
but only recently has it been discovered to be of economic importance.
Professor Forbes, in studying the corn root-louse, discovered that the ants
care for the eggs of this aphid in their own nests during the winter, and
take the young aphids out early in the spring, placing them on the roots of
sm.artweed later, after the corn is planted, the ants m.ove their charges
to the roots of the corn.
Ants have been seen to give battle to the enemies of the aphid. The aphids of one species living on dogwood are protected while feeding by stables, which a certain species of ant builds around
them, from a mortar made of earth and vegetable matter.
Wheeler, Ant Communities, McCook
Reference:^ Ants, W.

and often one would
as

if

to rescue

it

;

—

M

LESSON XCV
Field Observatio::s on Ants
Leading thought However aimless to us may seem the course of the
ant as we see her running about, undoubtedly if we imderstood her well
enough, we should find that there is rational ant-sense in her performances.
Therefore, whenever we are walking and have time, let us make

—

which we may see.
Method The following questions should be written on the blackboard
and copied by the pupils in their note-books. This should be done in
May or June, and the answers to the questions worked out by observations
careful observations as to the actions of the ants

—

mace during the summer vacation.
Observations
i.
Where do you

—

find ants' nests?
Describe all the
In what sort of soil do they make their
Describe the entrance to the nest. If the nest is a mound, is
nests?
there more than one entrance ? Are there many mounds near each other?
If so, do you think they all belong to the same colony?
When the nest is disturbed, how do the ants act? Do they usually
2.
Do they seek to save their young at the
try to save themselves alone?
If an ant, carrying a young one is hard pressed,
risk of their own lives?
different kinds

will she

drop

3.

Make

pups

you have found.

it?

notes on the difference in appearance of eggs, larva; and

any

ants' nest.
In nests under stones, can
4.
according to sizes?
in

5

6.

you

find iarvee

and pupa; assorted

How many sizes of ants do you find living in the same nest ?
What objects do you find ants carrying to their nests? Are

for food?

How does an ant manage to carry an object

these

larger than herself?

Do you

ever see two ants working together carrying the same load?
you find a procession of ants carrying food to their nest, note
they follow the same path coming and going.
7.

If

if
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8.
If you find winged ants in a nest, catch a few in a vial with a few
of the workers, and compare the two.
The winged ants are kings and

queens, the kings being

much

smaller than the queens.

you chance to encounter a swarm of winged ants taking flight,
make observations as to the size of swarm, the height above the ground,
and whether any are falling to the earth.
10.
Look under the loose bark of trees for nests of the big, black
carpenter ant. You may find in such situations a queen ant starting a
colony, which will prove most desirable for stocking an artificial ant's nest.
11.
If you find ants climbing shrubs, trees or other plants, look upon
the leaves for aphid s and note the following points:
9.

If

a.

Mow

b.

If

does an ant act as she approaches an aphid?
the aphids are crowded on the leaf, does she step on them?
c.
Watch carefully to see how the ant touches the aphid when she
wishes the honey-dew.
Watch how the aphid excretes the honey-dew, and note if the ant
d.
eats it.
If you disturb aphids which have ants tending them, note whether
e.
the ants attempt to defend or rescue their herds.
f
If there are aphis-lions or ladybird larvae eating the aphids, note
if the ants attack them.
12.
If you find a colony of ants under stones where there are brown
and black ants living together, the black members are the slaves of the
brown. Observe as carefully as possible the actions of both the black
and the brown inhabitants of the nest.
If you chance to see ants fighting, note how they make the
13.
attack.
With what weapons do they fight? How do they try to get at
the adversary?
Write an English theme covering the following points: How
14.
ants take their slaves; the attitude of masters and slaves toward each
other; the work which the slaves do, and the story of the ant battle.
How ants care for and use their herds.

—

References
^American Insects, Kellogg, Manual for the Study of
Insects, Comstock; Ants, McCook; True Tales, Jordan, page 6.

How

—

TO

LESSON XCVI
Make the Lubbock Ant-nest

Material Two pieces of window glass, 10 inches square a sheet of tin,
II inches square; a piece of plank, i}4 inch thick, 20 inches long and at
least 16 inches wide; a sheet of tin or a thin, flat board, 10 inches square.
To make the nest Take the plank and on the upper side, a short dis;

—

tance from the edge, cut a deep furrow. This furrow is to be filled with
water, as a moat, to keep the ants imprisoned.
It is necessary, therefore,
that the plank should have no knot holes, and that it be painted thoroughly to keep it from checking. Take the sheet of tin 11 inches square,
and make it into a tray by turning up the edges three-eighths of an inch.
Place this tray in the middle of the plank. Place within the tray one
pane of glass. Lay around the edges of this glass four strips of wood
about half an inch wide and a little thicker than the height of the ants
which are to live in the nest. Cover the glass with a thin layer of fine
earth.
Take the remaining pane of glass and cut a triangular piece off
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of one corner, then place the pane on top of the other, resting upon the
The cover of the nest may be a piece of
pieces of wood around the sides.
tin, with a handle soldered to the center, or a board with a screw-eye in the
center with which to lift it. There should be a piece of blotter or of very
thin sponge, introduced into the nest between the two panes of glass, in a
position where it may be reached with a pipette, without removing the
upper glass, for it must be kept always damp.
To establish a colony in this nest proceed as follows: Take a twoquart glass fruit jar and a garden trowel. Armed with these, visit some
pasture or meadow near by, and find under some stone, a small colony of
ants which have plenty of eggs and larvse. Scoop up carefully eggs, ants,
dirt and all and place in the jar, being as careful as possible not to injure
While digging, search carefully for the queen, which is a
the specimens.
But if you have plenty of eggs,
larger ant and is sometimes thus found.
larvae and pupa, the ants will become very contented in their new nest
while taking care of them. After you have taken all the ants desirable,
place the cover on the jar, carry them to the Lubbock nest and carefully
empty the contents of the fruit jar on top of the board which covers the
Of course the furrow around the plank has been filled with water,
nest.
The ants will soon find the way into the
so the stragglers cannot escape.
nest through the cut comer of the upper pane of glass, and will transfer
After they are in the nest, which
their larvae to it because it is dark.
should be within two or three hours, remove the dirt on the cover, and the
But, since light disturbs the little prisonnest is ready for observation.
ers, the cover should be removed only for short periods.
The Fielde nest is better adapted for a serious study of ants, but it is
not so well adapted for the schoolroom as is the Lubbock nest.

Reference

—Ants, W. M. Wheeler.

A

Lubbock

ant-nest.
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THE ANT-NEST, AND WHAT MAY BE SEEN WITPHN

IT

Teacher's Story

NT

anatomy becomes a very interesting study when we
note the vigorous way the ant uses it even to the
least part.
The slender waist characterizes the ant as
well as the wasp; the three regions of the body are
easil)^ seen, the head with its ever moving antennas, the

—

slender thorax with its three pairs of most efficient legs,
and the long abdomen. The ant's legs are fairly long
as compared with the size of the body and the ant can
run with a rapidity that, comparatively, would soon
outdistance any Marathon runner, however famed. 1
timed an ant one day when she was taking a constituShe was in no hurry, and yet she made time that
tional on my foot rule.
In addiif translated into human terms would mean 16 yards per second.
tion to running, many ants when frightened will make leaps with incredible swiftness.

The ant does not show her cleverness in her physiognomy, probably
because her eyes seem small and dull and she has a decidedly "retreating
forehead;" but the brain behind this unpromising appearance is far more
active and efficient than that behind the gorgeous great eyes of the
dragon-fly or behind the "high brow" of the grasshopper.
The ant's jaws are very large compared with her head they
work sidewise like a pair of shears and are armed with
triangular teeth along the biting edges; these are not teeth
These
in a vertebrate sense, but are like the teeth of a saw.
jaws are the ant's chief utensils and weapons; with them
she seizes the burdens of food which she carries home with
them she gently lifts her infant charges; with them she
crushes and breaks up hard food with them she carries out soil from her
She also has a pair of long
tunnel, and with them she fights her enemies.
;

;

;

palpi, or feelers.

Although her eyes are

compared with other

so small

and furnished with coarse

facets, as

need not count against her, for she
has little need of eyes. Her home life is passed in dark burrows where her
antennte give her information of her surroundings. Note how these
antenna are always moving, seeming to be atremble in eagerness to
But aside from their powers of telling things by the
receive sensations.
touch, wherein they are more delicate than the fingers of the blind, they
have other sense organs which are comparable to our sense of smell.
Miss Fielde has shown that the five end segments of the antenna have
each its own powers in detecting odor. The end segment detects the odor
of the ant's own nest and enables her to distinguish this from other nests.
The next, or eleventh segment, detects the odor of any descendant of the
same queen; by this, she recognizes her sisters wherever she finds them.
Through the next, or tenth segment, she recognizes the odor of her own
feet on the trail, and thus can retrace her own steps.
The eighth and
ninth segments convey to her the intelligence and means of caring for
If an ant is deprived of these five end-joints of the antennse,
the young.
she loses all power as a social ant and becomes completely disenfranchised.
Miss Fielde gives her most interesting experiments in detail in the Proinsects, this fact
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ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences oi Philadelphia, July and
October, 1901.
It is natural enough that the ant, depending so much on her antennse
for impressions and stimuli, should be very particular to keep them clean

and

good order. She is well equipped to do this, for she has a most
antennae brush on her wrist; it is practically a circular comb,
which just fits over the antenna; and to see the ants using these brushes
is one of the most common sights in the ant-nest and one of the most
amusing. The ant usually commences by lifting her leg over one antenna
and deftly passing it through the brush, and then licks the brush clean by
passing it through her mouth, as a cat
washes her face; then she cleans the
other in a similar manner and possibly
finishes by doing both alternately,
winding up with a flourish, like a
European gentleman curling his musin

efficient

taches.
Her antennae cleaned, she
starts promptly to do something, for
she is a little six-footed Martha, always weighed down or buoyed up by
many duties and cares. Keeping her
antennie on the qui vive, she assures
herself, by touch, of the nature of any
obstacle in her path.
If she meets
The antenna-comb on the front leg
another
ant, their antennae cross and
an
ant.
of
pat each other, and thus they learn
whether they are sisters or aliens; if they are sisters, they may stand for
some time with their antennae fluttering. One who has watched ants carefully, is compelled to believe that they thus convey intelligence of some
sort, one to the other.
The ant is a good sister "according to her lights;"
if her sister is hungry, she will give to her, even from her own partially
digested food the two will often stand mouth to mouth for some minutes
during this process; if she feels inclined, she will also help a sister at her
toilet, and lick her with her tongue as one cow licks another.
The tongue
of the ant is very useful in several ways; with it she takes up liquids, and
Sometimes an ant will
also uses it with much vigor as a washcloth.
spend a half hour or more at her own toilet, licking every part of her own
body that her tongue can reach, meanwhile going through all sorts of
contortions to accomplish it she uses her feet to scrub portions of her
body, not to be reached by her
;

;

tongue.

But

it is

the ant

is

No mother

as infant nurse that
a shining example.
instinct is hers, for

she has yielded the power of
motherhood to the exigencies of
business life, since all workers
are females but are undeveloped
sexually.
She shows far more
sense in the care of her infant
sisters, than the mother instinct
often supphes to human mothers.

Ants making

their toilets
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as soon as laid, and whether or not
retards or hastens hatching we know not; but we do
know, that although the queen ant may not lay more than two
eggs per day, a goodly number of these seem to hatch at the same
The eggs are massed in bundles and are sticky on the outside so as
time.
Miss Fielde says, as the eggs are hatching,
to hold the bundle together.
one ant will hold up the bundle, while another feeds those which have
broken the shell. The larvae, when young, also hang together by means
This habit of the eggs and young larvae is a
of tiny hooks on their bodies.
convenient one, since an ant is thus able to carry many at a time.
The larvce are odd looking little creatures, shaped like crookneck
squashes, the small end being the head and neck and the latter being very
extensible.
The ant nurses, by feeding some more than others, are able
to keep a brood at the same stage of development; and in a well ordered
ant -nest, we find those of the same size in one nursery. I have often
thought of a graded school as I have noted in ant-nests the youngsters
assorted according to size.
The ants seem to realize the cost and care of rearing their young; and
when a nest is attacked, the oldest, which are usually in the pupa stage,
When the larvae are young, they are fed on regurgitated
are saved first.
food; but as they grow older, the food is brought to them, or they to the
In one of my nests, I placed part of
food, and they do their own eating.
the yolk of an egg hard boiled, and the ant nurses dumped the larvs d wn
around the edges of it; there they munched industriously, until through
their transparent bodies I could see the yellow of the egg the whole length
The ant nurses are very particular about temof the alimentary canal.
peratures for their young, and Miss Fielde says they are even more careful
about draughts. Thus they are obliged to move them about in the ground
nests, carrying them down to the lower nurseries in the heat of the day,
and bringing them up, nearer to the warm stones, during the evenings.
This moving is always done carefully, and though the ant's jaws are such
formidable nippers, she carries her baby sisters with gentleness; and if
they be pups, she holds them by the loose pupal skin, like carrying a baby
by its clothes. The pupae look like plump little grain bags, tied at one
end with a black string. They are the size of small grains of wheat, and
are often called ants' eggs, which is absurd, since they are almost as large
Ants' eggs are not larger than pin points.
as the ant.
The ant nurses keep the larvs and pupae very clean by licking them;
and when a youngster issues from the pupa skin, it is a matter of much
I have often seen two or three of them help
interest to the nurses.
straighten out the cramped legs and antennae of the young one, and hasten
to feed her with regurgitated food. When ants first issue from the pupa
skin they are pale in color, their eyes being very black in contrast; they
are usually helpless and stupid, although they often try to clean their
antennae and make a toilet; but they do not know enough to follow their
elders from one room to another, and they are a source of much care to the
nurses. In case of moving a nurse will lock jaws with a 'callow, " as a freshly
hatched adult ant is called, and drag her along, the legs of the callow
sprawling helplessly meanwhile. If in haste, the nurse takes hold anywhere, by the neck or the leg, and hustles her charge along; if she takes
her by the waist the callow curls up like a kitten, and is thus more easily
moved. After moving them from one chamber to the next, I have noticed

The ant nurse takes the eggs
her

care

'

,
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that the callows are herded together, their attendants ranged in a circle
Often we see one ant carrying another which is not a callow,
and this means that a certain number of the colony h. ve made up their
minds to move, while the others are not awake to this necessity. In such
a case, one of these energetic sisters will seize another by the waist, and
carry her off with an air that says plainly, "Come along, you stupid!"
Ants are very cleanly in their nests, and we find the refuse piled in a
heap at one corner, or as far as possible from the brood.
If we are fortunate enough to find a queen for the nect, then we may
observe the attention she gets; she is always kept in a special compartment, and is surrounded by ladies in waiting, who feed her and lick h;r
clean and show solicitude for her welfare although I have never observed
in an ants' nest, that devotion to royalty which we see in a beehive.
Not the least interesting scene in an ants' nest is when all, or some, are
asleep and are as motionless as if dead.

about them.

;

LESSON XCVII
Observations of Ants in an Artificial Nest

—

Leading thought The ants are very devoted to their young and perhaps the care of them is the most interesting feature in the study of the
artificial nest.

—

Method Have, in the schoolroom, a Lubbock's nest with a colony of
ants within it, with their larvae in all stages, and if possible, their queen.
For observing the form of the ant, pass one or two around in a vial.
Observations
What is there peculiar about the shape of the ant's
i.
body ? Can you see which section bears the legs ? Are the ants' legs long
compared with her body ? Can she run rapidly ?
2.
Look at the ant's head through a lens, and describe the antennae,
the jaws and the eyes.
Note how the ant keeps her antennae in motion. Note how she
3.
Note how she uses
gropes with them as a blind person with his hands.
them in conversing with her companions.
How does the ant clean her antennas? Does she clean them more
4.
often than any other part of her body ? How does she make her toilet ?
See how an ant eats syrup.
How do ants feed each other?
5.
How does the ant carry an object ? How does she carry a larva or
6.
a pupa? Have you ever seen one ant carry another? If so, describe it.
Note the way the ants feed their young. How do they keep them
7.
Does an ant carry one egg or one small larva at a time or a bundle
clean ?
of them? How do you suppose the bundle is fastened together?
Describe an egg, a larva and a pupa of the ant and tell how they
8.
Do you know which ant is the mother of the larvffi in the nest?
differ.
Do you find larvas of different sizes all together in your nest? Do
9.
you find larva and pupas in the same group ? Do the ants move the young
often from one nest to another? Why do you suppose they do this?
10.
Note how the ant nurses take care of the callow ant when it is
coming out from the pupa skin. How do they assist her and care for her?
How do they lead her around ? How do ants look when resting?
11.
Note where the ants throw the refuse from the nest. Do they^
ever change the position of this dump heap ?

—
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THE MUD-DAUBER
Teacher's Story

cement worker
nervous and
THISlittle
jerking her wings constantly
she walks around
a

fidgety creature,
as
in the
sunshine; but perhaps this is not nervousness, but
rather to show off the rainbow iridescence of her black
wings; surely such a slim-waisted being as she, has a
right to be vain.
No tig'ht lacing ever brought about
' ~
such a long, slim waist as hers; it is a mere pedicel
and the abdomen is a mere knob at the end of it. The
latter seen from the outside, would seem of little use as
an abdomen but if we watch the insect flying, we can
see plainly that it is used to steer with.
In early summer, we find this black wasp at her trade as a mason.
She seeks the edges of pools or puddles where she works industriously,
leaving many little holes whence she takes mud to mix with the saliva,
which she secretes from her mouth to make firm her cement. This
cement she plasters on the under side of some roof or rafter or other protected place, going back and forth until she has built a suitable foundais

;

She works methodically, making a tube
about an inch long, smooth inside but rough
outside, the walls about one-eighth of an inch
thick.
She does all of the plastering with her
jaws, which she uses as a trowel.
When the
tube is completed except that the end is left
tion.

open, she starts off in quest of spiders, and
very earnestly does she seek them. I have
seen her hunt every nook and comer of a
piazza for this prey. When she finds a spider,
she pounces upon it and stings it until it is
helpless, and carries it to her cement tube,
which is indeed a spider sarcophagus, and
thrusts it within.
She brings more spiders
until her tube is nearly full; she then lays an
egg within it and then makes more cement and
neatly closes the door of the tube.
She then
places another tube by the side of this, which
she provisions and closes in the same way;
and then she may make another and another
tube, often a half dozen, under one adobe roof.
The wasp in some mysterious way knows
how to thrust her sting into the spider's nervous system in a peculiar way, which renders
Nests of a imid-dauber on
the bacli of a picture
her victim unable to move although it yet
frame.
lives.
The wasp is no vegetarian like the bee,
and she must supply her young with waspmeat instead of bee-bread. Since it is during the summer and hot
weather when the young wasps are hatched and begin their growth, their
meat must be kept fresh for a period of two or three weeks. So these
paralyzed spiders do not die, although they are helpless. It is certainly
a practical joke with justice in it, that these ferocious creatures lie
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grub which they would gladly

they could move.

Gt

A

b,

mud-dauber and her nests, with cells cut open
showing a, larva full grown; b, cocoon;
c, young larva feeding on its
spider-meat and d, an
empty cell.
Drawn by Anna C. Stryke.

The wasp larva is a whitish, plump grub and it eats industriously until
the spider meat is exhausted. It then weaves a cocoon of siUc about itself
which just coA^ers the walls of its home tube, like a silken tapestry; within
this cocoon the grub changes to a pupa.
When it finally emerges, it is a
full-grown wasp with jaws which are able to cut a door in the end of its
tube, through which it comes out into the world, a free and accepted
mason. The females or queens, which issue late in the season, hide in
warm or protected places during the winter; they particularly like the
There they
folds of lace window curtains for hibernating quarters.
remain until spring comes, when they go off to build their plaster houses.
There are about seventy species of mud wasps in our country. Some
provision their nests with caterpillars instead of spiders.
This is true of
the jug-builder, which makes her nest jug-shaped and places two or three
of them side by side upon a twig.
She uses hair in her mortar, which
makes it stronger. This is necessary, since the jug is saddled upon twigs
.i^nd is more exposed to the rain than is the nest of the most common muddauber. The jug-builder is brown in color and has yellow markings on
the abdomen; but she does not resemble the yeUow-jackets, because she
has a threadlike waist. There are other species of mud wasps which use
any small cavity they can find for the nest, plastering up the opening after
the nest has been provisioned and the egg laid. We often find keyholes,
knot-holes and even the cavity in the telephone receiver, plastered up by
these small opportunists.
The mud-dauber which is the most common, and most likely to be
selected for this lesson, is a slender creature and looks as if she were made
of black tinsel; her body gives off glints of steel and blue; her abdomen
constantly vibrates with the movement of breathing. Her eyes are large
and like black beads; her black antennas cur\re gracefully outward, and
her wings, corrugated with veins, shimmer with a smoky blue, green and
purple.
She stands on her black tip-toes when she walks, and she has a
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she expected an attack from the

mud- wasps are not folded fan-wise
like those of the yellow-jacket, but are folded by each other over her back.
rear.

like those of other

The Jug-builder and her

—

nests.

LESSON XCVIII
The Mud-daubek

Leading thought There are certain wasps which gather mud and mix
into mortar with which to build nests for their young.
Within these
nests, the mother wasp places spiders or insects which are disabled by her
sting, for the food of the young wasps.

it

—

mud

Method Have the pupils bring the homes of the
wasps to school
for observation.
The wasps themselves are very common in June and
also in September, and they ahso may be studied at school and may be
passed around in vials for closer observation; they do not sting severely
when handled, the sting being a mere prick. The purpose of the lesson
should be to stimulate the pupils to watch the
their nests and capturing their prey.

mud-daubers while building

—

Observations
i.
Where did you find the mud-dauber's nest? How
was it protected from the rain? Was it easily removed? Could you
remove it all, or did some of it remain stuck fast?
2.
What is the shape of the nest? How does it look inside? Of how
it consist?
How long is each tube? Were the tubes
by side?
Of what material was the nest made? Is it not much harder
3.
than mud? How did the wasp change the mud to cement? Where did
she get the mud ?
How did she carry it ? With what tools did she plaster

many

tubes does

laid side

it?

For what purpose was the nest made? Is the inside of the tubes
4.
smooth as compared with the outside of the nest?
Write a little story about all that happens in one o5 these tubes,
5.
including the following points: What did the mother wasp place in the
tube? How and why did she close it? What hatched from the egg she
placed within it? How does the young wasp look? On what does it feed?

What

sort of a cocoon does

full-grown?

it

spin ?

How does it get out of the nest when
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What is the
large is she?
Describe the mud-dauber wasp.
6.
are
many wings has she ?
Of her wings ?
color of her body ?
her wings folded differently from those of the yellow-jacket? Describe
her eyes; her antennas; her legs; her waist; her abdomen.
Do you think
did she act?
Where did you find the wasp?
7.
does she pass the winter?
that she can sting?

How

How

How

How

How

8.
Do you kr.c.w the mud wasps which build the little, jug-shaped
Do you know the mud wasps which utilize
nests for their young?
crevices and keyholes for their nests and plaster up the opening?
Do you know about the digger wasps which pack away grasshopg.
pers or caterpillars in a hole in the ground, in which they lay their egg and

then cover

it?

Supplementary reading
Solitary, Peckham
footed, Comstock;

;

— Insect

Stories,

Kellogg;

Wasps, Social and

Wasps and their Ways, Morley The Ways of the Six;

Home

Studies in Nature, Treat.

THE YELLOW-JACKET
Teacher's Story

^ANY

wasps are not so waspish after all when we understand one important fact about them; i. e.,
although they are very nervous themselves, they
For years the
detest that quality in others.
yellow-jackets have shared with us our meals at
our summer camp on the lake shore. They inake
inquisitive tours of inspection over the viands on
the table, often seeming to include ourselves, and
coming so near that they fan our faces with their
wings.
They usually end by selecting the
sweetened fruits, but they also carry off bits of
roast beef, pouncing down upon the meat platter
and seizing a tidbit as a hawk does a chicken. We always remain calm
during these visitations, for we know that unless we inadvertently pinch
one, we shall not be harmed
and it is great fun to watch one of these
graceful creatures poising daintily on the side of the dish lapping up the
fruit juice as a cat does milk, the slender, ycUovz-banded abdomen palpitating as she breathes.
Occasionally, two desire the same place, and a
wrestling match ensues which is fierce while it lasts, but the participants
always come back to the dish unharmed. They are extra polite in their
manners, for after one has delved eagerly into the fruit
syrup, she proceeds to clean her front feet by passing
them through her jaws, which is a wasp way of using a
finger bowl.
Both yellow-jackets and the white-faced blackhornets build in trees and similarly, although the paper
made by the yellow-jackets is finer in texture. However,
some species of yellow-jackets build their nests in the
A yellowground, but of similar form. The nest is of paper made
jacket
of bits of wood which the wasps pull off with their jaws
fences
or
boards.
This
weather-worn
wood
from
is reduced to a pulp by
saliva which is secreted from the wasp's mouth, and is laid on in little
;
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which can be easily seen by examining the outside of the nest.
These layers may be of different colors. A wasp will come with her load
of paper pulp, and using her jaws and front feet for tools she will join a
The paper tears more
strip to the edge of the paper and pat it into shape.
The cover of the nest
readily along the lines of the joining, than across.

layers

made of many layers of sliell-like pieces fastened together and the outer
Mr. Lublayers are waterproof; the opening of a nest is at the bottom.
bock has shown that certain wasps are stationed at the door, as sentinels,
The number of stories of
to give warning on the approach of the enemy.
combs in a nest depends upon the age and size of the colony. They are
fastened together firmly near the center, by a central core or axis of very
strong, firm paper, which at the top is attached to a branch or whatever
supports the nest. The cells all open downward, in this respect differing
from those of the honey-bee, which are usually placed horizontal. The
wasp-comb differs from the honey-comb in that it is made of paper instead
The cells
of wax, and that the rows of cells are single instead of double.
in the wasp-comb are not for storing honey, but are simply the cradles for
(See Fig. p, 457.)
the young wasps.
Sometimes a wasp family disaster makes it possible for us to examine
one of these nests with its inmates. Here we find in some of the cells, the
long white eggs fastened to the very bottom of the cell, in an inner angle.
These wasp
as if a larva when hatched needed to have a cozy corner.
larva; are the chubbiest little grubs imaginable and are very soft bodied.
It was once a mystery to me how they were able to hang in the cells, head
down, without getting "black in the face" or falling out; but this was
made plain by studying the little disk at the rear end of the larva's body,
which is decidedly sticky; after a larva is dead, its heavy body can be
lifted by pressing a match against this disk; thus it evidently suffices to
keep the baby v/asp stuck fast to its cradle. The larva's body is mostly
covered with a white, papery, soft skeleton skin the head is yellowish and
highly polished, looking like a drop of honey.
At one side may be seen a
pair of toothed jaws, showing that it is able to take and chew any food
brought by the nurses. They seem to be well trained youngsters for they
all face toward the center of the nest, so that a nurse, when feeding them,
can move from one to another without having to pass to the other side of
It is a funny sight to behold a combful of well grown larvae, each
the cell.
fitting in its cell like meal in a bag and with head and several segments
projecting out as if the bag were overflowing.
It behooves the wasp
larva to get its head as far out of the cell as possible, so that it will not be
overlooked by the nurses; the little ones do this by holding themselves at
the angle of the cell this they accomplish by wedging the back into the
corner.
These young larvae do not face inwards like the older ones, but
..hey rest in an inner angle of the cell.
After a larva has reached the limit of its cell room, it spins a veil
around itself and fastens it at the sides, so that it forms a lining to the
upper part of the cell and makes a bag over the "head and shoulders" of
the insect.
This cocoon is very tough, and beneath its loose dome the
larva skin is shed; the pupa takes on a decidedly waspish form, except
that the color is all black; the legs and the wings are folded piously down
the breast and the antenna; lie meekly each side of the face, with the
"hands" folded outside of them; the strong toothed jaws are ready, so
that when the pupa skin is molted, the insect can cut its silken curtain,
and come out into its little nest world, as a full-fledged yellow-jacket.
is

;

;
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What a harlequin the wasp is, in her costume of yellow and black!
Often in the invertebrate world these colors mean "sit up and take
notice," and the wasp's costume is no exception.
,.i?£Sll!;
Whoever has had any experience in meddling with
yellow-jackets, avoids acquaintance with all yellow
and black insects. Yet we must confess that the lady
wasp has good taste in dress. The yellow cross bands
on her black skirt are scalloped, and, in fact, all her
yellow is put on in a most chic manner; she, being
Looking a wasp
slender, can well afford to dress in roundwise stripes,
in the face.
and she folds her wings prettily like a fan, and not over
her back like the mud wasp, which would cover her decorations. There
is a sensation coming to the one who, armed with a lens, looks a wasp in the
face she always does her hair pompadour, and the yellow is here put on
with a most bizarre effect, in points and arabesques. Even her jaws are
yellow with black borders and black notches.
Her antennae are velvety
black, her legs are yellow, and her antennae comb, on her wrist, is a real
;

comb and

quite ornate.

In the nest which we studied in late August, the
queen cells were just being developed. They were placed
in a story all by themselves, and they were a third larger
than the cells of the workers. The queen of this nest was
a most majestic wasp, fully twice as large as any of her
subjects; her face was entirely black, and the yellow
bands on her long abdomen were of quite a different patThe antennatern than those on the workers her sting was not so long
in proportion, but I must confess it looked efficient.
In comb on the wrist
of my Lady Wasp
fact, a yellow-jacket's sting is a formidable looking spear
when seen through a microscope, since it has on one side some backward
projecting barbs, meant to hold it firm when driving home the thrust.
While wasps are fond of honey and other sweets, they are also fond of
animal food and eat a great many insects, benefiting us greatly by
destroying mosquitoes and flies. As no food is stored for their winter use,
all wasps excepting the queens die of the cold.
The queens crawl away
to protected places and seem to be able to withstand the rigors of winter;
each queen, in the spring, makes a little comb of a few cells, covering it
with a thin layer of paper. She then laj^s eggs in these cells and gathers
food for the young; but when these first members of the family, which are
always workers, come to maturity, they take upon themselves the work
After that, the queen
of enlarging the nest and caring for the young.
devotes her energies to laying eggs.
Wasps enlarge their houses by cutting away the paper from the inside
of the covering, to give more room for building the combs wider; to compensate for this, they build additional layers on the outside of the nest.
Thus it is, that every wasp's nest, however large, began as a little comb of
a few cells and was enlarged to meet the needs of the rapidly glowing
family.
Ordinarily the nest made one year is not used again.
;
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LESSON XCIX
The Yellow-jacket

—

Leading thought The wasps were the original paper makers, using
wood pulp for the purpose. Some species construct their houses of paper
in the trees or bushes while others build in the ground.

—

Method Take a deserted wasp-nest, the larger the better, with sharp
remove one side of the covering of the nest, leaving the combs
exposed and follow with the questions and suggestions indicated. From
this study of the nest encourage the children to observe more closely the
wasps and their habits, which they can do in safety if they learn to move
scissors

quietly while observing

—

(See Fig. page 457.)

Observations
i.
Which kind of wasp do you think made this nest?
Of what is the nest made? Where did the wasp get the material? How
do the wasps make wood into paper?
2.
What is the general shape of the nest? Is the nest well covered to
protect it from rain? Where is the door where the wasps went in and
out? Is the covering of the nest all of the same color? Do these differences in color give you any idea of how the wasps build the paper into the
nest?
Does the paper tear more easily one way than another? Is the
covering of the nest solid or in layers?
How many combs or stories are there in the wasp house? How
3.
are they fastened together and how suspended ?
Compare the combs of the wasp-nest with those of the honey-bee.
4.
How do they resemble each other and how differ? Do the cells open upward or downward? For what purpose are the combs in the wasp-nest
used? Are all the cells of the same size? Do you know the reason for
this difference in size ?

How

do the young wasp grubs manage to cling to the cells head
Are the cells lined with a different color and does this lining
extend out over the opening in some cases? Is this lining of the cells
made of paper also ? Do you know how a young wasp looks and how the
5.

downward?

white lining of the

cells is

made?

Do you believe that some wasps

of the colony are always posted as
sentinels at the door to give warning if the colony is attacked?
Do wasps store food to sustain them during the winter? What
7.
happens to them during winter? Is the same nest used year after year.
8.
Can you describe the beginning of this wasp-nest? When was it
made ? Tell the story of the wasp that made it.
large was the nest
at first?
was the nest enlarged?
What is the food of wasps?
do these insects benefit us?
9.
10.
Write a story giving the life history of a wasp.
In the summer watch a yellow-jacket eat from a dish of sweetened
11.
fruit which you may place out of doors to coax her to come where you can
carefully observe her.
What are the colors of the yellow -jacket ? Where
is the yellow?
are the yellow bands made ornamental?
does
she fold her wings?
many wings has she? What is the color of her
legs?
Describe her antennas and eyes.
does she eat the fruit juice?
Can you see the motion of her body when she breathes?
6.

How

How

How

How

How

How

How
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THE LEAF-CUTTER BEE
Teacher's Story

NE beautiful day in late June

when

I

was picking some

saw a

bee, almost as large as a honey-bee but
difEerent in shape and darker in color, alight on a leaf
and moving with nervous rapidity, cut a circle out of
roses, I

a leaf with her jaws "quicker'n a wink;" then taking
the piece between her fore-feet and perhaps holding it
also with her jaws, she flew away, the green disk
looking as large in proportion to her size as a big base
drum hung to the neck of a small drummer. I waited
long for her to come back, but she came not; meanwhile I examined the leaves of the rose bush antffound many circlets, and also many oblong holes with the ends deeply
rounded, cut from the leaflets.
I knew the story of the little bee and was glad I had seen her cut a
leaflet with her jaw shears, which work sidewise like real shears.
I knew
that somewhere she had found a cavity big enough for her needs perhaps
she had tunneled it herself in the dead wood of some post or stump, using
her jaws to cut away the chips; maybe she had found a crevice beneath
the shingles of a roof or beneath a stone in the field, or she may have rolled
a leaf; anyway, her little cave was several inches long, circular in outline
and large enough to admit her body. She first cut a long piece from the
rose leaf and folded it at the end of the tunnel; and then she brought
another and another long piece and bent and shaped them into a little
thimble-like cup, fastening them together with some saliva glue, from her
mouth. After the cup was made to her liking, she went in search of food,
which was found in the pollen of some flowers. This pollen was carried
not as the honey-bees do, because she has no pollen baskets on her legs;
but it was dusted into the 'fur on the lower side of her body; as she
scraped the pollen off, she mixed it with some nectar which she had
also found in the flowers, and made it into a pasty mass and heaped it at
the bottom of the cup she probably made many visits to flowers before
she had a sufficient amount of this bee pastry, and then she laid an egg
upon it after this, she immediately flew back to the rose bush to cut a lid
She is a nice mathematician and she cuts the lid just a little
for her cup.
larger than the rim of the cup, so that it may be pushed down in, making
it fit very closely around the edges; she then cuts another and perhaps
another of the same size and puts them over and fastened to the first cover.
When finished, it is surely the prettiest baby basket ever made by a
mother, all safely enclosed to keep out enemies. But her work is then
only begun. She has other baby baskets to make and she perhaps makes
ten or more, placing one cup just ahead of another in the little tunnel.
But what is happening meanwhile to the bee babies in the baskets?
The egg hatches into a little white bee grub which falls to and eats the
pollen and nectar paste with great eagerness.
As it eats, it grows and
sheds its skeleton skin as often as it becomes too tight, and then eats and
grows some more. How many mothers would know just how much food
it would require to develop a child from infancy until it grows up
This
bee mother knows well this amount and when the food is all gone, the little
bee grub is old enough to change to a pupa; it looks very different now.
;

;

;

!
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and although mummy-shaped we can see its folded wings and antennae.
After remaining a motionless pupa for a few days, it sheds its pupa skin
and now it is a bee just like its mother; but as the oldest bee is at the
bottom of the tunnel, even after it gets its wings and gnaws its way out of
its basket, it very likely cannot escape and find its way out into the sunshiny world, until its younger brothers and sisters have gone out before it.
There are many species of these leaf-cutter bees and each species makes
its own kind of a nest, always cutting the same size of circlets and usually
its own special kind of leaf to make this cradle.
Some are
daintier in their tastes and use rolled petals instead of leaves; and we
have found some tiny cups made of gorgeous peony petals, and some of
pansy petals, a most exquisite material.
At Chautauqua we found a species which rolled maple leaves into a
tube which held three or four cups, and we also found there a bee stowing
her cups in the open end of a tubular rod, used to hold up an awning.
There are other species which make short tunnels in the ground for their
nests, but perhaps the most common of all wedge their cups between or
beneath the shingles on the roofs of summer cottages.
But, however or
wherever the leaf-cutter works, she is a master mechanic and does her
work with niceness and daintiness.

choosing

Pansy

cut by leaf-cutter bee.
Drawing by Anna C. Stryke.
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LESSON C
The Leaf-cutter Bee
Leading ihotight—When we see the edges of rose leaves with holes of
regular pattern in them, some of the holes being oblong and some circular,
we know the leaf-cutter bee has cut them to make her cradle cups.
Method ^It is very easy to find in June or autumn the leaves from
which the leaf-cutter bee has cut the bedding for her young. Encourage
the pupils to look for the nest during the summerand to bring some of the
cups to school when they return, where they may be studied in detail;
meanwhile the teacher may tell the story of the nest. This is rather

—

difficult for

the pupils to work out.

—

Do you find rose leaves with round holes cut in their
Observations
i
edges? Do you find on the same bush some leaflets with oblong holes in
them? Sketch or describe the rose leaf thus cut, noting exactly the shape
Are the circular holes of the same size? Are the long holes
of the holes.
about equal in size and shape? Do you find any other plants with holes
like these cut in them?
Do you find any petals of flowers thus cut?
2.
What do you think made these holes? If an insect was taking a
Watch the rose bush careleaf for food would the holes be as regular?
fully and see if you can discover the insect which cuts the leaf.
.

Leaf-cutter bee; tlie rose leaf cut by her ; her nest-cups removed
from the tube in which tliey were built, the cup made first
cut open to show bee larva.
Photo by Slingerland.
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black bee carrying pieces of rose

leaves between her front feet ? With what instrument do you suppose she
cut the leaves? Where do you think she was going?
Have you ever found the nest of the leaf -cutter bee? Was it in a
4.
tunnel made in dead wood or in some crack or cranny ? How many of the
little rose leaf cups are there in it?
How are the cups placed? Are the
little bees stiU. in the cups or can you see the holes through which they

crawled out?

How are the pieces of
the lid put on ? Soak the cup in
Describe how many of the long pieces
were used and how they were bent to make a cup. Oi how many thicknesses is the cover made? Are the covers just the same size or a little
larger than the top of the cup ?
How does the cover fit so tightly ?
6.
If you find the nest in July or early August, examine one of the
cups carefully and see what there is in it. Take off the cover without
injuring it.
What is at the bottom of the nest? Is there an insect
within it? How does it look? What is it doing ? Of what do you think
its food was made?
How and by whom was the food placed in the cup?
Place the nest in a box or jar with mosquito netting over the top, and put
it out of doors in a safe and shaded place.
Look at it often and see what
this insect changes into.
If the mother bee made each little nest cup and put in the bee7.
bread, and honey for her young, which cup contains the oldest of the
family? Which the youngest? How do you think the full-grown bees
get out of the cup ?
8.
Do you think that the same species of bee always cuts the same
sized holes in a leaf?
Is it the same species which cuts the rose leaves and
the pansy petals ?
5.

Take one cup and study

leaves folded to make the cups ?
water until it comes apart easUy.

it

carefully.

How is

THE LITTLE CARPENTER-BEE
Teacher's Story

AKE

a dozen dead twigs from almost any sumac or

elder, split

them

lengthwise,

and

j^ou will find in at

one or two of them, a little tunnel down the center where the pith once was.
In the month of June

least

or July, this narrow tunnel is made into an insect
apartment house, one little creature in each apartment, partitioned off from the one above and the one
below. The nature of this partition rcA^eals to us
whether the occupants are bees or wasps; if it is
made of tiny chips, like fine sawdust glued together, a
bee made it and there are little bees in the cells if it
is made of bits of sand or mud glued together, a wasp was the architect
and young wasps are the inhabitants. Also, if the food in the cells is
poUen paste, it was placed there by a bee; if of paralyzed insects or
spiders, a wasp made the nest.
The little carpenter-bee (Ceratina dupla) is a beautiful creature,
scarcely one quarter of an inch in length, with metallic blue body and
;

;
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rainbow tinted wings. In May, she selects some broken twig
of sumac, elder or raspberry, which gives her access to the
this she at once begins to dig out, mouthful by mouth-pith
ful, until she has made a smooth tunnel several inches long;
she then gathers pollen and packs bee-bread in the bottom of
the cell to the depth of a quarter-inch, and then lays upon
it, a tiny white egg.
She then brings back some of her chips
of pith and glues them together, making a partition about onetenth of an inch thick, which she fastens firmly to the sides of
the tunnel this is the roof for the first cell and the floor of
the next one; she then gathers more pollen, lays another egg,
and builds another partition.
Thus she fills the tunnel, almost to the opening, with cells,
sometimes as many as fourteen; but she always leaves a space
for a vestibule near the door, and in this she makes her home
while her family below her are growing up.
The egg in the lowest cell of course hatches first; a little
bee grub issues from it and eats the bee-bread industriously
and grows by shedding his skin when it becomes too tight;
then he changes to a pupa and later to a bee resembling his
mother. But, though fully grown, he cannot get out into the
The little car
penter-bee- her Sunshine, for all his younger brothers and sisters are blocking
so he simply tears down the partition
nest, cut open, the tunnel ahead of him
showing the above him and kicks the little pieces of it behind him, and bides
eldest larva at
his time until the next youngest brother tears down the parthe bottom and
the youngest tition above his head and pushes its fragments behind him
nearest the en- into the very face of the elder which, in turn, performs a
trance.
similar act; and thus, while he is waiting, he is kept more
or less busy pushing behind him the broken bits of all the
Finally, the youngest gets his growth, and there
partitions above him.
they all are in the tunnel, the broken partitions behind the hindmost at
the bottom of the nest, and the young bees packed closely together in a
row with heads toward the door. When we find the nest at this period,
;

;

;

we know the mother because her head is toward her young ones and her
back to the door. A little later, on some bright morning, they all come
out into the sunshine and flit about on gauzy, rainbow wings, a very
happy family, out of prison.
But if the brood is a late one, the home must be cleaned out and used as
a winter nest, and still the loyal little mother bee stays true to her post
she is the last one to enter the nest; and not until they are all housed
It is easy to distinguish her for her poor wings are
within, does she enter.
torn and frayed with her long labor of building the nest, until they scarcely
serve to carry her afield but despite this she remains on guard over her
brood, for which she has worn out her own life.
;

Nest of carpenter-wasp.
Comstock's ManuaL
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The story of the little carpenter-wasps is similar to that of the bee,
except that we have reason to believe they often use her abandoned
tunnels instead of making new ones
They make their little partitions
out of mud their pupae are always in long, slender, silken cocoons, and we
have no evidence that the mother remains in attendance.
;

LESSON

CI

The Little Carpenter-bee
Leading thought Not all bees live in colonies like
the honey-bees and bumblebees.
One tiny bee rears
her brood within a tunnel which she makes in the
pith of sumac, elder or raspberry.
Method This lesson may be given in June or in
October.
In June, the whole family of bees in their
apartments may be observed in autumn, the empty
tenement with the fragments of the partitions still
clinging may be readily found and examined and
sometimes a whole family may be found, stowed away

—

—

;

;

in the

home

tunnel, for the winter.

—

Observations
i.
Collect dead twigs of sumac or
elder and cut them in half, lengthwise.
Do you find
any with the pith tunneled out?
How long is the tunnel ? Are its sides smooth ?
2
Can you see the partitions which divide the long
narrow tunnel into cells? Look at the partitions with
a lens, if necessary to determine whether they are made
of tiny bits of wood or of mud.
If made of mud, what
insect made them?
If of little chips how and by what
were they constructed?
Are there any insects in the cells? If so.
3.
describe them.
Is there bee-bread in the cells?
For what was the tunnel made? With what
4.
tools was it made?
How are the partitions fastened
How does a young bee look?
together?
Write the story of the oldest of the bee family
5.
which lived in this tunnel. Why did it hatch first?
On what did it feed? When it became a full fledged
bee, what did it do?
How did it finally get out?
Take a glass tube, the hollow at the center
6
being about one-eighth of an inch across, a tube
which you can get in any drug-store. Break this
tube into sections, six or seven inches long, wrap
around each a black paper or cloth, made fast with
rubber bands and suspend them in a hedge or among
thick bushes in May.
Examine these tubes each week
to see if the wasps or bees are using them.
.

,

Supplementary
Best," in

reading

Ways of the

—"The

Story

Six-footed, Comstock.

We

Love

Nest of large carpenler-wasp
Comstock's Manual.

;
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THE BUMBLEBEE
Teacher's Story
Thou, in sunny solitudes.
Rover of the underwoods.

The green silence dost replace
With thy mellow, breezy bass.

— Emerson.

iE^J_t~&~§^;~I HERE seems to have been an hereditary war between
"" "
-»- - i.jjg farm boy and the bumblebee, the hostilities

by the boy. Like many wars, it
very foolish and wicked, and has resulted in great
harm to both parties. Luckily, the boys of to-day are
more enlightened and it is to be hoped that they
will learn to endure a bee sting or two for the sake of
protecting these diminishing hosts, upon which so

usually initiated
is

;

many flowers depend for carrying their pollen; for
of all the insects of the field, the bumblebees are the best and most
needed friends of the flowers.
The bumblebees are not so thrifty and forehanded as are the honeybees, and do not provide enough honey to sustain the whole colony during
the winter. Only the mother bees, or queens as they are called, survive
the cold season. Just how they do it, we do not know, but probably they
are better nourished and therefore have more endurance than the workers.
In early May, one of the most delightful of spring visitants is one of these
great btizzing queens, flying low over the freshening meadows, trying to
find a suitable place for her nest; and the farmer or fruit grower who
knows his business, is as anxious as she that she find suitable quarters,
knowing well that she and her children will render him most efficient aid
in growing his fruit and seed.
She finally selects some cosy place, very
likely a deserted nest of the field mouse, and there begins to build her
home. She toils early and late, gathering pollen and nectar from the
blossoms of the orchard and other flowers which she makes into a special
kind of bee-bread, by mixing it with nectar. This is packed in an irregular mass and on it she lays a few eggs; each little bee grub, as soon as it
hatches, burrows into the bee-bread, making a little cave for itself while
satisfying its appetite.
After it is fully grown, it spins about itself a
cocoon and changes to a pupa, and later emerges a full-fledged worker
bumblebee, being scarcely more than half as large as her queen mother.
These workers or daughters of the family find full satisfaction in life in
attending to the wants of the growing family. They gather more pollen
and mix it with honey, making larger masses for the young to burrow in
meanwhile, the queen remains at home and devotes her energies to laying
eggs for the enlargement of the colony. The workers not only care for
the young, but later they strengthen the silken pupa cradles with wax,
and thus make them into cells for storing honey. When we understand
that the cells in the bumblebee's nest are simply made by the young bees
burrowing in any direction, we can understand why the bumblebee comb
Perhaps the boy of the
is so disorderly in the arrangement of its cells.
farm would find the rank bumblebee honey less like the ambrosia of the
gods, if he knew that it was stored in the deserted cradles and swaddling
clothes of the bumblebee grubs.
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of the

first

owner of

the nest.

Photo by Slingerland.

All of the eggs in the

bumblebee nest

in the spring

and early summer

develop into workers which do incidentally the vast labor of carrying
pollen for thousands of flowers; to these only is granted the privilege of
carrying the pollen for the red clover, since the tongues of the other bees
are not sufficiently long to reach the nectar.
The red clover does not
produce seed in sufficient quantity to be a profitable crop, unless there are
bumblebees to pollinate its blossoms. Late in the summer, queens and
drones are developed in the bumblebee nest, the drones, as with the
honey-bees, being mates for the queens.
But of all the numerous population of the bumblebee nest, only the queens survive the rigors of winter,
and on them and their success depends the future ot the bumblebee
species.

There are many species of bumblebees, some much smaller than others,
but they all have the thorax covered with plush above and the abdomen
hairy, and their fur is usually marked in various patterns of pale yellow
and black. The bumblebee of whatever species, has short but very active
antennae and a mouth fitted for biting as well as for sucking. Between
the large compound eyes are three simple eyes.
The wings are four in
number and strong; the front legs are very short; all the legs have hairs
over them and end in a three-jointed foot, tipped by a claw. On the hind
leg, the tibia and the first tarsal joint are enlarged, making the pollen
baskets on which the pollen is heaped in golden masses. One of the most
interesting observations possible to make, is to note how the bumblebee
brushes the pollen from her fur and packs it into her pollen baskets.
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LESSON

CII

The Bumblebee

—

Leading thought The bumblebees are the chief pollen carriers for most
They
of our wild flowers as well as for the clovers and other farm plants.
should, therefore, be kindly treated everywhere and we should be careful
not to hurt the big queen bumblebee which we see often in May.
Method ^Ask the questions and encourage the pupils to answer them
as they have opportunity to observe the bumblebees working in the
A bumblebee may be imprisoned in a tumbler for a short period
flowers.
for observation, and then allowed to go unharmed.
It is not advisable to
study the nest, which is not only a dangerous proceeding for the pupil, but
it also means the destruction of a colony of these very useful insects.
However, if the location of a nest is discovered, it may be dug up and
studied after the first heavy frost.
Special stress should be laid upon the
observations of the actions of the bees when visiting flowers.
Observations^!. In how many flowers do you find the bumblebee?
Watch her closely and see how she gets the nectar. Notice how she
"bumbles around" in a flower and becomes dusted with pollen. Watch
her and note how she gets the pollen off her fur and packs it in her pollen
baskets.
On which legs are her pollen baskets? How does the pollen
What does she do with pollen and nectar?
look when packed in them?
Catch a bumblebee in a jelly glass and look at her closely. Can
2.
you see three little eyes between the big compound eyes? Describe her
Are they active? How many pairs of wings has she? Do
antennse.
you think they are strong? Which pair of legs is the shortest? How
many segments are there in the leg? Do you see the claws on the foot?
What is the bumblebee's covering? What is the color of her
3.
plush? Is she furry above and below?
Can you see that she can bite as well as suck with her mouth-parts ?
4.
Will a bumblebee sting a person unless she is first attacked?
Have you seen the very large queen bumblebee in the spring, flying
5.
near the ground hunting for a place to build a nest?
must you be
very careful not to hurt her ? How does she pass the winter ? What does
she do first, in starting the nest?
In how many ways does the bumblebee benefit us?
6.
;

—

Why
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THE HONEY-BEE
Teacher's Story

URING many years naturalists have been studying the habits and adaptations of the honeybees, and, as yet, the story of their wonderful

ways is not half told. Although we know fairly
well what the bees do, yet we have no inkling of
the processes which lead to a perfect govern-

ment and management of the bee community;
and even the beginner may discover things
never known before about these fascinating
little workers.
In beginning this work it might
be well to ask the pupils if they have ever heard of a republic that has
many kings and only one queen; and where the citizens do all the
governing without voting, and where the kings are powerless and the
queen works as hard and longer than any of her subjects; and then tell
them that the pages of history contain no account of a republic so wonderful as this; yet the nearest beehive is the home of just this sort of
government.
In addition to the interest of the bee colony from a nature-study standpoint, it is well to get the children interested in bee-keeping as a commercial enterprise.
A small apiary well managed may bring in an acceptable
income and it should be the source of a regular revenue to the boys and
girls of the farm, for one hive should net the young bee-keeper from three
to five dollars per year and prove a business education to him in the mean;

time.
socialists.
They have non-competitive labor, united
habitations and unity of interests. The bee commune
is composed of castes as immutable as those of the Brahmins, but these
castes exist for the benefit of the whole society instead of for the individuals belonging to them.
These castes we have named queens, drones and
workers, and perhaps, first of all, we should study the physical adaptations
of the members of these castes for their special work in the community.

Bees are perfect

capital,

communal

The Worker (p. 446, Fig. 3.)
There are three divisions to the body of the bee, as in all insects head,
thorax and abdomen. The head bears the eyes, antennas and mouthparts, (p. 448, W.)
There are two large compound eyes on either side
of the head and three simple eyes between them.
The antennae arise from
the face, each consisting of two parts, one straight segment at the base,
and the end portion which is curved and made up of many segments.
There is also a short, bead-like segment where the antenna joins the face.
A lens is needed to see the jaws of the bee, folded across, much like a pair of
hooks, and below them the tongue, which is a sucking tube the length of
the tongue is very important for upon this depends the ability of the bee to
get nectar from the flowers.
The thorax bears three pairs of legs below and two pairs of wings
above. Each leg consists of six segments, and the foot or tarsus has four
segments and a pair of claws. The front leg has an antennae comb between
the tibia and tarsus, (p. 447, F, a,) the hind leg has a pollen basket, which
is a long cavity bordered by hairs wherein the pollen is packed and carried

—

;

,

(p. 447,

A, pb.)

On

the other side of the large joint beyond the pollen
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basket are rows of spines which are used to remove the pollen from the
baskets (p. 447 B pc,) and between these two large segments are the pincers for removing the wax (p. 447, B, wp.)
The front pair of wings is larger than the hind pair. The wings of the
old bees that have done much work are always frayed at the edges.
There are six segments or rings to the abdomen, plainly visible from
above.
If the five segm.ents next the thorax are marked alDOve with yellow bands on their front edges, the bee is an Italian. On the lower side of
the abdomen, each segment is made up of a central plate with an overlapping plate on each side; just at the front edge on each side of the central plate is a wax pocket which cannot be seen unless the bee is dissected
under a microscope. From these pockets are secreted little flecks of wax
(p. 448,X.)
,

,

The Queen
The queen bee is a truly royal insect. She is much larger than the
worker, her body being ong, pointed and extending far beyond the tips of
]

,

Fig.l

Fig.

2

Fig.

3

WB^:

Fig.
I.

Queen

bee.

4

Drone.
4.

Queen

Worker;

all

cells.

From How to Keep Bees — Comstock.
Drawn by A. J. Hammar.

enlarged.
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She has no pollen baskets or
clos:ed wings, giving her a graceful form.
pollen comb upon her legs, because it is not a part of her work to gather
The queen bee starts life as an ordinary worker egg,
pollen or honey.

her

Legs of worker honey-bee.
leg showing the nine segments and claws; ph, tJie
pollen basket of tibia; B. inner surface of part of hind leg; wp, waxpincers;
pc, pollen-combs ; C. inner surface of part of hind leg of queen;
D, inner surface of part of hind leg of drone ; E, part of middle leg of
worker; s, spur; F, part of fore leg showing the antenna cleaner a;
G, part of antenna showing sense-hairs and sense-pits.

A, outer surface of hind

—

From How to Keep Bees Comstock.
Drawn by A. J. Hammar.

The workers tear down the
is selected for special development.
partitions of the cells around the chosen egg and build a projection over
The little white bee grub,
the top, making an apartment, (p. 446, Fig. 4.)
as soon as it hatches, is fed for five days on the same food as is given to
the worker grubs for three days; it is a special substance, secreted by the
This food is very nourishing, and after
worker bees, called royal jelly.
being reared upon it, the princess larva weaves around herself a silken
cocoon and changes to a pupa. Meanwhile the workers have sealed her

which

cell

with wax.
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When the princess-pupa changes to the full-grown queen she cuts a
circular door in the cover of the cell and pushes through it into the world.
Her first real work is to hunt for other queen cells and if she finds one, she
will, if not hindered, make a hole in its side and sting to death the poor
princess within.
If she finds another full-grown queen, the two fight
until one succumbs.
The queen never uses her sting upon anything or
anyone except a rival queen.
After a few days she takes her marriage flight in the air, where she
mates with some drone, and then returns to her hive and begins her great
work as mother of the colony. She runs about on the comb, pokes her
head into a cell to see if it is ready, then turning about thrusts her abdomen
in and neatly glues an egg fast to the bottom.
When the honey season is at its height she works with great rapidity,
sometimes laying at the rate of six eggs per minute, often producing 3,000
eggs during a day, which would equal twice her own weight.
If the
workers do not allow her to destroy the other queens, she then takes a
portion of her colony with her and swarms out, seeking a home elsewhere.

D, head of drone; Q, head of queen bee: W, head of worker;
X, worker bee seen from below, showing plates of wax
secreted

from wax

pockets.

—

From How to Keep Bees Comstock.
Drawn by A. J. Hammar,
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The Drone

He
shape from the queen and the worker.
is broad and blunt, being very different in shape from the queen, and
larger than the worker, (p 446 Fig 2 ) He has no pollen baskets on his legs
and has no sting. His eyes are very much larger than those of the queen
or the worker and unite at the top of the head (p. 448, D.)
His wings
It is not his
are larger and stronger than those of the worker or queen.
business to go out and gather honey or to help in the work of the hive.
His tongue is not long enough to get honey from the flowers; he has no
pollen basket in which to carry pollen; he has no sting to fight enemies
and no pockets for secreting wax he is fed by his sister wo kers until the
latter part of the season when the honey supply runs low, and then he is
stung or bitten to death by these same sisters who have always given him
such good care. The drone should be called a prince or king, since his
particular office in the hive is to mate with the queen.
References—Row to Keep Bees, Comstock
The Bee People, Morley.
The drone

differs

much

in

.

,

,

.

;

;

LESSON CHI

—

The Honey-bee

Leading thought In a colony of honey-bees there are three different
All of these
forms of bees, the queens, the drones, and the workers.
>have their own special work to do for the community.
Method In almost every country or village community there is an
apiary, or at least someone who keeps a few colonies of bees; to such the
If this is not practical the
teacher must turn for material for this lesson.
teacher may purchase specimens from any bee dealer; she may, for instance, get an untested queen with attendant workers in a queen cage sent
by mail for a small sum. These could be kept alive for some time by
feeding them with honey, during which time the pupils can study the
forms of the two castes. Any apiary during September will give enough
dead drones for a class to observe. Although ordinarily we do not advocate the study of dead specimens, yet common sense surely has its place
in nature-study; and in the case of the honey-bee, a closer study of the
form of the insect is desirable than the living bee might see fit to permit.
There are no more wonderfvil instances of adaptation of form to life than
moreover, it
is found in the anatomy of the workers, queens and drones
is highly desirable if the pupils are ever to become bee-keepers, that they

—

;

shall

know these adaptations.

A lens is almost necessary for these lessons and a compound microscope
used with a low power would be a very desirable adjunct. This lesson
should not be given below the fifth grade; and it is better adapted to
eighth grade work.

The Worker

—

How many

divisions of the body are there?
organs are borne on the head ?
Are there small, simple eyes between the large compound ones?
What is the difference between the large eyes and the small?
Describe the antennae.
What can you see of the mouth? Describe it.

Observations

What

i.

..

'
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Look

9.

10.

and

at the tongue under the microscope

for getting nectar
8.
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from

see

how

fitted

it is

flowers.

What

organs are borne on the thorax?
Study the front or middle leg. How many joints has it?
With a lens find the antennae cleaner on the front leg. Describe

it.
1 1

12.

Describe the feet and claws.
Compare the third segment of the hind leg with that of the front

leg.

Note that this segment of the hind leg is much wider. Note its
13.
form and describe how it forms the pollen basket.
Study the next segment of the hind leg, and note the wax pincers
14.
and the pollen combs.
Compare the front and hind wing as to shape and size.
15.
16.
How many rings are there on the abdomen and how are the rings
colored above.

Study the lower side of the body; do you know where the wax
17.
comes from?
18.
Write an English theme on the development of the larva of the
worker bee the duties of a worker bee from the time it issues from its
cocoon until it dies working for the colony.
;

The Queen Bee
and shape from the worker?
Has she pollen baskets or pollen combs on her hind legs?
2.
How does the shape of the abdomen differ from that of the worker ?
3
Write an English theme on the life of a queen bee. This should
4.
cover the following points: The kind of cell in which the queen is
developed the kind of food on which she is reared the fact that she never
stings people but reserves her sting for other queens why she does not
go out to gather honey; how and by whom and on what she is fed; she
would not use pollen baskets if she had them; the work she does for the
colony; the length of her life compared with that of a worker; the time
of year when new queens are developed, and what becomes of the old
queen when a new one takes her place; why she is called a queen.
1.

How does the

queen

differ in size

;

;

;

The Drone
1.

How

does the drone differ in size and form of bod}^ from the

worker ?
2

How does he

differ in these respects

from the queen ?

Has he pollen baskets on his -legs?
Has he a sting?
4.
Compare his eyes with those of the queen and worker.
5.
Compare the size of his wings with those of the queen and worker.
6.
Write an English theme on the drone. This should cover the fol7.
lowing points: In what sort of cell is the drone developed; does he go
out to gather honey or help in the work of the hive how he is fed how
he is unfitted for work for the colony in the following particulars Tongue,
lack of pollen baskets, lack of sting, and of wax pockets; why the drone
should be called a prince or king; the death of the drones; when and by
what means it occurs.
3.

;

;

:
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Honey-comb
Teacher's Story
:

HE

of honey-comb has been for ages
admired by mathematicians, who have measured the angles of the cells and demonstrated
the accurate manner in which the rhombshaped cell changes at its base to a three faced
pyramid; and proven that, considering the
material of construction, honey-comb exemplifies the strongest and most economic struc-

structure

ture possible for the storing of liquid contents.
While recent instruments of greater precision
in measuring angles, show less perfection in
honey-comb than the ancients believed, yet the fact still stands that
the general plan of it is mathematically excellent.
Some have tried to detract from bee skill, by stating that the six-sided
cell is simply the result of crowding cells together.
Perhaps this was the
remote origin of the hexagonal cell but if we watch a bee build her comb,
we find that she begins with a base laid out in triangular pyramids, on
either side of which she builds out six-sided cells.
A cell just begun, is as
distinctly six-sided as when completed.
The shape of the cell of a honey-comb is six-sided in cross section.
The bottom is a three-sided pyramid and its sides help form pyramids
at the bottom of the cells opposite, thus economizing every particle of
space.
In the hive, the cells lie horizontal usually, although sometimes
the combs are twisted.
The honey is retained
in the cell by a cap of
wax which is made in a
very cunning fashion;
it consists of a circular disc at the mid;

dle

supported

from

the six angles of the
cell by six tiny girders.

The comb is made

fast

to the section of the
hive by being plastered upon it.
The
foundation comb sold
to apiarists is quite
thick,
so that the
edges of the cell may

be drawn out and almost complete the
A section of honey. Note the caps to the cells, each
cell.
sides
the
of
supported by six girders.
However, the foundation comb is expensive and is ordinarily used by the bee-keeper simply as
a starter, which means a little strip a few inches or so in width fastened
to the top of a section just to give the bees a hint that this is the direction
in which the comb should be built, a hint which the bees invariably take.
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honey-comb are used also for the storing of bee-bread and also
young bees.
References ^The Bee People, Morley; How to Keep Bees, Comstock.

The

cells of

as cradles for the

—

Starters of foundation comb in section boxes, partially built out by the bees.
The section at the left has a "starter" of foundation comb. The other
sections show the work of the bees in drawing out and
biiilding on the "starters."

LESSON CIV
The Honey-comb

—

Leading thought The cells of honey-comb are six-sided and in double
rows and are very perfectly arranged for the storing of honey, so as to save
room.
Materials A section filled with honey and also a bit of empty comb
and a bit of commercial foundation comb which may be obtairled in

—

any

apiary.

—

Observations
Look at a bit of empty honey-comb what is the
i
shape of the cell as you look down into it?
What is the shape of the bottom of the cell?
2.
How does the bottom of the cell join the bottom of the cell oppo3.
E.xplain how honey-comb economizes space as storage for honey,
site ?
and why an economy of space is of use to bees in the wild state.
In the hive is the honej^-comb placed so that the length of the cells
4.
are horizontal or up and down?
Observe honey-comb containing honey; how is the honey retained
5.
in the cells?
Carefully take off a cap from the honey cell and see if you can
6.
find the six girders that extend inward from the angles of the cell to
support the circular portion in the center.
By what means is the honey-comb made fast to the sides of the
7.
section or the hive ?
8.
Study a bit of foundation comb and note where the bees will pull
out the wax to form the cell.
and how is foundation comb used by the bee-keeper?
9.
For what purpose besides storing honey are the cells of honey10.
comb used by the bees?

Why

.

;
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INDUSTRIES OF THE HIVE AND THE OBSERVATION HIVE
Teacher's Story

man furnishes for
the bee colonies, the wild bees ordinarily living
in hollow trees or in caves.
The usual hive
consists of a box which is the lower story and
of one or more upper stories, called "supers."
In the lower story are placed frames for the'
brood and for storing the honey for the winter
use of the bees.
In the supers are placed the
sections, each of which is planned to hold a
pound of honey. It is the habit of the bees to
place their brood in the lower part of their
nests and store honey in the upper portions.
The bee-keepers have taken advantage of this habit of the bees and
remove the supers with their filled sections and replace them with others
The number of bees in a
to be filled, and thus get a large crop of honey.
colony varies; there should be at least 40,000 in a healthy colony. Of
these a large proportion are workers there may be a few hundred drones
the latter part of the season but only one queen.
Honey-comb is built of wax and is hung from the frame so that the
cells are horizontal; its purpose is to cradle the young and for the storage
The wax used for building the comb is a secretion
of pollen and honey.
of the bees; when comb is needed, a number of self -elected bee citizens
gorge themselves with honey and hang themselves up in a curtain, each
bee reaching up with her fore feet and taking hold of the hind feet of the
one above her. After remaining thus for some time the wax appears in
EE-hivesare the houses which

;

little plates,

one on each

of
the second,
side
third, fourth and fifth
segments of the abdo-

This wax is
men.
chewed by the bees
and made into comb.
Honey is made from
the nectar of

flowers

which the bee takes
into her honey stomach.
This,by the way,
is not the true stomach
of the bee and
has
nothing to do with
digestion.
It is simply
a receptacle for storing
the nectar, which is
mixed with some secretion from the glands of
the bee which brings

about

chemical

changes,

the

which

changing the

is

chief

of

a home-made

observation hi
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cane sugar of the nectar into the more easily digested grape sugar of
After the honey is emptied from the honey stomach into
the honey.
the cell, it remains exposed to the air for some time before the cell is
capped, and thus ripens. It is an interesting fact that up to the seventeenth century honey was the only means people had for sweetening
their food, as sugar was unknown.
Bee-bread is made from the pollen of flowers which is perhaps
mixed with saliva so as to hold together; it is carried from the
field on the pollen baskets of the hind legs of the workers; it is
Propolis
packed into the cell by the bees and is used for food.
it is gathered by
it is used as a cement and varnish
is bee glue
the bees from the leaf-buds of certain trees and plants, although
It is used as
when they can get it, the bees will take fresh varnish.
a filler to make smooth the rough places of the hive it often helps hold
the combs in place; it calks every crack; it is applied as a varnish to the
cells of the honey-comb if they remain unused for a time, and if the door of
the observation hive be left open the bees will cover the inside of the glass
with this glue, and thus make the interior of the hive dark.
The young bees are footless, white grubs. Each one lives in its own
little cell and is fed by the nurse bees, which give it partly digested food
from their own stomachs.
The removal of honey from the supers does not do any harm to the bee
colony if there is enough honey left in the brood chambers to support the
There should be twenty-five or thirty pounds of
bees during the winter.
honey left in the brood chamber for winter use. In winter, the hives
should be protected from the cold by being placed in special houses or by
being encased in larger boxes, leaving an opening so that the bees may
come out in good weather. The chaff hive is best for both winter and
summer, as it surrounds the hive with a space, which is filled with chaff,
and keeps the hive warm in winter and cool in summer. Many beekeepers put their bees in cellars during the winter, but this method is not
Care should be taken in summer to place the
as safe as the chaff hive.
The grass should
hives so that they are shaded at least part of the day.
be mown around the hives so that the bees will not become entangled in it
as they return from the fields laden with honey.
What may be seen in the observation hive First of all, it is very
;

;

;

—

When more comb is
interesting to watch the bees build their comb.
needed certain members of the colony gorge themselves with honey and
remain suspended while it oozes out of the wax pockets on the lower side
This wax is collected and chewed to make it less brittle
of the abdomen.
and then is carried to the place where the comb is being built and is
molded into shape by the jaws of the workers. However, the bee that
puts the wax in place is not always the one that molds it into comb.
A bee comes into the hive with her honey stomach filled with nectar
and disgorges this into a cell. Whe)n a bee comes in loaded with pollen, she
first brushes it from the pollen baskets on her hind legs into the cell;
later another worker comes along and packs the pollen grains into the ceD
with her head, which is a comical sight.
The bee nurses run about on the comb feeding the young bee grubs
honey and pollen regurgitated from their own stomachs
Whenever the queen moves about the comb she is followed by a retinue of
devoted attendants which feed her on the rich and perfectly digested royal
partially digested
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and also take care
of her royal person and
give her every attention possible.
The
queen, when laying,
thrusts her abdomen
into the cell and glues a
little white egg to the
bottom. The specially
interesting thing about
jelly

that the queen
lays an egg
will produce a
female, or worker in the
The observation hive made and sold by A. I. Root.
smaller cells and will
always lay an egg to produce a drone or male in the larger cells.
If there is any foreign substance in the observation hive it is interesting
They dump all of the
to see the bees go to work at once to remove it.
debris out in front of the hive.
They close all crevices in the hive; and
they will always curtain the glass, if the door is kept open too much, with
propolis or bee glue, which is a very sticky substance which they get from
leaf buds and other vegetable sources.
When bees fan to set up a current
of air in the hive, they glide back and forth, moving the wings so rapidly
that we can only see a blur about their bodies.
If drones are developed in the hive, it is interesting to see how tenderly
they are fed by their sister workers, although they do not hesitate to help
themselves to the honey stored in the cells and if the observation hive is
working during September, undoubtedly the pupils may be able to see the
murder of the drones by their sisters. But the children should understand
that this killing of the drones is necessary for the preservation of the
colony, as the workers cannot store enough honey to keep the colony alive
during the winter if the drones were allowed to go on feeding.
If you see the worker bees fighting, it means that robbers are attempting to get at the stores of the observation hive.
The entrance to the hive
should at once be contracted by placing a block of wood in front, so that
there is room for only one bee at a time to pass in and out.
this

is

always
which

;

LESSON CV
The Industries of the Hive

—

Leading thought In the hive are carried on the industries of waxmaking, building of honey-comb, storing of honey and bee-bread, caring
for the young, keeping the hive clean and ventilated and calking all
crevices with bee glue.
Method This lesson should be in the nature of a demonstration. If
there is an apiary in the neighborhood, it is quite possible that the teacher
may show the pupils a hive ready for occupancy lay the bees; in any case
she will have no difficulty in borrowing a frame of brood comb, and this
with a section of honey which can be bought at the grocery store, is
sufficient if there is no observation hive.
This lesson shoul'^ be an informal talk between teacher and pupils.

—

.
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An observation hive in the schoolroom is an object of greatest interest
to the pupils, as through its glass sides they may be able to verify for
themselves the wonderful tales concerning the lives and doings of the bees
which have been told us by naturalists. Moreover, the study thus made
of the habits of the bees is an excellent preparation for the practical
apiarist, and we sincerely believe that bee-lceeping is one of the ways by
which the boys and girls of the farm may obtain money for their own use.
The observation hive is very simply constructed and can be made by
anyone who knows how to use ordinary carpenter tools. It is simply
a small, ordinary hive with a pane of glass on each side which is covered
by a hinged door. A hive thus made is placed so that the front end
rests upon a window sill the sash is lifted an inch or so, a strip of wood, or
a piece of wire netting being inserted underneath the sash except in front
of the entrance of the hive, to hinder the bees from coming back into the
room. A covered passageway should extend from the entrance of the
hive to the outside of the window sill. This window should be one which
opens away from the playground so that the bees coming and going, will
not come into collision with the pupils. The observation window should
be kept carefully shut, except when the pupils are using it, since the bees
object to light in their homes.
The A. I. Root Co., of Medina, Ohio, sell a pretty observation hive
which we have used successfully by stocking it afresh each season, it being
But it has the advantage of smalltoo small for a self-sustaining colony.
ness which enables us to see all that is going on within it, which would be
impossible in a larger hive. This hive comes in several sizes, and will be
shipped from the makers stocked with bees at prices ranging from $1.25 to
$4.00.
What is the hive, and
Observations Industries and care of the hive- i
what do wild bees use instead of the hive? Describe as follows:
2.
Describe a brood chamber and a super and the uses of each.
How many and what bees live in a hive.
3.
How the honey-comb is made and placed and the purpose of it.
4.
How the wax is produced and built into the comb.
5.
;

—

How

honey

—

.

made.
is and its uses.
propolis is and what it is used for.
How young bees look and how they are cradled and fed.
Does the removal of the honey from the supers in the fall do any

6.

What
What

7.

8.
9.

10.

harm

to the bee colony?

How much

11.

is

bee-bread

honey should a good-sized colony have

in the fall to

winter well?

How should the hives be protected in the winter and summer
What may be seen in the observation hive 13. Describe how a bee
works when building honey-comb.
How does the bee act when storing honey in a cell?
14.
1 2

—

15.
16.

How does a bee place pollen in a cell and pack it into bee-bread?
Describe how the nurse bees feed the young, and how the young

when

look
17.
18.

eating.

Describe how the "ladies in waiting" feed and care for the queen.
Try to observe the queen when she is laying eggs and describe her

actions.
19.

?

How

do the bee workers keep their house clean?
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20.
How do they stop all crevices in the hive? If you keep the hive
uncovered too long, how will they curtain the window?
Describe the actions of the bees when th^y are ventilating the
21.

hive.

there are any drones in the hive, describe how they are fed.
can you tell queens, drones and workers apart?

22.

If

23.

How
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OTHER INVERTEBRATE-ANIMAL STUDY
THE GARDEN SNAIL
Teacher's Story

ERCHANCE

who speak so glibly of a "snail's pace"
should study it, they would not sneer at it, for carefully
observed, it seems the most wonderful method of locomotion
ever devised by animal. Naturally enough, the snail cannot gallop since it has but one foot but it is safe to assert
that this foot, which is the entire lower side of the body, is a
remarkable organ of locomotion. Let a snail crawl up the side of a
tumbler and note how this foot stretches out and holds on. It has
flanges along the sides, which secrete an adhesive substance that enables
the snail to cling, and yet it also has the power of letting go at will. The
slow, even, pushing forward of the whole body, weighted by the unbalanced shell, is as mysterious and seemingly as inevitable, as the march
of fate, so little is the motion connected with any apparent muscular
effort.
But when his snailship wishes to let go and retire from the world,
this foot performs a feat which is certainly worthy of a juggler; it folds
itself lengthwise, and the end on which the head is retires first into the
And now find
shell, the tail end of the foot being the last to disappear.
if

those

;

your snail!
Never was an animal so capable of stretching out and then folding up
Turn
all its organs, as is this little tramp who carries his house with him.
one on his back when he has withdrawn into his little hermitage, and
watch what happens. Soon he concludes he will find out where he is, and
why he is bottomside up; as the first evidence of this, the hind end of the
foot, which was folded together, pushes forth
then the head and horns
come bubbling out. The horns are not horns at all, but each is a stalk
bearing an eye on the tip. This is arranged conveniently, like a marble
;

fastened to the tip of a glove finger. When a snail wishes to see, it
stretches forth the stalk as if it were made of rubber; but if danger is perceived, the eye is pulled back exactly as if the marble were pulled back
through the middle of the glove finger; or as a boy would say, "it goes
into the hole and pulls the hole in after it."
Just below the stalked eyes,
is another pair of shorter horns, which are feelers, and which may be
drawn back in the same manner; they are used constantly for testing the
nature of the surface on which the snail is crawling. It is an interesting
experiment to see how near to the eyes and the feelers we can place an
object, before driving them back in.
With these two pairs of sense
organs pushed out in front of him, the snail is well equipped to observe
the topography of his immediate vicinity; if he wishes to explore above,
he can stand on the tip of his tail and reach far up; and if there is anything to take hold of, he can glue his toe fast to it and pull himself up.
Moreover, I am convinced that snails have decided views about where
they wish to go, for I have tried by the hour to keep them marching lengthwise on the piazza railing, so as to study them; and every snail was
determined to go crosswise and crawl under the edge, where it was nice
and dark.
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It is interesting to observe through a lens, the way a snail takes his
dinner; place before him a piece of sweet apple or other soft fruit, and he
will lift himself on his front toe and begin to work his way into the fruit.

He has an efficient set of
upper teeth, which look like
a saw and are colored as if he
chewed tobacco; with these
teeth and with his round
tongue, which we can see
popping out, he soon makes
an appreciable hole in the
pulp; but his table manners
are not nice, since he is a hopeless slobberer.

There are right and left
spiraled snails.
All those observed for this lesson show the

wound about

the center
over to right, or in
the direction of the movement
of the hands of a clock, and
this is usually the case.
With
the spiral like this, the breathing pore is on the right side of
the snail and may be seen as
an opening where the snail
joins the shell.
This pore
may be seen to open and contract slowly; by this motion,
the air is sucked into the shell
where it bathes the snail's
lung, and is then forced out
a process very similar to our
spiral

from

left

—

own breathing.
The snail has good judgment when attacked at the
;

he simply draws in
his eyes and feelers and withdraws his head, so that nothing can be seen of him from
above, except a hard shell
which would not attract the
first scare,

passing bird. But if the attack continues, he lets go all
Snail sketches.
hold on the world, and nothThe thorny path to bliss;
2. Snail showing the
ing can be seen of him but a
breathing-pore; 3. Prospecting.
little mass which blocks the
door to his house and if he is
obliged to experience a drought, he makes a pane of glass out of mucus
across his door, and thus stops evaporation.
This is a very wise precaution, because the snail is made up largely of moisture and much water is
needed to keep his mucilage factory running.
;
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The way the snail uses his eyes is comical he goes to the edge of a leaf
and pokes one eye over to see what the new territory is like but if his eye
strikes an object, he pulls that one back, and prospects for a time with the
;

;

other.
He can lengthen the eye-stalk amazingly if he has need. How
convenient for us if we could thus see around a corner. If a small boy were
as well off as a snail, he could see the entire ball game through a knot-hole
In fact, the more we study the snail, the more we admire,
in the fence.
first his powers of ascertaining what there is in the world, and then his
power of getting around in the world by climbing recklessly and relentlessly over obstacles, not caring whether he is right side up on the floor or
hanging wrong side up from the ceiling; and, finally, we admire his utter
reticence when things do not go to suit him.
I think the reason I always
call a snail "he" is because he seems such a philosopher
a Diogenes in his
However, since the snail combines both sexes in one individual the
tub.

—

pronoun

is

surely applicable.

When

observed through a lens, the snail's skin looks like that of the
alligator, rough and divided into plates, with a surface like pebbled
leather; and no insect intruder can crawl up his foot and get into the shell
"unbeknownst," for the shell is grown fast to the flange, that grows out of
the middle of the snail's back. The smoother the surface the snail is
crawling upon, the harder to make him let go. The reason for this lies in
the mucus, which he secretes as he goes, and which enables him to fasten
himself anywhere he can crawl up walls or beneath any horizontal surface, shell downward, and he leaves a shining trail behind him wherever
he goes.
Snail eggs are as large as small peas, almost transparent, covered with
very soft shells, and fastened together by mucus. They are laid under
stones and decaying leaves.
As soon as the baby snail hatches, it has a
shell with only one spiral turn in it; as it grows, it adds layer after layer
to the shell on the rim about the opening which is called the lip; these
layers we can see as ridges on the shell.
If we open an empty shell, we
can see the progress of growth in the size of the spirals. Snails eat succulent leaves and other soft vegetable matter.
During the winter, they
bury themselves beneath objects or retire into soft humus. In preparing
for the winter, the snail makes a door of mucus and lime, or sometimes
three doors, one behind another, across the entrance to his shell, leaving a
tiny hole to admit the air.
There are varieties of snails which are eaten
The
as dainties in Europe, and are grown on snail farms for the markets.
species most commonly used is the same as that which was regarded as a
table luxury by the ancient Romans.
References Wild Life, Ingersoll; The Natural History of Some Common Animals, Latter.
;

—

—

—

LESSON CVI
The Garden Snail

Leading thought The snail carries his dwelling with iiim, and retires
He can climb on any smooth surface.
it in time of danger.
Method The pupils should make a snailery, which may consist of any
glass jar, with a little soil and some moss or leaves at the bottom, and a
shallow dish of water at one side. The moss and soil should be kept moist.
Place the snails in this and give them fresh leaves or pulpy fruit, and they
A bit of cheese-cloth fastened with
will live comfortably in confinement.
within

—
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A tumbler ina rubber band should be placed over the top of the jar.
verted over a dish, on which is a leaf or two, makes a good observaAn empty shell
tion cage to pass around the room for closer examination.
should be at hand, which may be opened and examined.

—

Why

Observations
i.
Where do you find snails?
do they like to
such places?
2.
How does a snail walk? Describe its "foot." How can it move
with only one foot? Describe how it climbs the side of the glass jar.

live in

How does it cling?
3.

of this

What

sort of a track does a snail leave

behind

it?

What

is

the use

mucus?

are the snail's eyes? Why is this arrangement convenient ?
one of the eyes what happens? What advantage is this to
the snail? Can it pull in one eye and leave the other out?
Look below the eyes for a pair of feelers. What happens to these
5.
if you touch them ?
6.
What is the use of its shell to a snail? What does the snail do if
startled?
If attacked ?
When a snail is withdrawn into its shell can you
Is the shell attached to the middle of the foot?
see any part of the body?
How did the shell grow on the snail's back? How many spiral turns are
4.

Where

n we touch

there in the full-grown shell? Are there as many in the shell of a young
Can you see the little ridges on the shell? Do you think that
snail?
these show the way the shell grew?
Can you find the opening through which the snail draws its breath?
7.
Where is this opening? Describe its action.
Put the snail in a dry place for two or three daj^s, and see what
8.
happens. Do you think this is for the purpose of keeping in moisture?
What does the snail do during the winter?
Place a snail on its back and see how it rights itself
Describe the
9.
way it eats. Can you see the horny upper jaw? Can you see the rasping
.

tongue?

What do snails live
Do you know how the

on?

.snail eggs look and where they are laid?
the shell of the smallest garden snail you ever saw?
How
many spiral turns were there in it? Open an empty snail shell and see
how the spirals widened as the snail grew. Do you think the shell grew
by layers added to the lip?
Do all snails have shells? Describe all the kinds of snails you
11.
know. What people consider snails a table delicacy?

10.

How large

is

TO A SNAIL
Diogenes hearing your tub, whither away so gay,
With your eyes on stalks, and afoot that walks, tell nie this I pray!
Is it an honest snail you seek that makes you go so slow.
And over the edges of all things peek? Have you found him, I want to know;
Or do you go slow because you knew, your house is near and tight?
And there is no hurry and surely no worry lest you stay out late at ni'Jit.

Little

—
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THE EARTHWORM
Teacher's Story

LTHOUGH

not

generally

considered

attractive,

two reasons the earthworm has an important place in nature-study: it furnishes an
interesting example of lowly organized creatures, and it is of great economic importance
to the agriculturist.
The lesson should have
special reference to the work done by earthworms and to the simplicity of the tools with
which the work is done.
The earthworm is, among lower animals,
essentially the farmer.
Long before man confor

ceived the idea of tilling the soil, this seemingly
insignificant creature was busily at work
Nor did it overlook
plowing, harrowing, and fertilizing the land.
the importance of drainage and the addition of amendments
factors of comparatively recent development in the management of the
soil

by man.

Down

into the depths, sometimes as far as seven or eight feet, but
usually from twelve to eighteen inches, goes the little plowman, bringing
to the surface the subsoil, which is exactly what we do when we plow
To break up the soil as our harrows do, the earthworm grinds it
deeply.
in a gizzard stocked with grains of sand or fine gravel, which act as millstones.
Thus it turns out soil of much finer texture than we, by harrowIn its stomach it adds the lime amendment,
ing or raking, can produce.
The earthworm is apparently an
so much used by the modern farmer.
adept in the use of fertilizers it even shows discrimination in keeping the
organic matter near the surface, where it may be incorporated into the
It drags into its burrows dead leaves, flowers and
soil of the root zone.
Bones of dead animals, shells,
grasses, with which to line the upper part.
and twigs are buried by it, and, being more or less decayed, furnish food
for plants.
These minute agriculturists have never studied any system
of drainage, but they bore holes to some depth which carry off the surplus
They plant seeds by covering those that lie on the ground with
water.
good, enriched, well granulated soil it is, too.
soil from below the surface
They further care for the growing plants by cultivating, that is keeping
fine and granular, the soil about the roots.
It was estimated by Darwin that, in garden soil in England, there are
more than 50,000 earthworms in an acre, and that the whole superficial
layer of vegetable mold passes through their bodies in the course of every
few years, at the rate of eighteen tons per acre yearly.
This agricultural work of the earthworm has been going on for ages.
Wild land owes much of its beauty to this diminutive creature which
keeps the soil in good condition. The earthworm has undermined and
buried rocks, changing greatly the aspect of the landscape.
It has
preserved ruins and ancient works of art. Several Roman villas in
England owe their preservation to the earthworm. All this work is
accomplished with the most primitive tools, a tiny proboscis, a distensible
pharynx, a rather indeterminate tail, a gizzard and the calcareous glands
peculiar to this lowly creature.
;

—

;
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An earthworm has a peculiar, crawling movement. Unlike the gnake,
which also moves without legs, it has no scales to function in part as legs;
but it has a very special provision for locomotion. On the under side of a
worm are found numerous setae tiny, bristlelike projections. These will
be seen to be in double rows on each segment, excepting the first three and
The setae turn so that they point in the opposite direction from
the last.
which the worm is moving.
It is this use of these clinging bristles,
together with strong muscles, which enables a worm to hold tightly to its
burrow when bird or man attempts its removal. A piece of round elastic
furnishes an excellent example of contraction and extension, such as the
earthworm exhibits. Under the skin of the worm are two sets of muscles
the outer passing in circular direction around the body, the inner running

—

The movement of these maybe easily seen in a good-sized,
The body is lengthened by the contraction of circular
and the extension of longitudinal muscles, and shortened by the opposite
movement.
The number of segments may vary with the age of the worm. In the

lengthwise.

living specimen.

immature, the

a thick, whitish ring near the end, is absent.
earthworm's egg is an interesting performance. A sacThis
like ring is formed about the body in the region of the clitellum.
girdle is gradually worked forward and, as it is cast over the head, the sacends snap together enclosing the eggs. These capsules, yellowish-brown,
football-shaped, about the size of a grain of wheat, may be found in May
or June about manure piles or under stones.
Earthworms are completely deaf, although sensitive to vibration.
They have no eyes, but can distinguish between light and darkness. The
power of smell is feeble. The sense of taste is well developed the sense of
touch is very acute; and we are not so sure as is Dr. Jordan, that the
angleworm is at ease on the hook.
Any garden furnishes good examples of the home of the earthworm.
The burrows are made straight down at first, then wind about irregularly.
Usually they are about one or two feet deep, but may reach even eight
feet.
The burrow terminates generally in an enlargement where one or

The laying

ditellunt,

of the

;

several

worms

pass the winter.

Toward the

surface, the

burrow

is

lined

with a thin layer of fine, dark colored earth, voided by the worm. This
creature is an excavator and builder of no mean ability. The towerlike
"castings" so characteristic of the earthworm, are formed with excreted
Using the tail as a trowel, it places earth, now on one side and
earth.
now on the other. In this work, of course, the tail protrudes; in the
search for food, the head is out.
A worm, then, must make its home,
narrow as it is, with a view to being able to turn in it.
An earthworm will bury itself in loose earth in two or three minutes,
and in compact soil, in fifteen minutes. Pupils should be able to make
these observations easily either in the terrarium or in the garden.
In plugging the mouths of their burrows, earthworms show something
that seems like intelligence. Triangular leaves are invariably drawn in
by the apex, pine-needles by the common base, the manner varying with
the shape of the leaf.
They do not drag in a leaf by the footstalk, unless
its basal part is as narrow as the apex.
The mouth of the burrow may be
Jined with leaves for several inches.
The burrows are not found in dry ground nor in loose sand. The

earthworm lives

in the finer,

moderately wet

soils.

It

must have moisture
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it breathes through the skin, and it has sufficient knowledge of soil
texture and plasticity to recognize the futility of attempts at burrow
building with unmanageable, large grains of sand.
These creatures are nocturnal, rarely appearing by day unless "drowned
out" of the burrows. During the day they lie near the surface extended
Here they are discovered by keenat full length, the head uppermost.
eyed birds and sacrificed by thousands, notwithstanding the strong
muscular protest of which they are capable.
Seemingly conscious of its inability to find the way back to its home,
an earthworm anchors tight by its tail while stretching its elastic length
in a foraging expedition.
It is an omnivorous creature, including in its

since

diet earth, leaves, flowers, raw meat, fat, and even showing cannibalistic
designs on fellow earthworms.
In the schoolroom, earthworms may be
feeding worm will show the
fed on pieces of lettuce or cabbage leaves.
proboscis, an extension of the upper lip used to push food into the mouth.
The earthworm has no hard jaws or teeth, yet it eats through the hardest

A

Inside the mouth opening is a very muscular pharynx, which can be
extended or withdrawn. Applied to the surface of any small object it
acts as a suction pump, drawing food into the food tube.
The earth
taken in furnishes some organic matter for food calcareous matter is
added to the remainder before being voided. This process is unique
among animals. The calcareous matter is supposed to be derived from
leaves which the worms eat.
Generally the earth is swallowed at some
distance below the surface, and finally ejected in characteristic "castings."
Thus, the soil is slowly worked over and kept in good condition by earthworms, of which Darwin says: "It may be doubted whether there are
many other animals which have played so important a part in the history
of the world as have these lowly organized creatures."
References The Earthworm, Darwin; The Natural History of Some
soil.

;

—

Common

Animals, Latter.

"FlyfisJiing is an art, a fine art beyond a doubt, but it is an art and, like all art, it is
Fishing with an angleworm is natural. It fits into the need of the occasion.

artificial.

It is not by chance that the angleworm, earthworm,
It fits in with the spirit of the hoy.
fishworm, is found in every damp bank, in every handy hit of sod, the green earth over,
where there are races whose boys are real boys with energy enough to catch a fish. It is
not by chance that the angleivorm makes a perfect fit on a hook, with no anatomy with
which to feci pains, and no arms or legs to be broken off or to be waved helplessly in the
air.
Its skin is tough enough so as not to tear, not so tough as to receive unseemly
bruises, when the hoy is placing it on the hook.
The angleworm is perfectly at home on
It is not quite comfortable anywhere else.
the hook.
It crawls about on sidewalks after
rain,
cached and emaciated.
It is never quite at ease even in the ground, but on the
hook it rests peacefully, with the apparent feeling that its natural mission is performed."

— "Boys' Fish and Boys' Fishing," by David Starr Jordan.
LESSON CVII
The Earthworm

—

Leading thotight The earthworm is a creature of the soil and is of much
economic importance.
Method Any garden furnishes abundant material for the study o{
earthworms. They are nocturnal workers and may be observed by Ian-

—
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To form some estimate of the work done in a single night,
tern light.
remove the "casts" from a square yard of earth one day, and examine
It is well to have a terrarium in the schoolthat piece of earth the next.
room for frequent observation. Scatter grass or dead leaves on top of
For the study of the individual worm
the soil, and note what happens.
and its movements, each pupil should have a worm with some earth upon
his desk.
i.
How does the earthworm crawl? How does it turn
Observations
over? Has it legs? Compare its movement with that of a snake,
another legless animal. What special provision for locomotion has the

—

earthworm ?
Compare the lengths
2.

How
of the contracted and extended body.
accounted for?
Describe the body its shape and color, above and below.
3.
Examine the segments. Do all the worms have the same number?
Compare the head end with the tail end of the body. Has every worm a

—

"saddle," or clitellum?
Does the earthworm hear easily? Has it eyes? Is it sensible to
4.
smell or to touch? What sense is most strongly developed?
Is it occupied by more
Describe the home of the earthworm.
5.
than one worm ? How long does it take a worm to make a burrow ? How
In what kind of
does it protect its home ? How does it make a burrow ?
soil do you find earthworms at work?
Where is
Is the earthworm seen most often at night or by day?
6.
How does it hold to its burrow? When is the
it the rest of the time?
When the head end ?
tail end at the top ?
What is the food of the earthworm? How does it get its food?
7.
Look for the eggs of the earthworm about manure piles or under
8.
stones.
9.

enemy
10.

What
to us?

are the enemies of the earthworm?

Is it a friend or

Why?

The earthworm

is

a good agriculturist.

Where

the crayfish lurks.

Why?

an
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THE CRAYFISH
Teacher's Story

HEN

look at a crayfish I envy it, so rich is it in
organs with which to do all that it has to do.
From the head to the tail, it is crowded with a
large assortment of executive appendages.
In
this day of multiplicity of duties, if we poor
human creatures only had the crayfish's capabilities, then might we hope to achieve what lies
I

before us.

The most striking thing in the appearance of
the crayfish is the great pair of nippers on each of
the front legs.
Wonderfully are its "thumb and
finger" put together; the "thumb" is jointed so
that it can move back and forth freely; and both
are armed, along the inside edge, with saw teeth and with a sharp claw at
the tip so that they can get a firm grip upon an object.
Five segments in
these great legs can be easily seen; that joining the body is small, but
each successive one is wider and larger, to the great forceps at the end.
The two stout segments behind the nippers give strength, and also a
suppleness that enables the claws to be bent in any direction.
The legs of the pair behind the big nippers have five segments readily
visible; but these legs are slender and the nippers at the end are small;
the third pair of legs is armed like the second pair; but the fourth and
fifth pairs lack the pincers, and end in a single claw.
But the tale of the crayfish's legs is by no means told for between and
above the great pincers is a pair of short, small legs tipped with single
These are the maxillapeds, or
claws, and fringed on their inner edges.
jaw-feet; and behind them, but too close to be seen easily, are two more
As all of these jaw-feet assist at meals, the crayfish
pairs of jaw-feet.
apparently always has a "three fork" dinner; and as if to provide accommodations for so many eating utensils, it has three pairs of jaws all workTwo of these pairs are maxillse and
ing sidewise, one behind the other.
The mandibles are the only ones we see as we look in
one, mandibles.
between the jaw-feet; they are notched along the biting edge. Connected with the maxillae, on each side, are two pairs of threadlike flappers,
that wave back and forth vigorously and have to do with setting up currents of water over the gills.
Thus we see that, in all, the crayfish has three pairs of jaw-feet, one
pair of great nippers and four pairs of walking feet, two of which also have
nippers and are used for digging and carrying.
When we look upon the crayfish from above, we see that the head and
thorax are fastened solidly together, making what is called a cephalothorax. The cephalothorax is covered with a shell called the carapace,
which is the name given also to the upper part of the turtle's shell. The
In looking at
suture where the head joins the thorax is quite evident.
the head, the eyes first attract our attention; each is black and oval and
placed on the tip of a stalk, so it can be extended or retracted or pushed in
any direction, to look for danger. These eyes are like the compound eyes
of insects, in that they are made up of many small eyes, set together in a
honeycomb pattern.
;
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The long antenna; are as flexible as braided whiplashes, large at the
base and ending in a threadlike tip. They are composed of many segments, the basal ones being quite large. Above the antennae on each side,
is a pair of shorter ones called antennules, which come from the same
basal segment; the lower one is the more slender and is usually directed
forward; the upper one is stouter, curves upward, and is kept always
moving, as if it were constantly on the alert for impressions. The antennae are used for exploring far ahead or behind the creature, and are often
thrust down into the mud and gravel at the bottom of the aquarium, as if
probing for treasure. The antennules seem to give warning of things
closer at hand.
Between the antennae and antennules is a pair of fingerlike organs, that are hinged at the outer ends and can be lifted back, if we
do it

carefully.

In looking down upon a crayfish, we can see six abdominal segments
and the flaring tail at the end, which is really another segment greatly
modified. The first segment, or that next to the cephalothorax, is narrow;
the others are about equal in size, each graceful in shape, with a widened
part at each side which extends down along the sides of the creature.
These segments are well hinged together so that the abdomen may be
completely curled beneath the cephalothorax. The plates along the sides
The tail consists of five parts, one semicircular in
are edged with fringe.
the center, and two fan-shaped pieces at each side, and all are margined
with fringe. This tail is a remarkable organ. It can be closed or extended
sidewise like a fan it can be lifted up or curled beneath.
Looking at the crayfish from below, we see on the abdomen some very
Each swimmeret conbeautiful featherlike organs called swimmerets.
sists of a basal segment with twin paddles joined to its tip, each paddle
being narrow and long and fringed with hairs. The mother crayfish has
four pairs of these, one pair on each of the second, third, fourth and fifth
segments; her mate has an additional larger pair on the first segment.
These swimmerets, when at rest, lie close to the abdomen and are directed
forward and slightly inward. When in motion, they paddle with a backward, rhythmic motion, the first pair setting the stroke and the other pairs
This motion sends the body forward, and the
following in succession.
swimmerets are chiefly used to aid the legs in forward locomotion. A
crayfish, on the bottom of a pond, seems to glide about with great ease;
but place it on land, and it is an awkward walker. The reason for this
difference lies, I believe, in the aid given by the swimmerets when the
Latter says: "In walking, the first three pairs of
creature is in water.
Their order of movement is as follegs pull and the fourth pair pushes.
lows: The first on the right and the third on the left side move together,
next the third right and the first left, then the second right and fourth
left, and lastly the fourth right and second left."
When the crayfish really wishes to swim, the tail is suddenly brought
into use; it is thrust out backward, lays hold of the water by spreading
out widely, and then doubles under with a spasmodic jerk which pulls the
creature swiftly backward.
The crayfish's appearance is magically transformed when it begins to
swim; it is no longer a creature of sprawling awkward legs and great
clumsy nippers now, its many legs lie side by side supinely and the great
claws are limp and flow along in graceful lines after the body, all obedient
to the force which sends the creature flying through the water.
I cannot
discover that the swimmerets help in this movement.
;

;
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crayfish.

Drawn by Anna

C. Stryke.

The mother crayfish has another use for her swimmerets in the spring,
when she is ready to lay eggs, she cleans ofT her paddles with her hind legs,
covers them with waterproof glue, and then plasters her eggs on them in
;

grapelike clusters of little dark globules.
What a nice way to look after
her family! The little ones hatch, but remain clinging to the maternal
swimmerets, until they are large enough to scuttle around on the brook
bottom and look out for themselves.
The breathing apparatus of the crayfish cannot be seen without dissection.
All the walking legs, except the last pair, have gills attached to
that portion of them which joins the body, and which lies hidden underneath the sides of the carapace or shell. The blood is forced into these
gills, sends ofl^ its impurities through their thin walls and takes in the
oxygen from the water, currents of which are kept steadily flowing for-

ward.
Crayfishes haunt still pools along brooksides and river margins and
the shallow ponds of our fresh waters. There they hide beneath sticks
and stones, or in caves of their own making, the doors of which they guard
with the big and threatening nippers, which stand ready to grapple with
anybody that comes to inquire if the folks are at home. The upper surface of the crayfish's body is always so nearly the color of the brook bottom, that the eye seldom detects the creature until it moves; and if some
enemy surprises one, it swims off with terrific jerks which roil all the
water arotmd and thus covers its retreat. In the winter, our brook forms
hibernate in the muddy bottoms of their summer haunts. There are
many species some in our Southern States, when the dry season comes on,
live in little wells which they dig deep enough to reach water.
They heap
;
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up the soil which they excavate around the mouth of the well, making
The
well-curbs of mud; these are ordinarily called "crawfish chimnies."
They
crayfishes find their food in the flotsam and jetsam of the pool.
seem fond of the flesh of dead fishes and are often trapped by its use as
bait.

The growth of the crayfish is like that of insects; as its outer covering
a hard skeleton that Vv^ill not stretch, it is shed as often as necessary; it
breaks open down the middle of the back of the carapace, and the soft,
bodied creature pulls itself out, even to the last one of its claws. While its
new skin is yet elastic, it stretches to its utmost; but this skin also
hardens after a time and is, in its turn, shed. Woe to the crayfish caught
in this helpless, soft condition after molting!
For it then has no way to
protect itself.
We sometimes find the old skin floating, perfect in every
detail, and so transparent that it seems the ghost of a crayfish.
Not only is the crayfish armed in the beginning with a great number o)
legs, antennae, etc., but if it happens to lose any of these organs, they will
grow again. It is said that, when attacked, it can voluntarily throw off
one or more of its legs. We have often found one of these creatures with
one of the front claws much larger than the other; it had probably lost
its big claw in a fight, and the new growth was not yet completed.
I have been greatly entertained by watching a female crayfish make
her nest in my aquarium which has, for her comfort, a bottom of three
She always commences at one side by thrusting
inches of clean gravel.
down her antennas and nippers between the glass and stones; she seizes a
pebble in each claw and pulls it up and in this way starts her excavation;
but when she gets ready to carry off her load, she comes to the task with
her tail tucked under her body, as a lady tucks up her skirts when she has
something to do that requires freedom of movement. Then with her
great nippers and the two pairs of walking feet, also armed with nippers,
she loads up as much as she can carry between her great claws and her
breast.
She keeps her load from overflowing by holding it down with her
first pair of jaw-feet, just as I have seen a schoolboy use his chin, when
carrying a too large load of books and she keeps the load from falling out
by supporting it from beneath with her first pair of walking legs. Thus,
she starts off with her "apron" full, walking on three pairs of feet, until
she gets to the dumping place then she suddenly lets go and at the same
time her tail straightens out with a gesture which says plainly, "There!"
Sometimes when she gets a verj^ large load, she uses her second pair of
walking legs to hold up the burden, and crawls off successfully, if not with
ease, on two pairs of legs,
a most unnatural quadruped.
I had two crayfishes in a cage in an aquarium, and each made a nest in
the gravel at opposite ends of the cage, heaping up the debris into a partition between them.
I gave one an earthworm, which she promptly
seized with her nippers; she then took up a good sized pebble in the nippers of her front pair of walking legs, glided over to the other nest, spitefully threw down both worm and pebble on top of her fellow prisoner, and
then sped homeward. Her victim responded to the act by rising up and
expressing perfectly, in his attitude and the gestures of his great claws,
the most eloquent of crayfish profanity.
In watching crayfishes carry
pebbles, I have been astonished to see how constantly the larger pair of
jaw-feet are used to help pick up and carry the loads.
is

;

;

—
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LESSON

CVIII

The Crayfish

—

Leading thought The crayfish, or crawfish, as it is sometimes called,
has one pair of legs developed into great pincers for seizing and tearing its
food and for defending itself from enemies.
It can live in mud or water.
It belongs to the same animal group as do the insects, and it is a near
cousin of the lobster.
Method Place a crayfish in an aquarium (a battery jar or a two-quart
Mason jar) in the schoolroom, keeping it in clear water until the pupils
have studied its form. It will rise to explore the sides of the aquarium at
first, and thus show its mouth parts, legs and swimmerets.
Afterwards,
place gravel and stone in the bottom of the aquarium, so that it can hide
itself in a little cavity which it will make by carrying pebbles from one
side.
Wash the gravel well before it is put in, so that the water will be
unclouded and the children can watch the process of excavation.
Observations- i
What is there peculiar about the crayfish which
makes it difficult to pick it up? Examine one of these great front legs
carefully and see how wonderfully it is made.
How many parts are there
to it ?
Note how each succeeding part is larger from the body to the claws.
Note the tips which form the nippers or chelae, as they are called. How
are they armed?
How are the gripping edges formed to take hold of an
How wide can the nippers be opened, and how is this done?
object?
Note the two segments behind the great claw .and describe how they help
the work of the nippers.
2.
Study the pair of legs behind the great claws or chelae, and compare the two pairs, segment by segment. How do they differ except as to
size?
How do the nippers at the end compare with the big ones? Look
at the next pair of legs behind these are they similar?
How do the two
pairs of hind legs difTer in shape from the two pairs in front of them?
Look between the great front claws and see if you can find another
3.
pair of small legs.
Can you see anything more behind or above these little

—

—

.

;

legs?

When the crayfish lifts itself up against the side of the jar, study
mouth. Can you see a pair of notched jaws that work sidewise?
Can you see two or three pairs of threadlike organs that wave back and
forth in and out the mouth?
4.

its

How many legs, in all, has the crayfish? What are the short legs
5.
near the mouth used for? What are the great nippers used for?
How
many legs does the crayfish use when walking? In what order are they
moved? Is the hind pair used for pushing? W^hat use does it make of
the pincers on the first and second pairs of walking legs?
6.
Look at the crayfish from above the head and the covering of the
thorax are soldered together into one piece. When this occurs, the whole
is called a cephalothorax
and the cover is called by the same name as the
upper shell of the turtle, the carapace. Can you see where the head is
joined to the thorax?
Look carefully at the eyes. Describe how they are set. Can they
7.
be pushed out or pulled in? Can they be moved in all directions? Of
what advantage is this to the crayfish?
8
How many antennae has the craj^fish ? Describe the long ones and
tell how they are used.
Do the two short ones on each side come from the
same basal segment? These little ones are called the antennules.
;

;

.
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Describe the antennules of each side and tell how they differ. Can you
see the little fingerlike organs which clasp above the antenna and below
the antennules on each side of the head? Can these be moved?
Look at the crayfish from above.
many segments are there
9.
in the abdomen?
Note how graceful the shape of each segment. Note
that each has a fan-shaped piece down the side.
Describe how the edges
of the segments along the sides are margined.
10.
Of how many pieces is the tail made? Make a sketch of it.
are the pieces bordered?
Can the pieces shut and spread out sidewise?
Is the tail hinged so it can be lifted up against the back or curled

How

How

under the body?
11.
Look underneath the abdomen and describe the
organs called the swimmerets. How many are there?
12.
How does the crayfish swim? With what does

little

fringed

it make the
Describe carefully this action of the tail. When it is swimming,
does it use its swimmerets? Why do not the many legs and big nippers
obstruct the progress of the crayfish, when it is swimming?
When does the crayfish use its swimmerets? Do they work so as
13.
to push the body backward or forward? Do you know to what use the
mother crayfish puts her swimmerets?
Do you know how crayfishes breathe? Do you know what they
14.
eat and where they find it?
Where do you find crayfishes? Where do they like to hide? Do
15.
they go headfirst into their hiding place, or do they back in? Do they
stand ready to defend their retreat? When you look down into the
brook, are the crayfishes usually seen until they move? Why is this?
Where do the crayfishes pass the winter? Did you ever see the crayfish
burrows or mud chimnies ?
16.
If the crayfish loses one of its legs or antennas, does it grow out
again? How does the crayfish grow?
Put a crayfish in an aquarium which has three inches of coarse
17.
gravel on the bottom, and watch it make its den.
How does it loosen up
a stone? With how many legs does it carry its burden of pebbles when
digging its cave? How does it use its jaw-feet, its nippers, and its first
and second pairs of walking legs in this work?

stroke?

"A

rock-lined, wood-embosotned nook,

Dim

A

cloister of the

chamber within

Where

By

chanting brook!

the channelled hills,

the cold crystal brims

and

spills,

dark-brawed caverns blackly flows.

Falls from the

cleft like

crumbling snows,

A nd purls and splashes, breathing round
A soft, suffusing mist of sound."

—

J.

T.

Trowbridge.
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DADDY-LONGLEGS, OR GRANDFATHER GREYBEARD
Teacher's Story

WONDER

if there ever was a country child who has
not grasped firmly the leg of one of these httle
sprawling creatures and demanded: "Grandfather
Greybeard, tell me where the cows are or I'll kill
you," and Grandfather Greybeard, striving to get
away, puts out one of his long legs this way, and
another that way, and points in so many directions
that he usually saves his life, since the cows must be
somewhere. It would be more interesting to the
children and less embarrassing to the "daddy" if they were taught to look
more closely at those slender, hairlike legs.
"Daddy's" long legs are seven jointed. The first segment is seemingly
soldered fast to the lower side of his body, and is called the coxa.
The
next segment is a mere knob, usually black and ornamental, and is called
the trochanter. Then comes the femur, a rather long segment directed
upward; next is a short swollen segment the "knee joint" or patella;
next the tibia, which is also rather long. Then comes the metatarsus and
tarsus, which seemingly make one long downward-directed segment, outcurving at the tips, on which the "daddy" tip-toes along.
I have seen a "daddy" walk into a drop of water and his foot was never
wetted, so light was his touch on the water surface film.
The second pair
of legs is the longest; the fourth pair next, and the first pair usually the
shortest.
The legs of the second pair are ordinarily used in exploring the
surroundings.
Notice that, when the "daddy" is running, these two leg.s
are spread wide apart and keep in rapid motion their tips, far more sensitive than any nerves of our own, tell him the nature of his surroundings,
by a touch so light that v/e cannot feel it on the hand. We have more
respect for one of these hairlike legs, when we know it is capable of transmitting intelligence from its tip.
The "daddy" is a good traveler and moves with remarkable rapidity.
And why not? If our legs were as long in comparison as his, they would
be about forty feet in length. When
the "daddy" is running, the body is
always held a little distance above the
ground but when the second pair
of legs suggests to him that there
may be something good to eat in the
neighborhood, he commences a peculiar teetering motion of the body,
apparently touching it to the ground
at every step as the body is carried
One of "daddy's" long legs with
tilted with the head down, this movesegments named.
ment enables the creature to explore
the surface below him with his palpi, which he ordinarily carries bent be
neath his face, with the ends curled up under his "chin."
The palpi have
four segments that are easily seen, and although they are ordinarily
carried bent up beneath the head, they can be extended out quite a distance if "daddy" wishes to test a substance. The end segment of the
palpus is tipped with a single daw

—

;

;

;
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Beneath the palpi is a pair of jaws; these, in some species, extend
beyond the palpi. I have seen a daddy-longlegs hold food to his jaws
with his palpi and he seemed also to use them for stuffing it into his
mouth.

of the daddy-longlegs is a little oblong object, looking more
grain
of wheat than anything else, because in these creatures the
like a big
head, thorax and abdomen are all grown together compactly. On top of
the body, between the feeler-legs, is a little black dot, and to the naked
eye it would seem that if this were an organ of sight the creature must be a
Cyclops with only one eye. But under the lens this is seen to be a raised
hardly
knob and there is on each side of it, a little shining black eye.
"daddy"
the
probably
but
together,
closely
so
two
eyes
set
use
of
the
see

The body

We

does.

Grandfather-greybeard.
Comstock's Manual,

The most entertaining thing which a "daddy"

in captivity is likely to
to clean his legs; he is very particular about his legs, and he will
grasp one close to the basal joint in his jaws and slowly pull it through,
meanwhile holding the leg up to the jaws with the palpi, while he industriously nibbles it clean for the whole length to the very toe.
Owing to
the likelihood of his losing one of his legs, he has the power of growing a
new one; so we often see a "daddy" with one or more legs only half

do,

is

grown.
There are

many

species of daddy-longlegs in the United States, and
characteristic long legs.
In the North, aU
except one species die at the approach of winter; but not until after the
female, which, by the way, ought to be called "granny-longlegs," has laid
her eggs in the ground, or under some protecting stone, or in some safe
In the spring the eggs hatch into tiny little
crevice of wood or bark.
creatures which look just like the old daddy-longlegs, except for their size.
They get their growth Mke insects, by shedding their skins as fast as they
outgrow them. It is interesting to study one of these cast skins with a
There it stands with a slit down its back, and with the skin of each
lens.
Again we marvel at these legs
leg absolutely perfect to the tiny claw!
that seem so threadlike, and which have an outer covering that can bo
shed.
Some say that the daddy-longlegs live on small insects which they
straddle over and pounce down upon, and some say they feed upon decaying matter and vegetable juices. This would be an interesting line of
investigation for pupils, since they might be able to give many new facts
about the food of these creatures. The "daddies" are night prowlers,
and like to hide in crevices by day, waiting for the dark to hunt for their
food.
They have several common names. Besides the two given they

some

of

them do not have the

.
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Both
are called "harvestmen" and the French call them "haymakers."
of these names were very probably given, because the creatures appear in
greater numbers at the time of haying and harvesting.

—

LESSON CIX
The Daddy-Longlegs

Leading thought These long-legged creatures have one pair of legs
too many to allow them to be classed with the insects. They are more
nearly related to the spiders, who also have eight legs. They are pretty
creatures when examined closely, and they do many interesting things.
Method Put a grandfather greybeard in a breeding cage or under a
If you place a few
large tumbler, and let the pupils observe him at leisure.
drops of sweetened water at one side of the cage, the children will surely
have an opportunity to see this amusing creature clean his legs.

—

Observations
it

do as soon as

little
2.

—

i.

it

was disturbed ?

Where did you

find the

harvestman?

What

did

How many names do you know for this

creature?

A "daddy" with such long legs certainly ought to have them
How many segments in each leg? How do the segments look?

studied.

How do the legs look where they are fastened to the body ? Which is the
The next? The next? The shortest?
longest pair of legs?
If you had such long stilts as he has, they would be about forty feet
3
long.
Would you lift yourself that high in the air? Does the "daddy"
What shape is the body?
lift his body high or swing it near the ground?
Can you see if there is a distinct head? Can you see a black dot on top of
If you should see this dot through a microthe front end of the body?
scope it would prove to be two bright black eyes. Why should the
daddy's eyes be on top?
Do you see a pair of organs that look like feelers at the front end of
4.
These are called palpi. How does he use his palpi? Give
the body?
him a little bruised or decaying fruit, and see him eat. Where do you
think his mouth is? Where does he keep his palpi when he is not using
them for eating?
Note what care he takes of his legs. How does he clean them?
5.
Which does he clean the oftenest? Do you think the very long second
pair of legs is used as much for feeling as for walking?
Put some object
in front of the "daddy" and see him explore it with his legs.
How much
of the leg is used as a foot when the "daddy" stands or runs?
6.
When running fast, how does the "daddy" carry his body? When
exploring how does he carry it? Do you ever fin'd the "daddy" with his
body resting on the surface on which he is standing? When resting, are
all eight of his legs on the ground?
Which are in the air? Is the head
end usually tilted up or down?
Do you see the daddy-longlegs early in the spring? When do you
7.
find him most often?
How do you suppose he passes the winter in our
climate?
Have you ever seen a "daddy" with one leg much shorter than
the other?
How could you explain this?
8.
Try and discover what the daddy-longlegs eats, and where he finds
his food?
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SPIDERS
Teacher's Story

jHE

spiders are the civil engineers among the small
inhabitants of our fields and woods. They build
strong suspension bridges, from which they hang
nets made with exquisite precision; and they
build aeroplanes and balloons, which are more
ef&cient than any that we have yet constructed;
for although they are not exactly dirigible, yet
they carry the little balloonists where they wish
Moreto go, and there are few fatal accidents.
over, the spiders are of much economic importance, since they destroy countless millions of
insects every year, most of which are noxious
like flies, mosquitoes, bugs and grasshoppers.
There is an impression abroad that all spiders are dangerous to handle.
This is a mistake the bite of any of our common spiders is not nearly
so dangerous as the bite of a malaria-laden mosquito.
Although there is
a little venom injected into the wound by the bite of any spider, yet there
is no species found in the Northern States whose bite is sufficiently
venomous to be feared.
There is no need for studying the anatomy of the spider closely in
nature-study. Our interest lies much more in the wonderful structures
made by the spiders, than in a detailed study of the little creatures them-

—

;

selves.

Cobwebs
"Here shy Arachne winds her endless

thread.

And

weaves her silken tapestry unseen,
Veiling the rough-hewn timbers overhead.
And looping gossamer festoons httween."

— Elizabeth

Akers.

Our house spiders are indefatigable curtain-weavers. We never suspect their presence, until suddenly their curtains appear before our eyes,
in the angles of the ceilings
invisible until laden with dust.
The cobwebs are made of crisscrossed lines, which are so placed as to entangle any
fly that comes near.
The lines are stayed to the sides of the wall and to
each other quite firmly, and thus they are able to hold a fly that touches
them. The spider is likely to be in its little den at the side of the web;
this den may l3e in a crevice in the corner or in a tunnel made of the silk.
As soon as a fly becomes entangled in the web the spider runs to it, seizes
it in its jaws, sucks its blood, and then throws away the shell, the wings
and legs. If a spider is frightened, it at first tries to hide and then may
drop by a thread to the floor. If we catch the little acrobat it will usually
"play possum" and we may examine it more closely through a lens. We
shall find it is quite different in form from an insect.
First to be noted, it
has eight legs but most important of all it has only two parts to the body.
The head and thorax are consolidated into one piece, which is called the
cephalothorax. The abdomen has no segments like that of the insects,
and is joined to the cephalothorax by a short, narrow stalk. At the front

—

;

,

.
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cf the head is the mouth, guarded by two mandibles, each ending in a
sharp claw, at the tip of which the poison gland opens. It is by thrusting
On each side of the
these mandibles into its prey that it kills its victims.
mandible is a palpus, which in the males is of very strange shape. The
eyes are situated on the top of the head. There are usually four pairs of
these eyes, and each looks as beady and alert as if it were the only one.
The spinning organs of the spider are situated near the tip of the
abdomen, while the spinning organ of the caterpillar is situated near its
lower lip. The spider's silk comes from two or three pairs of spinnerets
which are fingerlike in form, and upon the end of each are many small
tubes from which the silk is spun. The silk is in a fluid state as it issues
from the spinnerets, but it hardens immediately on contact with the air.
In making their webs, spiders produce two kinds of silk, one is dry and
inelastic, making the framework of the web; the other is sticky and elastic, clinging to anything that it touches.
The body and the legs of
spiders are usually hairy.

LESSON CX
Cobwebs

—

Leading thought The cobwebs which are found in the corners of ceilings and in other dark places in our houses, are made by the house spider
which spins its web in these situations for the purpose of catching insects.
Method The pupils should have under observation a cobweb in a
corner of a room, preferably with a spider in it.
Observations
i.
Is the web in a sheet or is it a mass of crisscrossed,
tangled threads? How are the threads held in place?
2.
What is the purpose of this web? Where does the spider hide?
Describe its den.
If a fly becomes tangled in a web, describe the action of the spider.
3
Does the spider eat all of the fly ? What does it do with the remains ?
If the spider is frightened, what does it do?
Where does the
4.
silken thread come from, and how does its source differ from the source of
the silken thread spun by caterpillars?
Imprison a spider under a tumbler or in a vial, and look at it very
5.
carefully.
How many legs has it? How does the spider differ from

—

—

How

How

insects in this respect ?
many sections are there to the body ?
does the spider differ from insects in this respect?
6.
Look closely at the head. Can you see the hooked jaws, or fangs?
Can you see the palpi on each side of the jaws? Where are the spider's
eyes?
many pairs has it?

How

When

the tangled cohweh pulls

The cornflower's cap awry.

And

the lilies tall lean over the wall

To how
It is

to the butterfly

July.

— Susan

Hartley Swett

'
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THE FUNNEL WEB
Teacher's Story

"And

dew-hright webs festoon the grass
In roadside fields at morning.
'

— Elizabeth

Akers.

Sometimes on a dewy morning, a field will seem carpeted with these
webs, each with its opening stretched wide, and each with its narrow
hallway of retreat. The general shape of the web is like that of a broad
funnel with a tube leading down at one side. This tube is used as a
hiding place for the spider, which thus escapes the eyes of its enemies, and
also keeps out of sight of any insects that might be frightened at seeing it,
and so avoid the web. But the tube is no cul-de-sac; quite to the contrary, it has a rear exit, through which the spider, if frightened, escapes
from attack.

The web is formed of many lines of silk crossing each other irregularly,
forming a firm sheet. This sheet is held in place by many guy-lines,
which fasten it to surrounding objects. If the web is touched lightly, the
spider rushes forth from its lair to seize its prey; but if the web be jarred
roughly, the spider speeds out through its back door and can be found
only with difficulty. The smaller insects of the field, such as flies and
bugs, are the chief food of this spider; it rarely attempts to seize a grown
grasshopper.
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The funnel-chaped webs in dark corners of cellars are made by a
species which is closely related to the grass spider and has the same general
habits, but which builds in these locations instead of in the grass.

LESSON CXI
The Funnel Web

—

Leading thought The grass spider spins funnel-shaped webs in the
This web has a back door.
grass to entrap the insects of the field.
Method Ask the pupils to observe a web on the grass with a spider

—

within

it.

—

What

Is there a
the general shape of the web?
Why is it called a funnel web?
2
Of what use is the funnel tube, and what is its shape ? Where dees
Can you corner a spider in its
it lead, and of what use is it to the spider?
funnel tube ? Why not ?
How is the web made? Is there any regularity in the position of
3.
the threads that make it? How is it stayed in place?
Touch the web lightly, and note how the spider acts? Jar the
4.
web roughly, and what docs the spider do?
What insects become entangled in this web?
5.
Compare this web with similar funnel webs found in corners of
6.
cellars, sheds or piazzas, and see if you think the same kind of spider made
both.

Observations

tunnel leading

i.

down from

is

it?

THE ORB -WEB
Teacher's Story

made by the lower creatures, the orbof the spider is, beyond question, the most intricate
and beautiful in design, and the most exquisite in workmanship. The watching of the construction of one of
these webs is an e.xperience that brings us close to those

Fall the structures

web

mysteries which seem to be as fundamental as they are
inexplicable in the plan of the universe.
It is akin to
watching the growth of a crystal, or the stars wheeling
across the heavens in their appointed courses.
The orb-web of the large, black and yellow garden spider is, perhaps,
the best subject for this study, although many of the smaller orbs are far
more delicate in structure. These orb-webs are most often placed vertically, since they are thus more likely to be in the path of flying insects.
The number of radii, or spokes, differs with the different species of
spiders, and they are usually fastened to a silken framework, which in
turn is fastened by guy-lines to surrounding objects. These radii or
spokes are connected by a continuous spiral line, spaced regularly except
at the center or hub this hub or center is of more solid silk, and is usually
surrounded by an open space; and it may be merely an irregular network, or it may have wide bands of silk laid across it.
The radii or spokes, the guy-lines, the framework and the center of
the web are all made of inelastic silk, which does not adhere to an object
The spiral line, on the contrary, is very elastic, and adthat touches it.
;
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heres to any object brought in contact with it.
An insect which touches
one of these spirals and tncs to escape, becomes entangled in the neighboring lines and is thus held fast until the spider can reach it.
If one of these
elastic lines be examined with a microscope, it is a most beautiful object.
There are strung upon it, like pearls, little drops of sticky fluid, which
render it not only elastic but adhesive.
Some species of orb-weavers remain at the center of the web, while
others hide in some little retreat near at hand.
If in the middle, the
spider always keeps watchful claws upon

the radii of the web so that if there is any
jarring of the structure by an entrapped
insect, it is at once apprised of the fact; if
the spider is in a den at one side, it keeps
a claw upon a trap line which is stretched
tightly from the hub of the web to the den,
and thus communicates any vibration of
the web to the hidden sentinel.
When
the insect becomes entangled, the spider
rushes out and envelops it in a band of silk,
which feat it accomplishes, by turning the
insect over and over rapidly, meanwhile
spinning a broad, silken
band which
swathes it. It may bite the insect before it
begins to swathe it in silk, or afterwards.
It usually hangs the swathed insect to the
web near where it was caught, until ready
to eat it; it then takes the prey to the
center of the web, if there is where the
spider usually sits, or to its den at one side,
there
if it is a derT-making species, and
sucks the insect's blood, carefully throwing
away the hard parts.
The spider does not become entangled
in the web, because, when it runs it steps
upon the dry radii and not upon the sticky
During the busy season, the
spiral lines.
spider is likely to make a new web every
twenty-four hours, but this depends largely
upon whether the web has meanwhile been
destroyed by large insects.

The

spider's

method

of

making

its first

bridge is to place itself upon some high
point and, lifting its abdomen in the
air, to spin out on the breeze a thread
When this touches any object, it adheres, and the spider
of silk.
draws in the slack until the line is "taut;" it then travels across
this bridge, which is to support its web, and makes it stronger by doubling
From this line, it stretches other lines by fastening a thread to
the hne.
one point, and then walking along to some other point, spinning the thread
as it goes and holding the line clear of the object on which it is walking by
means of one of its hind legs. When the right point is reached, it pulls
the line tight, fastens it, and then, in a similar fashion, proceeds to make
dcivy morning.
Insect Life, Comstock.
.4
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It may make its first radius by dropping from its bridge to
another.
some point below; then climbing back to the center, it fastens the line for
another radius, and spinning as it goes, walks down and out to some other
point, holding the thread clear and then pulhng it tight before fastening it.
Having thus selected the center of the web, it goes back and forth to and
from it, spinning lines until all of the radii are completed and fastened at
one center. It then starts at the center and spins a spiral, laying it onto
However, the lines of this spiral are farther
the radii to hold them firm.
Thus far, all of the
apart and much more irregular than the final spiral.
threads the spider has spun are inelastic and not sticky; and this first, or
temporary spiral is used by the spider to walk upon when spinning the
It begins the latter at the outer edge instead of at the center,
final spiral.
and works toward the middle. As the second spiral progresses, the spider
with its jaws cuts away the spiral which it first made, and which it has used
A careful observer may often see remnants of this first
as a scafl^olding.
The spider
spiral on the radii between the lines of the permanent spiral.
works very rapidly and will complete a web in a very short time. The
final spiral is made of the elastic and adhesive silk.
Common Spiders, Emerton; The
References Comstock's Manual;
Spider Book, Comstock; Nature's Craftsmen, McCook.

—

LESSON CXII
The Orb-web

Leading thought

— No structure made by a creature lower than man

is

so exriuisitely perfect as the orb-web of the spider.
Method There should be an orb-web where the pupils can observe it,
preferably with the spider in attendance.
Observations
Is the orb-web usually hung horizontally or veri.

—

—

tically?

Observe the radii, or "spokes," of the web. How many are there?
are they fastened to surrounding objects?
Is each spoke fastened
to some object or to a framework of silken lines?
Observe the silken thread laid around the spokes. Is it a spiral
3.
line or is each circle complete?
Are the lines the same distance apart on
the outer part of the web as at the center?
How many of the circling
lines are there ?
Is the center of the web merely an irregular net, or are there bands
4.
of silk put on in zigzag shape?
2.

How

Touch any of the "spokes" lightly with the point of a pencil.
5.
Does it adhere to the pencil and stretch out as you pull the pencil away?
Touch one of the circling lines with a pencil point, and see if it adheres to
the point and is elastic. What is the reason for this dift'erence in the
stickiness and elasticity of the difl"erent kinds of silk in the orb-web?
6.
If an insect touches the web, how does it become more entangled

by seeking to get away?
Where does the spider
7.

stay, at the center of the web or in a little
retreat at one side?
8.
If an insect becomes entangled in the web, how does the spider
discover the fact and act ?
If the spider sits at the middle of the orb, it has a different method
9.
for discovering when an insert strikes the web than does the spider that
Describe the methods of each.
hides in a den at one side.

.
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How does the spicier make fast an insect

10.

before

it

envelops

it

in silk?

Where does

it

Does it bite the insect
?
carry the insect to feed upon

it?

How does the spider manage to run about its web without becom1 1
How often does the orb-weaver make
ing entangled in the sticky thread ?
a

new web ?

How

an Orb-web

is

Made

may

be seen making their webs in the early
Spiders

morning or in the evening.
Find an orb-web with a spider
attendance break the web
without frightening the spider
and see it replace it in the
in

;

early evening, or in the morning about daybreak.
An orbweaver may be brought into
the house on its web, when the
web is on a branch, and placed
where it will not be disturbed,
and thus be watched at
leisure.

Observations

A
,

partially completed orb-web.

the temporary spiral stay line; b, the sticky
spiral line;
c, the fragments of the temporary spiral hanging to a radius.

Comstock's Manual.

—

i.

How

does the spider manage to
place the supporting line between two points ?
2.
How does it make the
framework for holding the

web

in place?

How
How

does it make the first radius?
does it make the other radii and select the point which is
4.
to be the center of the web?
How does it keep the line which it is spinning
5.
clear of the line it walks upon?
After the radii are all made, are they fastened at
6.
the center?
How and where does the spider first begin to
7.
Are the lines of this spiral close together
spin a spiral ?
or far apart?
For what is the first spiral used?
Where does it begin to spin the permanent
8.
Where does it walk when spinning it? By The zii^cag strengthspiral?
the way it walks on the first spiral, do you think it is ening band at center
sticky and elastic?
What does it do with the first of an orb-web.
spiral while the second one is being finished?
If the center of the web has a zigzag ribbon of silk, when was it put
9.
3.

How many minutes did it take the spider to complete the web?
10.
Supplementary reading "Argiope of The Silver Shield," Insect Stories,

—

Kellogg.
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filmy-dome web with
Photo by

J,

its

maker.

H. Comiitock.
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THE FILMY DOME
Teacher's Story

IKE

bubbles cut in half, these delicate domes
catch the light rays apd separate them like a
prism into waves of rainbow colors. One of
these domes is usually about the size of an
ordinary bowl, and is suspended with the openIt is held in place by
ing on the lower side.
many guy-lines which attach it to surrounding
objects.
Above a filmy dome are always
stretched many crisscrossed threads for some
distance up.
These are for the purpose of
hindering the flight of insects, so that they
The little spider,
will fall into the web.
which always hangs, back downward, just below the center of the
dome, rushes to its prey from the lower side, pulls it through the
meshes of the web, and feeds upon it. But any remains of the insect or
pieces of sticks or leaves which may drop upon the web, it carefully cuts
out and drops to the ground, mending the hole very neatly.

LESSON CXIII
The Filmy Dome

—

Leading thought One little spider spins a filmy dome, beneath the
apex of which it hangs, back downward, awaiting its prey.
Method On a sunny day in late summer or early autumn, while walking along woodland paths, the careful observer is sure to see suspended
among the bushes or in the tops of weeds, or among dead branches of
young hemlocks, the filmy dome webs. They are about as large as a small
bowl, and usually so delicate that they cannot be seen unless the sun
shines upon them; they are likely to be exquisitely iridescent under the
sun's rays.
Such a dome may be studied by a class or by the pupils

—

individually.

Observations

—

Where

i.

the size of the dome?

Does

did you discover the filmy dome?
it open above or below?
How is

What
it

is

held in

place ?
2.

Are there

many

crisscrossed threads extending

what do you think they are for?
Where does the spider stay?
3.
small and delicate ?

above the dome?

If so,

4.

What

5.

Throw

becomes

of

does the spider do

if

a bit of stick or leaf

Is

the spider large and heavy, or

an insect becomes entangled in its web ?
upon a filmy dome web, and note what

it.

"With spiders I had friendship made.

And

watch'd them in their sullen trade."

—Prisoner of Chillon.

:
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BALLOONING SPIDERS
Teacher's Story

F we

look across the grass some

warm sunny morn-

ing or evening of early fall, we see threads of
spider silk clinging everywhere; these are not
regular webs for trapping insects, but are single
threads spun from grass stalk to grass stalk until
the fields are carpeted with glistening silk.
have a photograph of a plowed field, taken in
autumn, which looks likes the waves of a lake;
so completely is the ground covered with spider
threads that it shows the "path of the sun" like
water.
When we see so many of these random threads, it is a sign that the
young spiders have started on their travels, and it is not difficult then to
find one in the act.
The spiderling climbs up some tall object, like a twig
or a blade of grass, and sends out its thread of silk upon the air.
If the
thread becomes entangled, the spiderling sometimes walks off on it, using
it as a bridge, or sometimes it begins again.
If the thread does not become
entangled with any object, there is soon enough given off, so that the
friction of the air current upon it supports the weight of the body of the
little creature, which promptly lets go its hold of earth as soon as it feels
safely buoyed up, and off it floats to lands unknown.
Spiders thus sailing
through the air have been discovered in mid-ocean.
Thus we see that the spiders have the same way of distributing their
species over the globe, as have the thistles and dandelions.
It has been
asked what the spiders live upon while they are making these long journeys, especially those that have drifted out to sea.
The spider has very
convenient habits of eating. When it finds plenty of food it eats a great
deal; but in time of famine it lives on, apparently comfortably, without
eating.
One of our captive spiders was mislaid for six months and when
we found her she was as full of "grit" as ever, and she did not seem to be
abnormally hungry when food was offered her.

We

A

noiseless, patient spider,

I mark'd where, on a

Mark'd how

to

It launched forth

f lament

Ever unreeling them"

And

you,

lillle

promontory,

it

stood isolated:

explore the vaeant, vast surrounding.

my

—

out of itself

ever tirelessly

soul, where

speeding them.

you stand,

Surrounded, surrounded, in measureless oceans of space.
Ceaselessly, musing, venturing, throwing, seeking the spheres
Till the bridge
Till the

you will need

be

form' d

—

/;//

the ductile

gossamer thread you fling catch somewhere,

to

connect them;

anchor hold;

my

soul."

— Walt

Whitman.
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LESSON CXIV

—

Ballooning Spiders
The young of many species

of spiders scatter themLeading thought
hke thistle seeds in balloons which they make of silk.
Method These observations should be made out of doors during some
warm sunny day in October. Read Nature's Craftsmen, IMcCook, p.iS2.

selves

—

Observations

—

i.

Look

across the grass

some warm sunny morning

or

evening of early fall, and note the threads of spider silk gleaming everywhere, not regular webs, but single threads spun from grass stalk to grass
stalk, or from one object to another, until the ground seems glistening
with silk threads.
2.
Find a small spider on a bush, fence post, or at the top of some tall
grass stalk; watch it until it begins to spin out its thread.
What happens to the thread as it is spun out?
3.
If the thread does not become entangled in any surrounding object
4.
what happens? If the thread does become entangled, what happens?
How far do you suppose a spider can travel on this silken aero5.
plane? Why should the yoimg spider wish to travel?

THE WHITE CRAB-SPIDER
Teacher's Story

HERE

are certain spiders which are crablike in
form, and their legs are so arranged that they
can walk more easily sidewise or backward than
forward.
These spiders spin no webs, but lie
in wait for their prey.
Many of them live upon
plants and fences and, in winter, hide in protected places.
The white crab-spider is a little rascal that
has discovered the advantage of protective
coloring as a means of hiding itself from the
view of its victims, until too late to save themselves; the small assassin always takes on the
color of the flower in which it lies concealed.
In the white trilHum, it is
greenish white; while in the golden-rod its decorations are }'ellow.
It
waits in the heart of the flower, or in the flower clusters,
until the visiting insect alights and seeks to probe for the
nectar; it then leaps forward and fastens its fangs into its
struggling victim.
I have seen a crab-spider in a milkweed
attack a bee three times its size. This spider was white
with lilac or purple markings. If disturbed, the crabA common
spider can walk off awkwardly or it may drop by a silken
crab-spider.
thread.
It is especially interesting, since it illustrates
another use for protective coloring; and also because this species seems
to be able to change its colors to suit its surroundings.
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LESSON CXV
The White Crab-spider

—

Treading thought
i.
The white crab spider has markings upon its
of the same color as the flower in which it rests and is thus enabled
the insects which come
to hide in ambush out of the sight of its victims
to the flower for nectar.

body

—

—

Method Ask the children to bring one of these spiders to school in the
flower in which it was found note how inconspicuous it is, and arouse an
interest in the different colors which these spiders assume in different
;

flowers.

—

Observations
i.
What is the shape of the body of the crab-spider?
of the legs are the longest?
Are these legs directed forward or

Which

backward ?
2.

How

is

the

body marked?

What

colors do

you

find

upon

it?

Are the colors the same

in the spiders found in the trilliums, as those in
is this?
Do you think that the color of the spider

other flowers? Why
it from being seen ?
Place the white spider which you may find in a trillium in a
3.
daffodil, and note if the color changes.
Do the crab-spiders make webs ? How do they trap their prey ?
4.

keeps

Crab-spiders on golden-rod.
This species is white when lurking in the white trillium and
yellow when among flowers of the golden-rod.

Photo by Slingerland.
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SPIDER MOTHERS TAKE CARE OF THEIR EGGS
Teacher's Story

ROTECTING

her eggs from the vicissitudes of
the weather seems to be the spider mother's
chief care though at the same time and by
the same means, she protects them from the
attacks of predacious insects.
Many of the
species make silken egg-sacs, which are often
elaborate in construction, and are carefully
placed in protected situations.
Often a little silvery disk may be seen
attached to a stone in a field.
It resembles a
circular lichen on the stone, btit if it is examined
it is found to consist of an upper, very smooth,
waterproof coat, while below is a soft, downy
nest, completely enfolding the spider's eggs.
The egg-sacs of the cobweb weavers are
One of the large orbweavers makes
often found suspended in their webs.
a very remarkable nest, which it attaches to the branches of weeds or
This sac is about as large as a hickory nut, and opens like a vase
shrubs.
It is very securely suspended by many strong threads of silk,
at the top.
The outside is shining
so that the blasts of winter cannot tear it loose.
and waterproof, while inside it has a fit lining for a spiderling cradle.
Dr. Burt G. Wilder studied the development of the inmates of one of
these nests by cutting open different nests at different periods of the
winter.
In the autumn, the nest contained five hundred or more eggs.
These eggs hatched in early winter but it seemed foreordained that some
They
of the little spiders were born for food for their stronger brethren.
seemed resigned to their fate, for when one of these victims was seized by
its cannibalistic brother, it curled up
;

and submitted meekly. The
was that, out of
the five hundred little spiders hatched
from the eggs, only a few healthy and
apparently happy young spiders
A wolf-spider carrying Iter egg-sac.
emerged from the nest in the spring,
sustained by the nourishment afforded
them by their own family, and fitted for their life in the outside world.
Some spiders make a nest for their eggs within folded leaves, and some
build them in crevices of rocks and boards.
The running spiders, which are the large ones found under stones,
make globular egg-sacs; the mother spider drags after her this egg-sac
attached to her spinnerets the young, when they hatch, climb upon their
mother's back, and there remain for a time.
its legs

result of this process

;

LESSON CXVI
Leading thought

—

The Nests of Spiders
The spider mothers have many

interesting

ways

of

protecting their eggs, which the/ envelop in silken sacs and place in
safety.
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Method
can

find.

—Ask the pupils to bring
Keep some

of

in all the spider egg-sacs that
others of the

them unopened, and open

they

same

kind, and thus discover how many eggs are in the sac, and how many
This is a good lesson for September and October.
spiderlings come out.
i.
In what situation did you find the nest? How was
Observations
To what was it attached?
it protected from rain and snow?
2.
Of what texture is the outside of the sac? Is the outside made of
waterproof silk? What is the texture of the lining?
How many eggs in this sac? What is the color of the eggs? When
3.
Do as many spiders come out of the sac as
do the spiderlings hatch?

—

there were eggs?

Why

is

this?

""v--i^*<*

